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About this manual.
RelioxestAtion in At id Lands is the third manual in a series of publications

being prepared by the United States Peace Corps and VITA, Volunteers in

Technical Assistance. These publications combine Peace Corps' practical

field experiences with VITA's technical expertise on subjects about which

development workers have special difficulties finding useful resource

materials.

PEACE CORPS

Since 1961 Peace Corps VolUnteers haVe worked at the grassroots level in

countries around the world -in program areas such as_agriculture, public

health; and education. BefOrt beginning_their_two-year assignments; _

Vo1unteers are given. treining_in cross - cultural, technical; and langdage

skillt. _ThiS_training helps them to live and work closely with -the

peoplie of- their host countries. It helpsthem;too; to approach develop7
mentprdblems with new_ideas that make use of locally available resources

and that are appropriate to the local:cultures;

Recently Peace Corps established an Information Collection & Exchange so__

that these ideas developed during service in -the field could be made avail-

able to_the wide range-of development- workers who might find them_useful. _

Materials_froM_the field are now being collected; reviewed; and classified
in the Informtion Collection & Exchange system_ These rost usefUl mate=

rials are_being shared as widely as possible; The InforAatiOn_C011ection
& Exchange provides an important source of field -based research materials

for the production of manuals such as Retioxe4W:Eon.in Mid Lands.

VITA

VITA people are also Volunteers who respond to requests for technical

assistance. In providing sautions, their aim is to_find the most appro-

triate answers for specific problems. Therefore, VITA specialists often

must produce new designs or adapt technologies so that they are of value

in developing areas.

Many VITA Volunteers have lived and worked abroad. Most VITA people now

live in the United.States and other developed countries where they are

engineers, doctors, scientistt, farmers, architects, writers, artists,

and so on. But they continue to work with people in other countries

through VITA. Thanks to their contributions of time and expertise, VITA

has been providing technical assistance to the Third World for more than

15 years.
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Requests for technical assistance come to VITA from many nations. Each
request is sent to a Volunteer with the right skills. For example,_a
question about fish pond operation might be sent to a VITA Volunteer who
has had years of experience working to develop ponds in Asia, and who
is now.a,university professor.

THE PEOPLE WHO PREPARE?) THIS MANUAL

Fred R. Weber is actively involved with_both Peace -Corps and VITA.
Mr. Weber has participated in-12 Peace Corps training programs; he
has been a VITA technical consultant for 10 years.

'Mr. WOO' is a civil engineer with an advanced degree in Forest_Ehgineering.
He operates his own consulting business and specializes in providing assis7

stance in the fields of agriculture; community development, range management,
forestry and soil conservation, and irrigation engineering.

In 1971, Mr. Weber authored the Con4envation and Fotutxy Maua., a handbook

for Peace Corps Volunteers in Niger. The present manual is an outgrowth of
this earlier publication.

Virginia C. Palmer, the editor; has been a VITA Volunteer for_almott eight
years; She holds a degree in English Eiterature_frOm Statifetd_UniverSity and
a Master's in Interdisciplinary Studies in Education. She'has done adVanced
work -at Harvardi San Frandited_State College, and the University of Chicago.
Ms._Palmer tpedialiZet in curriculum development and in teaching methods for
both adults and children.

Frederick J. Holman, who provided the illustrations for the mantial, ft_a
landscape architect specializing in residential, commercial, and institutional

site design He holds degrees from Paul Smiths C011ege and the state
University of New York, College of Forestry. He hat been a VITA Volunteer
for years:

(iv)
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REPLY FORM

For your convenience, a reply form has been provided here. Please send -it

in and let_Ut_knOW hOW the manual has helped or can be made mt.,..e helpful.

If the reply form is missing from the manual, just put your comments,'

suggestions,_ descriptions of problems, etc.i_on:a piece of_paper and send.

them to: REFORESTATION, 3706 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE, MT. RAINIER, MD,'20822;

(v)



PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM.

NOTE TO THE USER: This manual was published because Peace Corps and VITA

-Volunteers and staff wish to help in an area of growing, worldwide interest.

In order to provide the most effective nelp, the preparers of the manual r

need to know how it is being used, or how you feel it could better serve

your needs. Please fill in the following form and return it to:

REFORESTATION
3706 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE
MT. RAINIER, MD 20822

U.S.A.

WHEN WE RECEIVE THIS FORM, WE WILL AUTOMATICALLY PLACE YOUR NAME ON A

MAILING LIST SO THAT YOU WILL RECEIVE:

Updates andr6r additions and corrections to the manual'

as they become available.

Notice of other publications which may be of interest

to you.

If yOU_have questions on the material presented in the manual, or if you

run into problems implementing the_suggestions offered_here, please note

them in the space provided; Use additionai_paper_if you have to in order

to be as specific as yoU_dan_about_the problem. Wherever possible, we

will try to provide or direct you to an answer;

Date.

Your Company or

Your Name Agency, if any

Your. Address

1. How did you fihd out about the PC/VITA R4otutatinn in Acid Laitais

manual? How did you get your copy?

2. Which parts of the manual have ycu found most useful? Least useful?

Why?



3. Did you find the manual easy to.read; too simple or complex; complete

or incomplete?

How has this manual helped your work? What have you done to apply the

information?

5; Can you_recommend_additional_information which you feel should be in-

cluded in a new edition of the manual?

6. What were your - successes using the manual or implementing any of the

suggestions? Problems'? Please describe completely.

7. Do you have other recommendations?
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Introduction

,

WhereVer people_live; they make deMatidS upon the earth; People_need_land

On Which to grow food; they use wood to build houses and to cook foOd;

etc. More and more the demandt of human populations on forests; lakes,

fields, and so forth are increasing, _while supplies of suchnatUral re =-

sources are decreasing. This scarcity brings attention to the fact that

natural resources often are -used unwisely; fair' example; trees; which

protect soil from erosionjand help land*retain_moisture)_sometimes are

excessively -cut down for firewood; The_deMand fbethis resource must

be met- in other_ways; perhaps
through planting trees to be grown es-

,

petiallY for firewood;

More and more countries around.the World are now trying to solVe such

problems and are taking steps to stop the incorrect use of their national

resources; .

The subject of this manual is reforettatiOn ih vAd lands; ReforestatiOn

Ord-grams are part of larger conservatift efforts._ Increasingly they are

being conducted with the_realizatiOh that it is very difficult to separate

reforestation from overall evegetation efforts -- range management, sand

stabilization; and similar activities:_ So while reforestation deals

mainly with plantingtrees_in locations able to support at least some

specieS;_it_is important_to think broadly of revegetation planting

treet; shrubs, bushes;_grasses; and other ground cover in areas which

do not now have sufficient vegetation.

Reforestation efforts are-begun for two important reasons: (1) to

conserve and protect and'(2) to increase production_of forestry resources;

For example; programs have been undertaken to provide:

.
droSion_control; e;gi treet_keep_water and wind from

carrying away rich topsOilt that help make.and keep

the land fertile for growing crops;

general protection from extremes_of_clithate;_e.g.;
trees are planted to provide shade fOr animals and
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. production of adequate supplies of special products
wood for construction purposes; fruit and nuts for food,
and so on;

One area of the world where reforestation projects have been of great
importance over the past_ few years is Africa, south of the Sahara The
desert, already one of the world's largest, has been growing. Fires and
poor use of already limited vegetation resources have added to the hard-
ships caused by drought. People are beginning to respond to these prob-
lems in a number of ways. Reforestation and revegetation projeCts are
among the most effective ways to reclaim the land;

This manual is an attempt to present some current, state-of-the-art
examples of forestry programs in West-Africa. It is based on the col-
lective experiences of foresters and of local farmers and herders.

However, many of the problems of reforestation of dry areas are the same
worldwide. Therefore, the text, which focuses on the broad subject on
project implementation, presents methods and planning guides useful in a
more than West Africa context. The appendices contain most of the very
specific information on climate, soils, plants, and trees in sub-Saharan
West Africa. Eventually, it is hoped, similar appendices can be developed
for other areas of the world..

The appendices to this manual are worthy of special riute:

. Appendix A -- a directory of 165 tree species found in West
Africa. Synonyms and common names (from West Africa) are
given as available. Brief pictorial views of each tree-- -
a leaf, flower, branch, etc. -- are provided for most of
the species. Where possible, information is given on the
uses of the_tree (not a comprehensive listing, but an
indicator of the value of that tree for certain purposes).

-- an expanded look at 30 of the trees high-
g te 171Appendix A. Each of the trees is -treated in-

dividually in an attempt to show the value of having'
comprehensive data sheets which can be used to guide
field activities. For example, the sheet has spaces
for listing relevant nursery data (such as time needed
in the nursery bed or pot) and for noting planting cri-
teria (such as the soil and water requirements of each
tree). Hopefullsas reforestation efforts continue, and
more project data are recorded, these information sherts
will become a more complete and important data bank.

. Appendix _C -- maps and charts explaining climate and rain-
fall, soil, vegetation, and characteristics of sub-Saharan
West Africa.



.
Appendix --Q- -- a guide to writing funding proposAlt for

reforestation projects.

ix E --_a listing_of other information sources and

bibliographic material which those who require further

inforMatitin and assistance will find extremely valuable.

This manual assumes basic familiarity with reforestation terms and methodst, .

For example, it takes for_granted that the reader will be familiar with

laterite soils and with the use of such forestry tools as climate maps

And vegetation charts.

The text use only one Latin name for each tree. However, some trees are

known by two or several Latin names: these synonyms are given in Appen-

dix A. Mare than one name per tree can result from any of several causes:

a tree may have been "discovered" and named by several different people;

disagreement ma exist among the experts as to whether a certain tree is

a species or a variety of a species; the difference may simply be in

spelling because of phonetic dissimilarities among the languages of for-

estry people.



Long-Range Planning

In most nations concerned with land protection (among them the sub=Saharan

countries of Senegal, Mali, Upper Volta, Niger, and Chad), land has been

set aside for special purposes. These areas, called forest reserves,

wildlife reserves, parks or special reserves; can be identified on good,

large-scale government-issued maps.

The uses of these and other lands are regulated in a number of ways; for

example:

The "northern limit of cultivation" in Niger makes

farming north_ of that limit illegal. This culti-

vation law was passed to protect grazing resources

and to conserve the natural ground cover (See Appendix E.)

Throughout West Africa, governments have legislated land

use in order to prevent and control the frequent bush fires.

In some nations, such as Niger and Ghana, land has been

identified and set aside for production of certain spe=

cies of trees.

.
Many- governments control the use of partitUlat trees and

plants.

Most countries have an agency_ or_ department which is responsible for

developing; managing, and protecting natural resources. Some of these

agencies provide suggestions for proper; land use like:

taking into account social and cUltUral factors;

using resources only on a sustained-yield basis (in other
words,-not using resources faster than they can be replaced);

producing the highest possible net income for any given

area through the best use of the land;

;
improving, developing; and further building up natural

resources for the future; and
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recognizing_that conservation and production_are inter-
dependent_On the long run, neither is possible without
the other).

All programs -to conserve or develop_natural'resources water, soil,
treesond_other vegetation -7 must_keep these suggestions in mind. A forester,
for example, cannot begin a tree-planting program without carefully looking
at the given location in terms of all its natural resources and the ways in
which they are being used.

As noted in the Introduction, reforestation programs have two important_
goals: conservation and production.__The primary conservation concern is
to prevent and control erosion; the firstinlority_of production activities,
in West Africa at- least, is -to increase the amount of wood available as
firewood._ While these are the major objectives, there are, of course,
other goals of both conservation and production programs. Therefore,
forestry_programs are planned with these objectives in mind and imple-
mented within the resource management suggestions mentioned earlier. -A

reforestation program shbuld not produce a lot of firewood on land which
could have been used more profitably for some other purpose;

Foresters_prevent_poor_programming by- ooking into the land-use situation
very_carefully before beginning_a project. The first things taken into
consideration are the ways in which land is now being used or not used;

Foreiellt Land Uses
What is the land_suited for now? What could the land produce_if changes
were made? Would the new_use be a better use than -the old? Local customs,
soilsi_topography, vegetation, and water supply all must be looked at be-
fore these questions can be answered fully.

The most important thing to consider when looking at a location is whether
or,pot land can be used for growing food or crops which allow people to
support themselves. Because, above all else, people living in that -area
must get enough out of the land to live. Therefore, even if_a staple_crop
they grow is not as valuable by itself as a cash_crop migft be_ in market
terms, the land may already be serving its most important function.

In any area, there is a value placed on certain products. 'First place
always is and must be given td agritultural products which are needed for
food or for market; Certainly forests should not be planted in areas
where bananas or rice will grow, and where there is a good market for
such crops; What might be called secondary_subsistence needsLalso must
'be kept is_mind._ These are uses. of_the land_and trees which fill other
demands_made-by local people -- wood.for fuel; grass for thatching;_plants
for medicine; bush_fruits; base materials_for_cordage, detergents, tan-_
ning, and dyes. If the land area is now filling one or several important
purposes, the question to be asked.is, "Would land use be improved by a
forestry project?"

17



Which conservation efforts would improve land use? Where should they be

located? What special efforts -- such as fire barriers, planting Acacia

albida, terracing, or planting an orchard (perhaps of Anacardium oec dentate) --

would increase the value and usefulness of the land?

*Akio
Viplecnc*i,irido

1;1;110L)Er..7

Are _wind erosion controls, such as windbreaks; or -water erosion controls

needed around farm lands? Are there low spots Whith are not now being

farmed which -could be used for crops if they were protected? For example,

gentle side slopes may be a good- place to grow some farm crops if the

crop can be protected by vegetation from erosion; Careful observation

and detailed study of the project area provide answers to such

Fn..) iSwg,

111011"."
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Community involvement
Foresters, and other conservation personnel, shoUld keep_local concerns in

mind. This is not always easy because there are always locali_national,

and -international concernsi and theSe_MAy_tOnflict. But_a conservation

PrOett must be surported_bY the people living_in an area; or it will not

work; Local people are the_oneS Who may be asked to give land for a pro-

ject, or to_work on it. And oftena reforestatiOn effort will_have to:

be supported by_peOple for years before results can be seen. _Therefore,

a_projecLshoUld not be started before communities are ready -to sustain

the effort. And to make this commitment, residents_ must believe -that

(1) the project will affect their environment and their lives positivelYi

and (2) the results will be worth the effOrt.



Reforestation projects which provide wind and water erosion controls can
result in better farm lands and increased supplies of fodder and firewood.

However, if the results of such projects are likely to take years to show,

local residents maY look for more immediate benefits, such as individual

potted trees which they can plant in their fields for shade. For example,

on one project the technical consultant undertook, he found it difficult

to keep up with the demand for potted Partia_biglobosa. If at all poss!-
ble, it is a good idea for a project manager to plan_so that the project
can provide the requested trees and respond to this level of need.
Community support for the project will increase, and it will become
easier to convince the community of the necessity for the project at
other, longer-range levels.

The Conservation Community
The conservation community includes everyone. Foresters, and particularly
those who are managing projects being carried out locally, contact farmers

individually; work through traditional authorities, such as village chiefs
and elders; involve and consult officials of local, district, and national

governments, as well as, representatives of the various government bureaus

and agencies. Preparing for a project ca3ls for maximum cooperation
between technical representatives and those concerned with social programs.
Of course, coordinating the groups and interests involved in a forestry
project is all part of the forester's_job; it requires patienEe, diplomacy

and skill to promote -a reforestation project. Often it is necessary to
explain, bring together, and reconcile a number of interest groupsL.some
of which have very differing ideas about the same project.

Foresters work cooperatively with representatives of all sectors of the

local economy. Such cooperation sometimes means filling an advisory
role to_a certain agency or undertaking responsibility for a special pro-
ject. There is a lot of informal instruction to be done in order to sell
a forestry or resource management project and get plans made for smooth

program operation. This "teaching," when done well, lays.a good founda-
tion for the entire effort, and the project has a much better chance of

success.

The previous paragraphs present some general guidelines.or characteristics
of a foreStrY project._ Of course, each specific project requires planning

is a_mtith_more detailed way. Selecting the right locationi.determining
the best trees- to plant for ,a given purposei and making sure money and
materials are available are areas which require a great deal of long =_

range planning; This manual will not discuss_seeking money -and materials
in detail, though Appendix_D does offer guidelines-for writing reforesta
tion project proposals. Site selection, however, is discussed further
in the following paragraphs.

Sehnting &UN§
For the type of reforestation effort with which this manual is mainly
concerned, it is usually necessary for the planner to think in terms of
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two locations; a site for the nursery (the place where young trees will

be seeded and grown until they are large enough to have -a good chance

for continued growth in another place), and the location where the trees
will finally be planted_.

vOY This planting site may be
so=s-cow -obi--

known from the beginning

oge.s1.."° -.a itkii.-;..
sho becauie,as a site in need......

of reforestation, it sug-
,ee:1-55IPIAW gested the scope of the

foc.6 N.
- .k,sii

...0,..-0%, 'N.N:N.0... lOwN project. Or the planting
,.*'-...,-., -...- %0\-----v.-% site may be chosen later.,..- - N*

40111t. in the planning stage to
cir>.,10.50

k.,k,cft
,-

.......-\\XNN

,...-,

,... ".,..' 1,.....
-,.....-., .... ...;...4.1;--- provide the best location

.--., ,..,,,....-

. .,
slccA-Fil-e5 for a productive effort.

...."....

AN,. ..,`-,,s.;-. __,

Nursery Site
Nurseries may be constructed
at a central location to
produce trees on an ongoing
basis for forest plantings,

shade for village squares, roads, individual houses, etc. Such_central

nurseries often are permanent and are maintained by government funds.

When trees are needed for only one project, a temporary nursery can be

built. Nurseries are located near water, roadways for transport, and a

settled area so that nursery activities can be supervised easily.

If the nursery will be using plastic pots or other containers (plant leaves,
cardboard boxes, clay jars), finding a good site is not as difficult. Pots

can be filled with soil that comes from somewhere else, stacked, and tended

in areas where nothing else will grow.

If seeds are to be planted directly into the ground at the nursery site,

the soil must be rich,, deep, and Well=drained. Sandy clay with a loose
crumbly texture is the best kind of soil for a nursery. Also, locating

a nursery on a_slight slope is helpful. This slope helps water to drain

across the surface.

Other factors to be considered when deciding upon a nursery site are:

availability of water

protection from prevailing winds

nearness to the planting site

Of course a nursery(Ldoes not really_require a great deal_of land, parti-

cularly if plasticpots are used But a planting site is usually a

larger area -- usually the smallest is 100 X 100m, and most are larger.

2
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Planting Site

Choosing a planting site is very complex. The forester or funding agency

must consider the following points before choosing a site:

What is the best land use? .

What are the goals -- protection or production?

If_ptoteotion of the land is the main goal, the sites are
selected to give the best possible conservation resUlts.

%MI

If wood production is the main goal, such issues as trans-
portation and marketing are more important.

What will the social effects be?

Who uses the land? Who will use it in the futUte? _What
are the benefits of the project to the local people?

The site in turn determines both which trees and vegetation .and what

planting methods will be most successful.

Great care thUtt_be taken from the beginning of the planning procest_to

Make_tUte_that the lines of authority for land use regulation are clear.

The fOtett service must work together with other interested agencies to

draw up forest management plans that define which_ resource_ development

and management techniques are planned and_aeceptable. SUch agreements

should contain details concerning maintenance andptotection_ofthe
land, types of land use possible, kinds Of feeS whith must be paid for

using the land, and who gett the money paid for the rights to use the

land.

Once it_haS been decided that a site is available -for use as part_ of a

reforestation effort, it is time to plan-for the fullest -use Of. the_

Sit6.. In other words, the land should -be used as completely and wisely

as possible during the reforestation efforts. The-following paragraphs

present on of -the uses of the land Whith can be incorporated as part

of a reforestation program.

Other Land Uses
Other land uses, like traditional or improved grazing,_roads,_improved

and intensified agriculturil,land use (e.g.; rotation from peanuts to:

cotton to fallow) must be takeii,intb account during the planning process;

particularly when the programs are located near relatively high density

population centers.
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Whenever possible, foresters choose or develop sites so that local resi=

dents receive more immediate benefits while the trees (also shrubs,

grass, and other vegetation) are growing, and so that the land is being

used as completely as possible. Some of the land uses which increase
benefits during revegetation efforts are intercropping, controlled
grazing, grass cutting by hand, and collecting and gathering for special
forestry projects. These subjects are discussed briefly below. (More
is being done in each of thege areas every day, but it is not possible

to go into detail in this manual: grazing alone could be the subject

of an entire book.)

Intercropping

Intercroppjng, or taun a as it is also called, is the practice of plant-

ing and growing agr cu ural crops between rows of planted trees. If

left uncultivated, the area between the trees would soon be covered with

grass and other vegetation. This growth of vegetation would cause the
grass roots and the roots of the trees to compete for water and, to a

lesser degree, for nutrients from the soil. However, it has been found

that root competition for water is not as severe_when crops such as

peanuts or beans are grown and the area is kept free from weeds.

kewt-rf V71-64-110).1*-EZ-45

?faiarrG-11t)C 0-X7:10.it

C4509-5
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At- the -few places where intercropping has been tried in the drier zones
(500;700MM mean annual rainfall), excellent results have been obtained

for the trees and for the farmers; Even where poorer- results haVe been
-Obtained, intercropping may still -be cheaper than handweeding grasses,

especially during the rains_when_labor is short because_everyone_is

working in his own field. (Machine.weeding and cultivation usually are

even more expensivei_especially when maintenance and depreciation of
machines are included tn the cost figure.)

For an intercropping effort to be successful -- that is, beneficial to

trees, crops, and farmers alike -- farmers mast know the_special restri6=

tions and conditions necessary for good intercropping. For examplei_the
spacing of individual crone in relation to the young trees must be speci-

fied, since both crops and trees heed enough room to grow successfully;
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When the young trees are hard to see, such as Acacia albida or Gmelina

arborea, it is also helpful to mark each tree WitiEbTiii-iastakes or
other markers easily seen by persons using three- to four-meter push-hoes.

As a rule, it is generally best for foresters to work with and teach inter-
cropping methods in- cooperation with agents from the agricultural services.

Of course, the choice of crop makeS a big difference to the success or
failure of intercropping. Peanuts, cowpeas, and other legumes have-

worked well, but millet and sorghum have affected some young trees

badly. The_decision about which crops to raise as part of an inter-

croeing_effort muSt be based on information about the crops, the

nature of the site, and the type of tree which will be planted there.

9.4,efrp

15 METER FIREBREAK

G*L101=;6 ZS
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It is particularly useful to grow crops in firebreaks. These are spaces
left between blocks of trees or other vegetation so that fires which may
break out can be stopped before they burn dawn an entire plantation or
nursery. Firebreaks in tree plantations are often quite wide, thus giving
a lot of space for growing crops; For them to be effective, it is very
important that the firebreak area be kept free of weeds: planting and
cultivating crops_such as_peanuts serves this purpose._ When the area is
completely:cleaned after_harvest, a_good, and_relatively trouble-free
firebreak is created that lasts until the next growing season. Of course,
the_need for a complete cleaning of the area after each harvest must be
stressed and enforced.

GraZing
Good land use projects inclilde introduction (planting, seeding, or natu-

ral) of vegetation which c.A be±used_for grazing in or near the same
area where trees are planted. This kind of overall revegetation effort
,illustrates the fact that the'divisions between forestry and range manage-
ment programs are becoming less important than they once were.

23
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Grazing is possible within the tree planting site, as long as certain

conditions are kept in mind:

The number and kind_of animals, as well as length of

grazing time, must be controlled.

Grazing is not_possible until the trees are tall_and

strong enough to escape damage done to their foliage

and bark_by animals. A goatfor examplei_can stand
on its hind legs and reach up to 2m; Donkeys also

stand on their hind legs to reach leaves;

Grazing cannot be allowed to continue in one spot
for too long.

If grazing does go on in one spot, there is a danger
the soil will become so hard that air_and water can
penetrate the soil only with great difficulty.

However; if'grazing can be contr011ed, the combination of forestry and
range management programs can lead to good land use projects.

Handcutting and Gathering .-4;*

Strictly_ controlled handcutting of grass for fodder, thatch, or mats may
be feasible; Forest products; such as nuts, fruits, gums or resins may
be collected;

As the area becomes more and more attractive to individuals, it becomes
increasingly important to be sure that any use of the land; even cutting
grass for animal feed, is controlled by an authority which everyone -re-
cognizes. And it is a good idea to charge a fee for such uses of the
land. Land use fees will probably not bring in a lot of money, but they
are important for laying a good and fair framework for the future of the
area. Usually; the national conservation agency is responsible for re-
source use and establishes limits for all cutting, grazing, or farming
allowed on the land.

So far, this manual has mentioned the need for:

looking at an area in terms of all its conservation
possibilities and problems;

making sure ;there is full support for the project;

taking into account what local residents want and
expect;

planning project sites carefUlly so that they take
advantage of all land use _possibilities.

4
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Thirs it a goad point art: which to consider tbil_and water in reforestatiOn

effortt. Planning_reforestation actiiiitiet,_either

on a short- or a

lOngrangt basit;_cannot be
coinpleted WithbUt a careful site study of

these natural resources;



Soil and Water

a-

As soon as careful study shows that a reforestation effort is needed,..
whether to protect a given resourcs or to produce more of a certain pro-
duct, soil and water questions come to mind. Trees(and other Vegetation),
of course, depend upon soil and water to provide all that they need for
growth and survival. (It is interesting to note that while a certain
species of tree may grow almost anywhere, it does not look the same from
one area to the next because of different soil'and water factors. A tree-

growing in poor soft with little water supply may be short, sparse, and
produce no fruit. On the other hand, the same tree grown in soil with
more nutrients, better.texture. and a good water supply, may be much
taller, deniely covered with foliage, and a good producer of fruit.)

Soil and water resources have been studied by many scientists. Soil naps -

show the kinds of soil which appear in different areas. Rainfall maps

indicate the amount and distribution of rain. Another kind of map shows
lakes, rivers, and other large bodies of water: C contains
soil and rainfall distribytion maps of West Africa.) But these maps pro-
vide only very general information and a starting point. The key to soil
and water for reforestation purposes is the way in which soil and water
do or do not, can or cannot, be made to work together at particular
nursery or planting sites.

Soil and water interact in various ways. For example, in some areas there
is plenty of water, but the soil is too rocky to hold the water well.
Instead, the water may run down a slope and carry away what little good
soil there is.

In another area, surface runoff is more gentle and collects in depressions
in the land. These basins may be an additional water resource depending
upon the soil and how well it holds water. Therefore, the result of the
interaction of soil and water resources determines the quality of the
site for planting trees.
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Foresters often can get their best information concerning soil and

water at agiven site by careful observation and by asking questions

of local farmers. There are certain characteristics of soil which are

of particular interest to foresters; these are the conditions which

(1) cause soil to interact with water_and_wind in specific weys and

(2) make the soil more or less useful for forestry purposes. These

characteristics area

erodabjlity

' shallowness .

. texture and water retention capacity.

. compaction

Etesdabi l ity
A primary concern of the forester is preventing soil erosion (the wash-

ing away of rich topsoils). Vegetation helps prevent erosion because:

.
the roots of'trees and Other plants hold down the

topsoil;

the vegetation provides decaying organic matter which

forms a.water-holding layer;

it places a physical barrier in the path of running water;

Any soil which has lost its vegetative cover is more likely to erode,

and some soils are more easily eroded than others. Soils which erode

easily are:

Watet has_eatti.ed towit
away arid Zeit deep ditchez

on ehdhhetS.a. the earth;

27



light soils such as silt, sand, or sand-loam. mixes

. soils having little or no organic matter or having a fine
-granular consistency

>
F.-tne, Light dny sand, with no
organic mattelL, being brown by

the wind.

Shallowness
Shallow soil is a frequent result of soil
,erosion. Shallow soil is a condition
where there is very little good topsoil
iri which trees can grow. This lack of
good soil limits the Choice of trees that
can be planted to a few local species.

1:A4b4.14:10\6i TcAP..J4:)tt...

619,STPAD 44,1-CW714.

tABF410 Ilt$P1EL.;

Even when the lOcal species
are planted; the root systems
cannot develop well; and tree
growth is likely to be very
poor;

17
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Texture
There is a direct relationship between soil

texture and tree growth; Where the texture is

loose, such as in sandy soil, roots have no

difficulty pushing down through the soil. _In

fact; root growth rates of almost a meter_per

week have been ObterVedjin Acacia alb-itla).

UnfortunatelY; thit kind oflEaiTsoil does

not hold_Water well, and once the rains are

over this soil becomes very dry; It is _almost

impossible to grow trees under these conditions

unless special techniques are used.

Looze, Sandy Soi.L

. tittEe wateA avaitabZe

. Aapid 'coot gtowth

I 111

V4 011
I 1111

11111(11

Heavy, Ctay Soil

water?. avaitabte
Atm, 4tunted 'welt gtowth

Heavy clay toilt, on the other- hand; present different probleMs. They

are foritied by an accumulation of fine clay particles and are found -in

depressions and in low areas around ponds. These clay soils can be

recognized most easily during the dry season when large cracks form in

the surface.
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CLAY CRACKING PATTERNS

Unlike the loose, sandy soils, these clay soils hold water well and are
quite fertile. However, tree roots have trouble pushing through the
tightly packed earth. Special and expensive site preparations are re=
quired to improve this soil's condition enough so that trees can grow
in it.

The best soil_textures for tree planting
efforts are those_textures between the
loose sand_and_baked clays described here.

In the best situation, there is a good

amount of topsoil_covered by decaying
orgaAic material which protects_the
roots from too much heati_acts like a
fresh; clean sponge;_and holds rela=_
tively large quantities_of Water.__The
plants then use this water after the
rains stop.

Good towit, coveted by decaying ot
ganic matter; tetain4 watek and nuttientz.
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Unfortunatelyi hat dry climates are
unfavorable_to proper formation and

retention of organic_ matter, and the

soil tehdt to leach_fwashout) during

the rains; leaving_it_once again a

prime candidate for erosion.

P004; Bandy :6622.6 have attee zcbg
to netaik_Watet. The =ten; zimpEy
fittM4 dtkatty down- through -the zoit

.n the earth. _.bong

enough to pAovide nourazhmet tiCIA ttee6.

CompactiOn
Compacted soil is soil which is packed down so hard that air and water

can penetrate the soil only with difficulty. Sometimes the soil is so

compacted that a crust forms on the surface. It is very difficult to

grow bush and tree species under these conditions.

Airt. and watek can penetute the
4uitiace o6 th14 4soit.

: .

boa i4 packed ot compacted.
Ain. and watet cannot penetAate the

zultiace.

31
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There are a number of ways to counteract poor soil conditions such as

compaction. _One.of these techniques, subsoiling, involves diggihg deep

holes and breaking up the soil so that it can receive and hold water

better than the nearby tight, or compacted, ground. Subsoiling can greatly

improve the growth and survival rate of trees. When subsoiling is done

by hand methods using shovels and local tools -- it can take a lot

of time; especially when the project is large. There is heavy machinery

available which can do the subsoiling quickly and efficiently. However,

the machines are costly to operate and may not be available. The

decision as to whether to use hand or machine methods for subsoiling will

depend upon such factors as the size of the project and the amount of

money available.

Another soil improvement method is composting (mixing already decaying
leaves and/or dung into the soil). Often, however, materials for com-
posting are either unavailable, or they are to expensive to use.

Soil and water are discussed later as they relate directly to nursery and
planting sites. The purpose of the above discussion has been to present
some basic ideas about the importance and interaction of these two factors.
Foresters, of course, will also need access to additional technical data
concerning soil and_water. Appendix C presents some of the data which
have been prepared for use in West Africa. Similar information should be
provided to foresters and, project managers working in all arid areas.



Choosing ,Species

As mentioned earlier, many countries protect and regulate the use of

natural resources_and of certain tree species. In some cases, traditional

Taws give a specific tree special status. In West Africa, Acacia albida,

for instance, was protected by local customs even before thF7airolial
government protected it for ecological reasons.

It is impossible to give detailed information in this manual on such

restrictions. But it is readily available, and foresters familiar with

an area know the restrictions. (Appendix B, which provides details for

some of the common trees_of sub=Saharan West Africa, does note when a

species has certain legal status.) Howeverc having -a list, such as

the one on the following page that names tree species of sub-Saharan

West Afria that have been regulated.by law, can be very useful. This list

can be referred to for help with the final choice of species, after a

number of other factors have been calculated.

Same Guidelirlet
Foresters who are managing projects analyze tree species and sites_before

matching particular species to given sites. To do this successfully, it

is necessary to consider (1) environmental constraints, (2) purposes of

the project, and (3) human factors.

Environnmental Constraints
The most important question here is which species can survive and grow

well given the water, soil, and climatic characteristics of the site

Among the specific points to be considered are What kind of texture

does the soil have? Does it retain water well? How deep is the soil?
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Tree Species Regulated by -Law in West Africa

USE, CUTTING, AND REMOVAL LIMITED BY LAW
IN AT LEAST ONE COUNTRY

Acacia atbida

Acacbx Aconpioidez

Acacia senegat

Adamonia digitata

Babanites aegyptica

,Bombax costatam

Boira44m6 aethlopum

Butykcommum pakkii (Kotschy)

Hyphaene thebaica

Khaya senegaeensis

Patina/Li mactophytta

PaAkia bbgabosa (Benth.)

Ptexocahpuz. eh inaceus

Saeucanya bimea

TamaAindu6 indica

CLASSIFIED AS "SPECIALLY USEFUL" IN AT LEAST ONE COUNTRY

Acacia mactostachya Landaphia heudetotti

Acacia Acoxpiodu !Annul. michoccapa

Adansonia digitata PAosopis diPticana

Anogei44u6 teiocaApus P4eudocediteta kotSchyi

Baanites aegyptica PtenocaApia minaceus

.804watia datzietii Ptetocatpu6 tucem

Ceiba pentandAa Saba senegatemis

Datbertgia metanoxylon SteAcutia Aetigena

Detartium Aenegaten4e Tectea Audanica

Etaeis guineenSis Vaex =nem&

.Guieta 6 enegatemi4 Uziplua maw tiara

Rugh, David. Guide des Onze Arbres Proteges du Niger. Maradi; (Niger),

Atalier Inter=Service. 1972.
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To determine environmental constraints, foresters study climatic records

for given areas. In dry areas, among them sub-Saharan West Africa, the

single most important climatic factor is rainfall. Before"the project can

be started, therefore, managers must find answers to a number of questions.

How much rain falls during the rainy season (the period when the young

trees are planted)? Now is the rainfall distributed over -time during

the rainy season? (If the timing of the rains is wrong, for example
if the total rainfall occurs within two days instead of a number of

weeks, the project can be ruined.)

In addition to the abovr! information, there are other things about rain-

fall to consider. For example:

How hard does the rain fall? Gentle, Spread7out rains
are more likely to soak into the soil than are heavy,

torrential rains.

What is the temperature? If temperatures are very
high, the moisture evaporates much more quickly.

When do the rainy seasons occur? Some areas have
two rainy seasons; others have only one in the hot
summer months; still others have one rainy season
in the cooler winter months. A tree species which
grows well in a region where the rain falls during
the winter usually does not adapt well to an area
where it rains during the warmer weather -- even
though the amount of rainfall is the same.

The single most useful rainfall measurement is the mean annual precipitation

measured in millimeters (mm) per year In the tropics, however, annual
rainfall tends to vary greatly, so it is necessary to consider the varia-

tion from year to year in determining the figures upon which to base a
choice of species. Foresters plan after determining the average annual
rainfall.

The drier the area, the lett reliable it the average rainfall figure

and the greater the range of_aVerageS._ If two species look good, -but
One requires less water and the project area -is one_where supply is
often uncertain, choote the one requiring less water;

Unfortunately, there are many areas where accurate rainfall records do_
not eXist, and it is necessary for project managers to use very_general
information such as that presented_on the maps in Appendix C and upon
the basis of information from local retidentt.

It is a good idea to make a list of tree species and the water needs of
each for any area in which forestry projects are being conducted. The

list on the following page was prepared for West Africa..



Common African Tree Species
by Water Requirement

DRY SITES -- 200 - 500mm Mean Annual Precipitatian

Acacia atioida Batanites

Acacia tadiana Commiphona

Acacia senegat Pardzinsonia

Annona senegaeensis PnoSopLo jutigoita

Ziziphus

MEDIUM SITES =.-= 500 =. 900min POTENTIALLY USEFUL IN SHRUB SAVANNA*

Anacartdiam occidentate Ficus sycomous

Azadixachta Hatoxyton peksicum

Cassia siamea. Satvadou peteica

Eucatyptus Tamatix atticutata

Pakkia

Seteitocaltya

MOIST SITES z--= 900 = 1200mm POTENTIALLY USEFUL IN WOODED SAVANNA*

SOMASUA Atbizia lebbeck

Butykaspetmum AnogeisSus

Casumina Datbekgia

TamaAtrithis

*As defined in Appendix C.

5
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In addition to climate; soil, and Water, there are other factors in the

environment which affect the choice of species:

Fire history of the area. Are there frequent or

few fires? Some tree species are more fire-resis-

tant than others. Of course, if the area has a lot
of fires, it is better to plant a fire-resistant

species.

. Insects; Some trees are more affected by certain
insects than other trees.

Animals; Do goats,_camels, cows; and other animals

common in the area like the leaves and bark -of cer-

tain trees more thin other trees being considered?

While considering the species in terms of environmental constraints, it

is necessary to keep the purpose or objective of the project in mind.

Purpose
What is the objective of the reforestation (or revegetation) effort?

Is the project objective to conserve resources, for eiample, a sand

stabilization program for an eroded area? Or does the project seek

to increase production of a given forestry product, for example, fire=

wood? Obviudsly, certain species can be used for_one purpose and not

the other. However, some species can be used to fill both requirements.

Fkmman Factors
The key here is finding out what the residents of the area would like the

project to do, and what is attractive to them. For example, if Acacia

albida is highly thought of locally and can be grown on the site (I

Bets the environmental constraints), and it serves the project's

purposes well, then it is a good choice of species: everyone takes bet-

ter care of something that is highly valued.

Met Guidelines
A planting -site Whith has several kinds of.trees is less likely to be
destroyed by insects or disease:_ an insect or disease which attacks

.one species of tree will not always affect another tree.

Project_resultsalso indicate:. that in a dry_cliMitei local species will

grow more slowly,.bUt will survive better than species brought in from

other areas or countries; Thereforei.M.Partt Of West Africa where the

mean annual is lessthan 1,000MM, it is recommended that such
rapidly growing-species_as_EUcalyptut, Which originally came from
Australia, be planted:where he- ground water -table is near the surfacei

so that the trees will haveactess to more water.



The process of, matching trees to available sites will give the names of

trees which can be used,in a particular situation._ Sometimes only one

species will fit; often several species are suitable. Once the list_is

prepared, it is possible to make decisions concerning which type of tree

(or mixture of species) will lead to the best use of the land.
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Project Planning

Much of the background which is part of planning a reforestation or

revegetation) effort, in terms of general considerations, has been pre-
sented. _Foresters call upon all this information as they plan the

nature of individual projects.

As planning is done for a specific'project, there are additional considbra-

. tions. Reforestation areas usually are lands unusable for intensive
agriculture because the soil is poor and does not contain enough nutrients

for horticulture or subsistence and commodity crops. However; some trees

will grow almost anywhere. If the forester studies the site and finds

that it is pdlsible for a certain species to grow ther and if that.parti

cular species is native to the area, he then has nvestigate why that

tree is not growing at the site.

Oy often the major reason is a lack of seeds in that ,particular area.
If there are no adult trees nearby producing seeds which can be carried

by natural methods (for example, eaten by animals and deposited on the

ground in their manur vegetation will be sparse, and the seeds will

be scarce. Eve eeds are available, the species may n6t be growing

because of ove grazing, fires, or blowing sand in the area. And if

these things are allowed to continue, seeds continue to become harder

and harder to find.

Before any revegetation prpjept can be undertk4n, therefore, it is

necessary -to make sure the factors which kept .the species from growing

on the site are not still present,or that they can be overcome in the

course of the project. These thoughts brfng into focus the westion of
the type of reforestation or revegetation effort needed..

The key decision .at thiS point is whether a numeryefort is necessary

for a given species or whether revegetation can die accomplished in some

other way: ditett seeding of the area, planting cuttings directly on
the site, or by simply protecting the area and leaving it alone so

that it can regenerate naturally.
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Natural Regeneration
Nature; as shown by several pilot projects, can heal:a barren area if

giVen enough time._ Buti_in most cases, natural regeneration cannot

occur unless special efforts are made to help it along. Such efforts

might include fencing_the area, protecting it from being used for .

grazing, and setting up good neighborhood-cooperation _so_that the

residents realize the_importante of leaVing the area_alone. Some-

times; a forester will dedide that a certain area can be..helped best

simply by making arrangeMents to insure the area is left alone for a

number of years.

Direct Seeding
If the species chosen for planting in a given-area r sponds well to

direct seeding; this method is certainly_worth_trying-- _Obviously, it

is cheaper to scatter seeds on, -the planting site_than it is to esttablish

a nursery, maintain -it fOr a time; and transfer young trees to the

planting site. It it,even_possible to_direct_seed by feeding -pods of

certain trees to-cattle and allowing the cattle to graze on -the land.

The cattle- deposit their manueej containing the seeds, on the groUndi

and a Sometimes very effective direct seeding operation takes vlace.

Some direct seeding results have been good in areas with_rainfall as

low as 700mmj but there is still much to be learned about direct seeding

techniques;

One of the reasons_fer thiS method not being used more often -in thd

past has UhdOUbtedly been the scarcity of seeds; Direct seeding re,

quires relatiVelY large ellantities of seed;

Africa with Borassus and Anacardium_oceidentale._ Ac cia alb ida- seeds
Good results of_ direct seeding have been_obtained in sub=Saharan West

have been soli/CIF-al:imps in fende&in areas and -have started to grow;

Other good results have been obtained With seedsscattered in busy

areas where the_young trees were least' partially protected by thorn

branches and twigs.
10(

Some trees simply will not grow if direct seeding techniques are used.

Cuttings
It is sometimes possible to take cuttings of trees and transfer them

directly to _a planting site Commiphora and several Eupharbia species

are possible choices for this method of revegetation. However, use

of cuttings still is very much on a research basis:

In many cases, after all the alternatives are investigated, it is neces-

sary to undertake a project whichiincludes:nursery seeding and trans-

planting of the young trees to the planting site. The following pages

detail the planning of the nursery phase of the project.

40
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Nursery Planning
Planning includes the forester't preparation to direct activities; -keep

good records, and_work with crew members. Crew members who understand

conservation and reforestation_and are trained to work independently

are much more effective. A well=trained crew can mean knaidh more suc=

cessful project;

There are a number of decisions and plans to make before beginninica_

nurteryi Is the_nurtery to be- permanent or temporary? In other words,

is there a needfor_One which can continue to supply trees even after

the end of a project?-_ Should-the seeds be planted_in plasticiots_or _

other_tentainersjclay jarsi_leiVet;
cardboard; etc.), or placed diredtly

into _the ground (open-rooted)? These dedsions depend; in part, on the

Species which will be groWn.

What is_ the_ time-frame for the project? How long will ittake_to set

Up the nursery? When thoUld seeds be planted? When it the best time

to transplant?

It is necessary -to make a detailed %out and design of the nursery._ It

there an_adequate water supply? Is the land cleared? Does a fence_have_

to be bUilt?_

At the same time, the seedt must be readied for planting; If the seeds

are collected locally; they must be prepared, 7

Above Mall else, a successful pect demands good record keeping;

Each_of_the important decision areas is discussed in further detail in

the -following' pages:

First Decisions

Permanent' or Umporary
As mentioned, nurseries can be set up permanently cr-)n a_temporarY

basis. The nature of the project determines which: type of nursery is

necessary.

agowl-Rolted or Potted
Some species cannot be moved easily or safely from a nursery to a plant-

ing site unless they are grown and transported in pots; other species
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cannot grow well in pots. It is always cheaper
to use the open-rooted stock method. But some-
times a certain species requires the use of pots
and, in these cases, the money must be spent.
If, however, a species will grow either in pots
or as open-rooted stock, each method has advan-
tages and disadvantages which should be considered:

OPEN-ROOTED STOCk The advantages of open-rooted stock are:

there is less weight to transport from the nursery to the
permanent site -- pots are heavy;

it takes less time to transplant open-rooted stock;

less care of open-rooted seedlings is required in the
nursery.

The disadvantages of this method are:

open-rooted seedlings need more space;

they need more time in the nursery;

the nursery location must have good soil conditions;

the roots are exposed to air when they are lifted out
of the nursery soil and again when they are planted
at the permanent site. (This can cause damage to the
plants.) -'

PLASTIC POT STOCK The advantages of using plastic pots are:

good soil is not required at the nursery site;

seedlings can be placed closer together than in the
open-rooted method;

the time in the nursery is shorterjalthough pots re-
quire expense at the beginning, the shorter nursery
time cuts down on the other expenses);

A A
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the pots can be moved easily to the permanent site

just as long as watering continues;

. the root growth is contained in a package which is

easy to transport; and there is little or no expo-

sure of hair roots to the air Auring transporting

and transplanting.

The disadvantages of using plastic pots are:

the seedlings require root pruning while in nursery

pots;

pots cannot be piled up for transport;

they are heavy to transport and more difficult to

transplant;

the pots must be purchased (which, as indicated above,

may or may not be a problem depending upon time saved

in the nursery or on the expense of making certain

soils ready for open-rooted planting).

Determining Dates
Survival chances of the young -trees depend directly upon the size -of the

trees when they are transplanted, and upon replanting_at_exactly the

right time of year Therefore, the timing of the project must be care-

fully- planned. Ideally, -a tree should have as large a root system as

possible before transplanting: this increases its survival chances. But,

trees also must be reasonably Tight and small so that transportation and

transplanting are more easily done.

Location, soil, the amount of tUnlight,_and,other factors can change the

time needed in- nursery bedt. These_differences make it hard_to_time

projects exactly, but much good information often is available from

loCil experience and carefully kept records of other_projettt.__For some

species; it -is important that trees be past the yearly germination stage

to survive dry_heatand winds such as those occuring_in SUb=Saharan West

Africa during the months of April and May Thit kind of information

must be considered when deciding the seeding dates.

The planting schedule is- set -up -so -that trees will be strong and well-

developed for transplanting -to their permanent sites immediatelY after

the firtt rains. To time the planting correctly, foresterS determine



how long each species_to be grown has to remain in the nursery. .Then

they_calculate the dates for seeding by.subtracting the estimated-time
in the nursery from the number of weeks left before the predicted start
of the rains; Thus, if Acacia_ albitia_ is to be seeded in plastic pots
(see chart below); and the rains are due to start in 24 weeks; it can
be figured that pots must be seeded in 9 or 10 weeks, thus:

24 weeks left before rains
- 14 weeks necessary in nursery

10 weeks = time for planting

The following chart lists some species commonly found in Africa and
classifies them according to the time needed in nursery beds under con-
trolled conditions (irrigation and shade). If conditions in an area are
not well controlled; more time may have to be. allowed for in the nursery.

6-10 weeks

PLASTIC POTS

10-14 weeks 14-18 weeks 18 -24 weeks

Patteinsonia Acacia atbida Acacia nitoticu Batanites
Acacia nadiana Acacia senegat BiltykospetNum

Ancandivnl occidentate casuaAina
Azadirtachta indica *Eacatyptus2
*Eucatyptusl \ Patkia
Pkosopis Tamakincus

\ Tamakix (cuttings )
\ZiliOhus

30-35 weeks

Cazzia hiamea
Sautocanya

* Not native to Apcica
I Ticanotanted into pots.
2 Seeding

OPEN=ROOTED STOCK

35-40 weeks

Azadirtachta indica

ORDERING POTS Pots should be ordered well ahead -of time, if they are

to be used. Only/one size plastic -pot is used; this makes ordering___

easier. Usually the pot is a standard 8cm (3in_.) diameter by_30cm (9in.)

depth. Only very special conditionsi_Such_as_those which would be en-
countered' whendealing-with the Mangifera indica (mango)., would require
using larger pots.



Overall Design and Layout
The best sites are those which are close to (1) a dependable source of

water. (2) a road that is passable for heavy trucks during the rains,

and (3) the supervisor's living quarters.

If the stock is to be open-rooted, the nursery soil must be rich, deep,

and well drained. The best soil is sandy -clay, which has a loose.

crumbly structure. If plastic pots are used, the pots can be filled

with a mix brought from somewhere else.

A slight slope will facilitate surface runoff, and protection from pre-

vail;ng winds is desirable. Often a large shade tree in one of the

corners of the nursery is very useful to protect very young seedlings

from extreme sunlight. (Find out whether the land next to the nursery

site would be suitable and available if the nursery had to expand.)

A detailed sketch of the nursery layout is a good idea. _Show_the Size

and location of the beds and water storage facilities. Plan for irriga-

tion during dry times and drainage during the rains. Allow room for .

walkways, driveWays, and turnaround space. Plan for enough storage and

tool space. The storage area or construction shed should be large

enough to provide shelter for the crew in times of intense heat and

driving rain. Space is also needed for research or germinating beds,

compost piles,-and safety or fire prevention strips (especially along

the fences).

Ely your
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More detailed information which will help when preparing the layout of
the nursery and when putting together a well-planned nursery is given in
the following pages.

Planning Nursery Bedg
Estimate the amount of land needed for beds (the land within the nursery
where the seeds will be placed -- either in the ground or in pots). If

the open-rooted stock method is being used, figure that each group of
1,000 trees needs-10 square meters (10m2) of land. If plastic pots are
used,1,000 trees need only 7m2. Add 20% to the figure calculated as
land needed for the nursery beds. The 20% will be for additional space
for roads, work areas, construction shed, etc.

If at all possible, plan the beds so that their longer dimension is placed
in an east-west direction and their narrower side faces north-south.
Placing the beds this way gives the trees on the inside the same exposure
to the sun as those in the outside rows. The planting areas should not
be wider than 1.2m so that weeding in the center can be done more easily.

For open-rooted stock,, standard-sized beds contain five rows of trees and
are approximately one meter wide. The length of the beds varies from_
5 to 20 meters, depending partly, upon handling needs and the amount of
labor and transportation available. Always allow room for extra beds.

SAVieVCDOPIr STOP

+
6

rc7Tr-M-13 STC:C10-1

45cm

F.11.iiTtAY t32.05

A bed which is 1.2m wide and approximately 6m long can hold approximately
1,000 plastic pots in 15 rows of 70 pots.

Walkways between the beds must be wide enough to permit foot and wheel-
barrow traffic -- a minimum of 45cm (18in.).__

4 6
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Other Design Considerations
Long distances for hand carrying can be avoided by planning driveways in

the layout. A small truck should be able to drive into the center of

any nursery which holds 10,000 trees or more It is even more useful if

the nursery has a central access road which runs the full length of the

nursery with a turnaround or drive-through facility at the far end.

Small research plots can be placed in a corner of the nursery. The lo-

cation of these special beds should be planned not to interfere with

the regular nursery efforts.

Young trees should be placed in the shade during their first weeks, es-

pecially during the worst weeks of the hot dry weather. If a large

shade tree is available in the nursery, plastic pot seedlings can be

started underneath it and later moved into the full sunlight.
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Another shade possibility is to rig straw-or reed mats over some of the

beds. These can be to regulate the amount of shade. However, shading
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is only necessary for a short time.
It is -a good idea to have trees under
partial or complete shade during
their entire stay in the nursery.
Gradually, put the seedlings into
the full sunlight: this will help
prepare them to survive full expo-
sure to the sun at the planting
site Most species adapt themselves
early and quite well to full sunlight.

Water
This manual has mentioned the
importance of the water supply.
When planning nursery activities,
it is necessary to consider water
supply and costs carefully. Much
money and time could have been saved

(for example, at several sites in the Sudan area) if the first year had been

used only to observe and test the water supply and per raise a few thou

sand trees on a trial basis. This kind of testing is usually not possible.
However, a project manager or developer cannot be too careful when it comes

to the subject of water supply. All too often what looks like a good water
source turns into a dry, or nearly dry, hole just at the time the water is
needed most -- when the trees in the nursery are requiring the most water
for growth (January to June) or when temperatures are highest (March through

April), and the plants are using more water through transpiration and evapora-
tion.

Foresters learn that it is advisable to be very realistic about water supply,

the project's need for water, and the costs involved. It is important not

to underestimate any of these factors. In sub-Saharan West Africa, for
example, it is usually not possible to get a steady water supply without

(1) lifting the water from deep under the ground (as in a deep well), or

{2) carrying it considerable distances from the source to the nursery.
Both of these, methods are expensive. And, even if the project has access
to a deep well with a steady supply of water, the cost of a pump has to

be included in the project budget. While it is possible to handlift a
few hundred liters of water a day from a deep, open well, pumps are neces-
sary when quantities such as 400 liters, twice a dayi are called for.

Failure to plan adequately in terms of any of these factors can lead to

trouble for the project.

Water Quality
FOR THE CREW. It is likely that the water used at the site will contain
a variety of disease-causing organisms. Water can be treated so it is

safe to drink, but this is not always possible. Moreover, it is not
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necessary to treat water which will only be used to Water the trees.
However,_a project manager has to make sure that the crew realizes

the water probably is not good to drink, and, when possiblet provide
good drinking water at the site; when this is done, there are likely

to be fewer absences because of sickness.

FOR THE TREES. Many water sources, whether they are wells or surface

depressions, contain considerable amounts of salt. In fact, in some_

areas along coastlines, a well may contain mostly salt water with only

a thin layer of fresh water floating on the surface. Even water Which

may not contain much_salt originally can collect salt as it flows over

the ground. _Often salt remains in ponds or holding basins after the

water evaporates. Sometimes salt concentrations are so heavy that
trees cannot be.grown in the area.

Some trees and crops can stand more salt than others. Salt tolerance

(the amount of salt _a plant can take and still survive) of farm crops
is being studied,and good information is becoming available for select-

ing crops which can live in water containing some salt. Unfortunate1Y,

however, relatively little is known about how much salt trees can take

and still grow well. It does seem, however, that Casuarina equiSetifolt&
(Australian pine), Phoenix dactylifera (date palm)TiFFTEirix (Tamrisk),
all are rather saltIbleTriit. As a general rule, however, water_con7
taining more than about 550 parts per million of dissolved salt seems

unfit for nursery work.

Sometimes, there is no way to keep from using water which contains some

salt. In _a borderline situation -- where it seems the trees might be

able to live even if the water has some salt in it -- the usual practice

is to "over"-irrigate. Over-irrigation is accomplished by putting on

too much water so that any damaging substances in the water are more

likely tp be washed down and are less likely to build up and remain on

the surface of the nursery beds.

How Much Water _

The nursery will need a certain.amount of water each_day. Thit daily

figure will control all water supply plans and activities. Ohce the

daily_amount_is known, it is possible to estimate_hoW tUCh Water will

be needed for the project; _This figure can then help determine the
pumping rates needed (as well as the kind_and size of- pumps-and pipes)

and water storage capacity required.. It is even possible to figure

the number of watering cans which will be needed for the project.

To calculate the amount of water needed each day, multiply the length

of the area to be watered by the width. Then multiply this number

by 0.02m. The resulting quantity is what is needed in order to
apply a 2cm sheet or layer of water over the area where the trees are

being grown.

49.
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If_tbit_daltulation is used and followed, there will be_enough water even

under the most demanding circumstances; If all the dinditions in the

nursery remain good during the project there_it enough shade,_protec-

tion from the wind, effective watering_ during the,coolest part of -the

dayiand good water retention by the soil or nursery_mix_-=_the amount of

water needed will be_lett than this In fact, if_qill-of_these conditions

remain good, only half the amount Oarwater calculated may be needed: How-

ever, experienced project managers plan for maximum need; It is

better to_haVe_the problem of not using all the water than it is to plan

poorly and risk losing the entire stock;
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Ground VVater and VVelle

Water in the ground can be reached by constructing various types of wells
using methods which have been studied extensively in We-st Africa, for example,

by local governments, international organizations, consultants and engineering

firms.

Traditionally; in WeSt Afritai wells are dug by_hanCL. This -is- especially
sensible where the:water under the earth's surface is only a_ few meters below

ground_leVel._ Ih such cases, well construction is relatively simple and little

more than_a simple hole is needed; When water is reached within the firSt 50t,
Well=digging becomes somewhat more complex but can still be accomplished by

hand methods at reasonable Costs;

In other areas4deeper wells are necessaryi.and_these wells require even more

complicated construction_procedUreS. In someplacest_it is_necessary to dig
100m befOre_reaChing_aquifersfWater=bearing layers of the earth); And even

when water is- reached, -the well may_not give enough water to make the effort

worthWhi)e;\ The tUbsoil may be so loose that it is hard to dig without_

taking expensive precautions; Still worse, water may be found only in a

fine sand aquifer. It is almost impossible to separate water from this type

of sand: the screening must be so fine that only a_little water can pass

through; On the'lather hand, if pumping is increased without adequate screening,

the walls begin tp,fall

One point cannot_be stressed enough: when wells are dug, they must pene-
trate theWater=bearing layers as much as possible so that the well will-con-

tinue giving water even during the dry season when the water table:in the

aquifer drops.
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Large projects which use-a well for a water_souree cannot- rely -on -that

well if it does not have an adequate water lifting_or_pumping:system.

These systems insure that_tUffitient Water is available at all times

with tha least possible effort.

It is worth taking_ektra tiMe_and effort to plan a well and water-lift-

ing system carefully; It could make the difference between a project

which is successful and one which is not.

Surface Water Development
Surface water'develoPment is still relatiVelY unknown in many_

areas of Africa and elsewhere; tatching the_rainWater and storing-it

is possible and is being- tried. Using the water_ resources- are

availablei such as rivers, laket, streams; is often difficult for a nOiii--

ber of reasons;

USE OF AVAILABLE-WATERRESOURCES; In the dry areas -of Africa, for

example, the land is:flat anEl the soils are sandy. Often the soil,is

so_sandy that even when -water is available, it_tannet hold -the water_

tUfficiently well for vegetation to. thrive. The water just disappears

down through the sand;

In other places, for_examplei along many running streams, the slopes

are so_flat that it is very difficult to make an effective diVersion

channel to -carry water- from the source to the site GraVity just can-

not be- Used, Sometimes, the valleys near water are too narrow --
laterite and rocky outcrops begin so soon that- any effort to channel

water effectively-is-last too expensive to be feasible.

The general flatness of the topography in many dry areas causes water to'

pool in large, shallOW, depressions (basins). But it is diffiCult to

use this water as a resource because it

.
usually evaporates before it is needed most;

. frequently contains large amount Of salt;

has to be lifted and transported to be used.

Even when the bankt of the water sources are flat and accessiblejthere

can be problems. A water intake which channels water for irrigation

purposes must be built so that it reaches the water at its different

levels. That is expensi4ei but it can be done try:

constructing a platferM,,pipe, catwalk, etc4so that
the intake is at the center of the pond;

, digging a canal from the center of the pond to the
intake site;
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using a portable pump system that can be moved as the

edge-of the water recedes or advances.

Silt is another problem. When there are rainsi the'heavier_floW of

water carries gravel, sand, and silt. Creeks and Weems often look
chocolate brown and carry as much sediment (solids) as they do water.

In fact, there is so much sediment in the water, that any lake, pond,

reservoir, or other open area that it flows into can be silted up within

one or two rains. It is possible to build special areas to Catch this

sediment, but sediment basins are often expensive and must be maintaAned

carefully. And, of course, they add expenses to the project budget.

There is, however, quite a potential for surface water development of

smaller watersheds and local supply sources.

The following is an Australian method for harvesting rainwater:

COLLECTING DITCH_
1/4% Maximum Grade

RAINWATER HARVESTING4:71.°1101111KEDIMENT BASIN

A pat piece o6 tend 4A paded and
Ahaped as Ahown; ditthez,-dItaimz 5

A4vAage coat(s) axe added.

Cost:' $30-40 pek germ

Source: Vepaktmint of AgiUcuttuke
WeAtenn AuAtttalia, 1960

Inetuded in Mope_plat National

Aeadenty4 acence-

t 6
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Microcatchments are being used in various parts of_the world with success.

This water catching method involves forming.a small basin around each .

tree which is planted.
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THESE VTGUETTES, IN USE IN UPPER VOLTA, ALLOW THE GROWTH OF RICE
WHERE RICE WAS NOTABLE TO GROW PREVIOUSLY.

In Niger, rock walls lm high have been constructed across river runs to

,hold back runoff water. These efforts havebeen very successful.

There are other successful techniques. However, most methods require_
tubstantial investment in terms of.money, labor, tools, equipment, and

1
$
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maintenance. Some techniques involve reducing evaporation from-Water

surfaces, reusing Water, and reducing infiltration losses. These all

are described in various articles which are mentioned in the biblio=

graph at this end of this handbook.

WATER CATCHMENT AND STORAGE. In many parts of the World, tin,_gal-

vanized metal, asbestos cement, and ferrocement are being used to build

structures for catching and collecting rainwater. One method which

works well is_tocatch rain runoff from buildings in containers and

store the water for later use This works especially well where there

is a large building, such as a school or hospital.

Calculating the storage capacity needed to hold a given amount of water

gives a good indicator of the value of the effort. Assume that a build-

ing is 10m Wide and 30m long and that 300mm of rain fall:

10m X 30m X 0;3m = 90 cubic meters or 90,000 liters

M

mo...4JY.A.4.44,16060.".
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Thus, _a storage capacity of 90 cubic meters is needed; A concrete box,

9m X 5m X 2m will contain this amount of water; An open cistern of
4m X 3m X 1.5m would catch 18,000 liters (enough to last 15 people approx-
imately 100 days). Empty oil drums can be relied on to catch -and store
water for a project or for extra supplies in case of dry weather;
Whenever possible, water storage facilities should be covered to prevent
losses of valuable water through evaporation;

Protection
Whether in a nurtery or planting site, trees have practically no chance
to survive without protection from animals.

The project manager arranges for protection of the trees by finding
people to keep animals out of the area, by building fences, or by some
combination of both methods.

Surveillance _

This approach calls for protecting the trees by having people watch over
the area to keep animals and other unwanted visitors from disturbing the
trees. Surveillance may be possible and practical at one site, but not
at another. Two of the factors which must be considered with respect
to this method are (1) whether people are available who can and want to
do the job, and (2) how much it would cost to have them do it. Experi-
ence.shows that it Is too much to ask villages or individuals to bear
the burden of watching a planting site for years without some form of
payment -- either in food, moneyor some other locally accepted form.
If the people protecting the site receive a return for their services,
they are more likely to do the job well.

Fencing
The project manager has two 'important things to keep in mind When con-
sidering the use of fences in a project: custom and habit; and'cost.

CUSTOM; kfence should be arranged so it requires the fewest possible
changes in land use patterns. Fences can be social, as well as physical,
barriers. If residents of the area are used to letting nomads graze
their herds inside harvested fields, this practice must be considered
before those same fields are fenced. Such grazing serves economic and
social needs, as well as helping fertilize the land through the manure
which is deposited. In order to take such customs into account, it may
be necessary to plan a different kind of fence, place it differently,
or even change the shape of the site before the land use problem can
he solved satisfactorily.

car_ No matter what type of fence is built, there are going to be
laterials, construction, and maintenance costs involved.

57



. stalks of millet or sorghun;

sticks and branches from brush and bushes;

banco (earth) bricks.

Fence posts are built from those ,;cal woods which are most resistant_to

rot and insect damage; Borassus, for example; is relatively resistant to

termite damage. thebalL can be substituted, although it does

not last as long lithIllch harder to split for pcitts.

Most posts should be treated with_insecticide before they are used.
AzigsaWtk indica branches, available from pruning (it is good practice

never to cut down a tree in order to get post material), can be used once

they have been given the barrel treatment with dieldrin (as shown on this

page) to increase their resistance to termites. Limbs and branch s should

be about 10cm in diameter. The largest ones are used for corner gate-

posts and line braces.

eAlYz)sL - -n2e..4zrmE

Fia 200 titet
dkuM 1/3 6att
o6 aetdAin
sotution

Posts should be immeraed
in sotution to a tevet
at Least 15cm above
anticipated pound tine.
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Set poste into Am and
soak boa 4 hOula minalum

5 9
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DIELDRIN

OTHER NAMES: HEOD

TYPE: Contact Insecticide.

FORMULATIONS: EMulsion Concentrate (EC); Wettable Powder (WP); DUtt;

and Granules.

WARNING: DO NOT TOUCH. IT CAN BE ABSORBED THROUGH THE SKIN- IT

IS EXTREMELY DANGEROUS TO MAN IF NOT USED CORRECTLY.

. DO NOT APPLY DIRECTLY TO. ANIMALS OR LET ANIMALS
EAT TREATED CROPS.

. DO NOT DUMP EXTRA SOLUTION INTO LAKES, STREAMS;
OR PONDS- IT WILL KILL. FISH, AND IT CAN KILL PEOPLE

WHO EAT THE FISH.

. IT IS POISONOUS TO BEES

. DO NOT USE TO TREAT GRAIN OR.ANY_PRODUCT_TO BE

USED FOR FOOD; ANIMAL FEED; OR OIL PURPOSES.

USE TO: Protect fence posts against insect attack.

HELPING SOMEONE WHO HAS -BEEN POISONED BY INSECTICIDE*

1. These are signs of poisoning: HEADACHE WEAKNESS
NAUSEA SWEATING
DIZZINESS VOMITING

2. IF The person feels sick while using an insecticide or soon after-

ward:

Get the poisoned person to the doctor; dispensary or health

officer as soon as possible.

Find the insecticide container or label so the doctor will

know which insecticide poisoned the person.

3. IF: The person swallowed a poison; and if he is awake* and he

cannot see a doctor right away:

Mix tabletpdOnfUl Of salt in a glass of wane -water and make _

the victim vomit. Or stick your finger down the persolcs throat;

Make him vomit!

Mike the victim lie down. Keep him warm; and do not let him
move until help comes.

4.. IF The person spilled_an insecticide concentrate or_oil_solution
on hit Skin Or clothing, get the clothing off and wash the
skin with soap and plenty of water.

Get help as soon as possible.

Snuat whin Gutabt S44Age. Lindblad and Druben; PC/VITA, 1976.
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Any sort of thorny or sharp branch is useful and can be woven into the
fence wires. For example, although stems from palm trees cannot be used
for fence posts_, they make.ideal staywires or pickets because they are
strong and durable, and some of them have sharp barbs.

14AATESMA,L. -ccfpES

Poi boxa4.5ws orL Downi
Comiphorta, Mir. ated neem.

Bunches, sticks,
flouts "Lath".

Uttex: Tholut Limbs, mittet
statk (tempoxaky), patm-
tea6 Atenta.
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Some African woods, such as Commiphora africana, are likely to take root
and sprout if freshly cut branches are Mrat the beginning of the
rains. (This species is also useful for establishing live fences; that is
fences established entirely by growth of certain species rather than by
constructions of wood and wire.) Normally, one would not wait until the be-
ginning of the rainy season to build fences, but this might be done when using
post materials that may take root. Care is taken not to damage the wood when
attaching wire for the fence.

Live Fencing. A number of spedies have shown that they adapt well to
being live fences.. Members of the Euphorbia family are especially good
because animals cannot eat them; (People, tooi_must be careful when
Eu horbia_are cut, the milky_sap_causes severe irritation if it touches
skin.). African species useful in_live fencing_includel Acacia
ataxacantha, Acacia macrostachya, Acacia serve al, Comiphora atricana
(mainly for Ii6=ifOT Euphorbia balsa Fa; _arkinsonia,,acculeatai. Prosopis
juliflora, and Zyziphus spp.

Live fencing possibilities are interesting to foresters and conservation
people, but there are practical problems which have not yet been solved;
In spite of extensive efforts to raise and transplant live fencing in a
short time period, no practical and rapid ways have been found. The
fences, of_course, are necessary from the beginning of the reforestation
project,and one cannot wait -years for the fences to grow._ One practical
solution may -be to construct temporary fencing_in front of_the live__
fence while the latter is growing_to an effective size. Then when the
live fence is large enough, the other materials (posts, wires, etc.)
can be moved to another site and reused.

The_fence_around the_nursery or permanent site should demonstrate several
kinds_of fences and. fencing_materials. It should be tight and sturdy,
and the gates elsy to open and close.
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Qlte44 An _strong gate which closes tightly is fine. A self-closing gate

is even better. People passtng through do not have to stop, put down their

loads, close the gate, and pick up the load again before going on And the

gate cannot be left open to let animals through by accident.

post A

opening AB
i

pulley (attached
4

d to 4

post F)

post B

rope is attached
to end Of "C"

weights

post F

lag screw threadS-
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strap hinge (use
2 Of them)

gate opens
along this
arc



VeAmiption == Seti-Ctozing Gate

This gate consists o6 a sttong etame ugh a diagonat Mace. Wite iencing
matetiat lds Atutched bet/Jun the pieceA oi the pante. The gate 44 Aup-
patted by a paiix o6 heavy, wett-gteased 6ttap hinges. The gate opetatos
vety simpty: when the gate opens, wood piece "C" swags may ewm post
"F" and putts the tope thtough the puttey. The gate etoAeA AM the
waght on the end o6 the tope putts wood piece "C" back into po4ition.

ConAtituction Point6

- - Wood piece "C" attaches to the gate at the hinge side.
"C" showed be about one thitd o6 the Length between
posts "A" and "8" (Length "AB").

- 7 "C" i4 Maced by pieceA "V" and "E."

- - Stung cord on tope attached to the end o6 "C" and
paAaed fhtough a puttey. The end o6 the cotd
attached to a tame /cock ot,othet weight.

PoAt "F" pteventA the gate itom opening too
Attowtoom bon the puttey and knot OA
'tope to "C.'

CM;
big

hZnges, puttey, and weight Heist work euity bon. the
gate to cto prop

== Gate opens outwatd f'wm the ptatected atea so animas
cannot push it open. No Latch 4.4 necessary:

-- Gate posts are btaCed to ptevent the putt of the write
6encbig Porn tathtg them;

though pieces "C", "V",. and "E" -can be made o 6 mod,
it iA bettet to use .von .4 at alt pozAibte.
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Tension. When using wire for fences, tension is very important: the wire

must be Stretched tightly between the fence posts if the fence is to re-

main strong. Tension can be maintained along the fence by making sure -the

Wird is stretched tightly between posts; and that it cannot slip out of

place._ When the wire is placed correctly,_each post exerts an equal pull

against the next posti.and this equal pressure creates -a tension Which

keeps the fence posts strong and in place. However, if the_tention on one

section of fence is lestened, the posts in this section will begin to bend

toward that part of the fence having the stronger pull, and the fence will

become weaker and weaker.

Tension becomes harder to maintain as fences get longer or when there are

large Spaces between fence posts. Generally when building a fence, it is

a good idea to use a line brace every l20=150M. A line brace is pictured

below. Sticks are inserted into loops in the wire as shown. These sticks

can be twisted to tighten the Wire and thereby increase tension.

500\

Corners_and_openings (for roads, gates) requirf: Idditft.roll bracing-for

strength. _One -such way of providing extra suppe-t is tising a deaditan.

A_deadMan is _simply a heavy stone or block of cmmt_
i

orpiece of -mete!

Whithis_used as an anchor; One end Of the -fen .: wire s wrapped sermrely

around the_deadman which -is thop placedin_the_gromd_wiier Sq-ve

as a- permanent anchor. The following illustratior give clOai,er 1417i,

of the use of deadinen.
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V eadlinit arithoning a gate pchst

foer6 AE wora4GD re,91

watxx-4
wiPla .

'
WIChES

Ouc.1=-4_

Avivs-
t41-1164T14

eplICA
-r1604T5i4 \NW%

A Atoping timw..h Ls dug a Ahawni 'The knee mine £4 placed 0.40Elitd a nock
OIL piece o metat; Aboa midway at.Ong the mine, between the top o6 the pot
and the dexabnani a titi.ek inaented .i.nto a Loop of the cane. ThLs Atiak
can then be dated neces.sany ti4hten the IA.rine and maintain tensizin;
The deadman .1.6 _placed .i.n the hate AO that the wine 4.4s Valve; and there £4 a
among cliagonat putt. The dat Ls ta2.ed back into the hate and packed down

around the deaman.
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40601,-;Nivsk

eiCPItitift

A deadman is heit_the only way to,support a corner; the illustration

presented herd MUMS how rocks can be used to strengthen corner posts

and help Maintain tension on the wires;

4 1R,evT6 WP)&9PE WT 4 WIRE
NM=014/AibituNt5E:c) WIFSS, ta40NEN FILL.tiv laccks,
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AnnLCän; The following illustrations show ways of constructing
fences to keep out the widest possible number of animals.

..41.12. VIEW

1,gtiorSciVt? 4
4tne. dryt4pe,

bhibh.e..* C on./
1.5 ME Wive

T

Iat
is 11 wiir.th-VATE.. ilLek

ii taf t'ASSI4
4,4 ce171"6V 0 4

eosTiS4.1DA117 4 31174:441:, Fer4(
(wrr4 Gptsr PPCOF wirle t4seu4)

/1.1cp-W ii,-tre"WoJaW \1-4 Nt4PAE f*AS-
NVGIOT: Coas -rt 6T

4c$1>X \NA MaS iberWeg14 f1,41°

(;04xX4.3) I 1

a"FIIK.0 1-°<
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A heavy nock_a40.d_tb_ligt
;ix a apace tAlioagitiatich_

miht diatia and to
tettzion..

LOW Pe7.1141"

a

COMBINED PROTECTION. In most areas, _it is a good idea to use 'combine:

tionof_fencing and surveillAnte. Often fencing_materials are attractive

for a.number of other uses and may disappear unless the area is regularly.

patrolled;

There does_ not seem to be any 012 method of protection which is clearly

the best since thee- decision must be h4seit f.'7i Such factors At Thal customs,

Wiilingness and Viility of caMuniti' contribute to the_pro-r

tection of. the trees, cost per tree any effQctiveness of the methods;

_ . .

When possible; foresterS often try several:protection methods in "Oneproti

ject. Then it becomes easy to see when one_is working better than anothe.

And-it sometimes is the case that a method which:didnot work at one site

is successful at another because of differences in the factors mentioned

above.

Seed Preparation
Some seeds may have to be Qrdered, and this should.be done early. Other

seeds come from trees in the area and are tollected and prepared for use

Collection
The best seeds come from strong, healthy parent trees. Fully_ripeneq seeds

are_picked_directly fitM the trees, or collected at least daily as -they

fall; tCollection.can be made more efficient by spreading large pieCeS

of_clothi_mats, or tarpaulins 'under the trees to catch the_seedS as they

Whenever possible, seeds. are collected as soon as they fall;

. 68
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otherwise,. many of them are attacked by insects and destroyed for seeding
purposes

Seeds purchaied in the market must be fresh, un.21ged by insects, and
reasonably dry (but not dried out). Damaged seeds are less likely to

germinate.

contabl2mg seed

Most fruits can be pounded carefully in mortars, bowls, or on
clean, hard ground to separate the fruit from the seed. Then
the seeds are cleaned out by hand or by dropping them through
the air (mortar and wind separationl. Most of the Acacias and
Cassia siamea seeds can be extracted using this method.

With other species, like Balanites aegyptica, the fruit must
be soaked before the pulpaTITTemoved and the seeds extract-
ed and dried.

Extraction
Seeds must be removed from the fruits and
pods which contain them, and there are
various ways to do this.

Scme seeds, like hus spinachristi, must be soaked to__
soften the pulp, and t en -only can the remaining hard shell
be cracked 'with a hammer to remove the seeds.

4

Others, likeParkinsonia acculeata,
can be shelled easily by nncr

Drying" and Storing
The -vo most-important factors in good seed storage are keeping the seeds
dry and-keeping them coor.

Wet seeds spoil and rot if they are stored, so seeds must be dried in
the air first. Then they can be stored in dry containers,

such as jars, boxes and_bags Care
must_be taken _to keep the containers.
Off floors and away from walls._ lidt
practicc helps keep insects _and damp-
ness away from the seed containers.

IN A
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Store the containers so that air can

circulate around them.: _This_helps
keep the seeds drier and cooler.
Extreme heat can destroy Uld seed's

ability to germinate._ SeedS should

not be left to dry under a hotimn
for the_same reason._ For exam le;

the _viability_ Of seeds like Eucalyotus
is_destroyed by temperatures above
400 C.

If at all possible; the_seedS thOUld be treated with sme general insect"-

cide to keepweevils and worms away. The containers should be cheCked

frequently for daMage_tb?th seeds; the seeds should be turned over in

their containers at that ti 4e.

Each container of seeds should be labelled with the following information:

Species: Name

Collection: Date
Location
Name of Collector

Storage: Beginning date
Treatment

Quantity: Number of
container

Seeds in the \

Once the water supply is fiked; the area fenced or protected in scme way,

the seeds readied; nursery_activities can begin. Also; the preparations

for theplantingsite Should be underway. The site must be ready to

receive the young trees from the nursery\before the first rains. And

fencing a large planting site is a big job.

70



Nursery Management

Administering the Nursery
Prot managers must keep good records_Of all activities; Their accurate;

detalled accounts make the_project a valuable resource to others -- whether

the result was success or failure.

Project Diary
Some foresters find that keeping a diary is a good way to record important

facts. Information which relates to the amount of labor and time spent

on nursery activities goes into the diary. The project manager records

what he did; who else worked and what they did; how many hours were spent

by each person on which activity. This information can then be used to

(1) fill out time sheets for payroll records; (2) calculate how many

work-hours it took to build 100m of fence or to stack 1,000 pots; (3)

make cost and time estimates for future projects.

Other important data relate the technical details of the project. For

example: How were the seeas collected and pre-trerted? When were the

seeds planted? How many were planted in each bed or pot? When did the

seeds germinate? How much water did the seedlings receive? (Appendix

8 is a start at gathering in one place relevant_nursery and planting

data for certain West African species. This kind of informatiln greatly

facilitates planning of future projects.)

Field personnel should be prepared to keep the following records, in addi=

tion to the diary mentioned above:

kontftly_Report This report should include:

A summary Of the activities of the previous month, based

on the more detailed accounts in the diary;

. A basic plan of activities for the coming month;

. A brief explanation whenever actual activities differ
from those which had been planned for the month.

Such comparisons and explanations enable both the project manager and the

sponsoring agency to better understand and support the project, and,

thereby, lead to fewer problems arising from lack of communication.
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Pr ct_Reports_. If necessary, separae reports of special _project

activities can be prepared uiing material from the diaty and monthly

report;

Technical Notes. _These ire .zites made of conclUtions_and_specific

obserVations. This 2f information can be tent_to the funding-

evaluated, and, whcre appropriate, incorporated into new pro-

jects and training programs.

Ground an Soil Prepara 1

Tree Removal
The fittt step in preparing the nursery is to remove all but one or two

trees which may be -there already; These trees_ate kept_for shading young

trees until they_can stand full sunlight._ Atide from these shade trees,

Old trees and quantities o7 young tr-rei_timply.do not -mix: the competi-

tion for light and water damageS_yoUng trees. If it seems wrong to cut -

trees down, it is sometimes Octtibl'.i to move them elsewhere; All remaining

roots; stumps, and other vegetative matter should be removed from the area.

Nutrients
Ideally; if open7rooted stock is being raised; the soil should be ferti-

lited to add nutrients: Open- rooted_ttees dtaw large amounts of nutri-

ts out of the soil and efforts should be made, _

catticulatly when spading the beds for a new crop. Nitrogen and phosphorus

are fertilizers of particular importance. Compost, animal manurei_and_

green manure up to 90kg per hectare can help build or keep_good soil_sttUt=

ture; _In many areas, however, fertilizers are not available or are too

expen,:;!ve to purchase.

Filling Pots
Good results have been achieved by mixing plain sand with sieved cattle

manure at a ratio of 1:1. This is usually done by:

heaping the mixture in sizable piles in the nursery

near the location of the block beds.

ifulhr I POPir

niti40
46avio40

MIXED

d'sladisof A9IN
acritz tochil.1100NE MT.
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. filling the pots full. Watering

will cause the_miXtUre to settle

so that the a 1/4 inch collar

between the wixture and the top

of the pot.

filling the plastic pots using a
metal funnel just large enough to

fit into the top of the pot.

scooping the mix into the funnel.

The soil is lightly packed as the

pot is being filled by tapping

the pot on the ground with the

funnel kept in place.

-1-491 Mr" dt.J
bid NID

t1.4 -1Lt-rt
Coici\PiT

As some workers fill the pot, others set them in neat lines and rows.

Although lining the pots up perfectly is extra work, it greatly reduces

work during the rest of the nursery operations.
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!Sinking Pots
Seeds planted in the outside row of pots should be protected against

sunburn and excessive heat by sllOtly countersinking or burying the

rows of pots, Use the earth dug out from this operation to build a

ridge against the outside pots, thus creating shade for them.

Vins1.16 QF PLAsTIc- PciTa5 WEZIE vfecr
A4A4OV

GerrSice 'PATS

exaco.iixT To

LN-91n4 PIVN="1".54-Tdb ftrrrei, vLatbrris 6 Civ\ rsE_ER
#.3-#.1rbL.)Pi-ii..4 4 t.414 TSIAG'W--Wthe'S

Seeding
Seeding involves prewatering, weeding, pre-treating and planting. Each

of_these steps is discussci separately.

Prewatering
The earth should be watered daily begthning two weeks bPfore planting

the seeds. Regular and gradual prewatering in small amounts (rather
than adding -a lot of water at the last. moment)_ allows the Water to mix

evenly and thoroughly with the soil. The top 20em of the soil should

be moist. Water penetration of the soil can be checked by opening

some of the pots to check the moisture levels inside.

Weeding
PreWatering_causes_weed_seeds in the soil to germinate and_become visible

before the tree seeds are planted. Then all the-germinated weeds can be

removed. Weeding_at this point saves time later and increases the
young trees' chances for survival.

Pretreating
Many seeds must be treated in some way to give reliable germination re-
sults. Some seed coats are impermeable to water and will not_germinate

without help; Pretreating the plants causes them to germinate faster;
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This is an important fact. Earlier germination makes it possible to

plant without'great losses: if some seeds do not germinate, the beds

or pots cap be reseeded without too much loss of valuable time.

As a rule, any seed that has a glossy, had cover, as, for example,

most of the Acacias, must be treated before it can be planted. Usually,

treatment inT.765isoaking the seed and/or scratching the hull. For

example, here is one pre-treatment:

Warm stratiftcation_method.

. Bring water to a boil in a suitable container.

.
Remove from the fire and let stand for five minutes.

.
Add the seeds and let them soak overnight.

. Plant the seeds next day.

Eucalyptus_ seeds are germinated by the Nobila method shown here, or

ieeded by using the method illustrated -on Page 66. Later, the seedlings

are moved to pots or beds. In the Nobila method, capillary pressure in

a special sand germinating mix is used to provide constant moisture

around the seeds without having to use elaborate spraying or watering

arrangements.
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THIS SEEDING METHOD IS USED FOR MOST SPECIES:
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Ohe_htitable exception is Anacardium occiddntale Which_is planted upright

rather than flat; another exception are Eucalyptus seeds because they

are very_small and must be planted using special methods (See Pages

6S and 66);

Seeds are spaced according to their predicted germination results. In

other_WordS, if germination results are expected to be high, fewer seeds

are planted. Generally, one or two seeds -are placed in a pot, depending

upon the germination rate. In- open - rooted seeding, extra seeds are

planted. The seedlings are - thinned to the desired spacjng later. String

can be used to lay out straight lines_ in the-_ open_ beds; Weeding_and_

cultiVating are much easier when the trees are plantecLin straight lines.
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Protecting Seecfiings
If it is possible, seed beds should be mulched. MulCh is a spetial mix=

ture of maiwiais (for example; decayed_leaves) which when piled on the

seed beds kecivs down soil temperature, lessens_ erosion damage, and helps

the topsoil remain loose and crumbly. Rcideht damage to young plants

can be reduced by further covering the mulch with small branches;

One problem which might be worse when mulch is used is termites: If

there are termites in the area; the mulch should be checked'Often and
-insecticide applied as necessary:

Ire

Watering and Cultivation
WATERING. Watering is relatively easy if plans have been made carefully.

Even such improvements as water storage tanks beside the nursery beds

are useful. The general rule for watering is simple: adequate amounts

;,; 78
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of water are added at regOar intervals. The water must be added gradually

so that it does not form puddles or run off before it has a chance to soak

in The plants should be Watered daily, including holidays. Such a water-

ing schedule leads to improved germination and survival3of young seedlings.

Seeds should be watered as soon as they have been planted and covered with

soil. And watering-should be done twice a day (of course, it is often

necessary to make allowances for soil types and locations which may make

more or less water necessary) for at least the first month. Plants should

receive about 5mm of water at each watering. The top 20cm of soil in

the pot or bed must be kept toist. Regular soil or pot samples will

show whether the soil is sufficiently moist.

CULTIVATION. Young nursery plants should be weeded about once every 10

days. No finder techniques are needed than those used,icria small vege-

table garden. The object is to get rid of weeds and to keep the surface

of the soil loose and crumbly. Sticks or hand weeding tools are all that

is necessary.

Thinning and lqcm,t Pruning
THINNING OPEN-ROOTFD STOCK. Young trees must be thinned out: the

single most frequently made mistake in raising open-rooted stock is

failure to thin the young plants. When there are too many young plants

in crowded conditions, the resulting trees are of Lreven size and have

poor root development. Many trees will die if thinning is not done at

the orb-per time.

Trees should be thinned before root competition becomes severe. The

,best time is usually when the trees are between 10 and 15cm tall. Thin-

ning is done by:

placing a 5cm-long stick lengthwise beside'the firtt

stem;
o

removing all the stems that may be growing between the

first stem and the end of the stick;

. allowing the first stem not touching the stick to re-

main; and

lifting -the stick, placing it;next to,the st,m, allOwed

to remain, and repeating the entire' protest.
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gpetecTravi
Sometime empty spaces in beds can be filled with plants that become
availrible as a result of a +hinning operation in nearby beds. This has
been done' successfully wi -1.irchta indica, Prosopis,Parkinsonia,
and even With some Acacia-: "d01 an operation will succeed if the
following precautions are :aken:

Roots of trees being transplanted do not exceed 5cm.

Dirt is left around the roots when liftin; out is
done.

Plants are handled carefully and not injured.

. Roots are exposed to air as little, as possible.

Experienced workers with proper tools do the work.

Airpockets around roots are elimi4ted by gentle
pressure -- earth must not be packed too hard.

Trees are planted at the proper collar height;

. Freshly transplanted roots are kept moist.

/' . Plants are kept shaded until theyare growing well
/ in their new location.

IIf there is enough seed available and time.is not a problem, it_is pro-
bably better, in the long run,_to reseed empty spaces_or pots than it

I is to transplant yoAng plants from the thinning operation.

80 .



ROOT PRUNING,. Plastic pots must have_soMe drainage, and thus are per-

forated -in the bottom._ Small roots will grow out the hole(s) into' the

soil belOW. If nothing is doneto prevent it, the tree will.develop

a second root system below and outside the pot. Consequently, those

roots which grow below the pot and which art-the major part of the'

root system will be_destroyed_when the_pbts are moved; This kind_of.

situation defeats the main objective_ Of usipg pots which is to allow

trees to be moved and planted With the least disturbance of the root

structure.
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Root_pruning prevents the development of

a root sy em outside the pots. Generally,

after the first 6 to 8 Weeks (for Acacias,

it is ea ier), all trees in plastic pots

have to 6 moved once a month, the outside

roots c t off, and the pots set back in ,_

place.

To redu e work, each block of pots can,

be shi ted,:"pot.bY pot, a convenient,

-aril's length diStante. To do_this a

worker picks up a_pot with_one hand,
prunes the roots With pruning shears,-

trantfers the_pot to the other_hand and putsthe poi down on the other

side. When pruning is finished, the entire block of pots will-have

been moved;

Insects

It is best to be_prepared for insect attack by- haying insecticides -ton

hand, or by knowing_where they can be fOUnd quickly. In West Africa,

a product similar to American methoxychlOr,-or HCH, and dieldrin,

similar to American chlordane, are available in the bigger towns.

Insecticides kept at the nursery-site must be stored and handled with

.extreme -care. IMproper use of dieldrin, for example, hat caused a num-

ber of_deaths. Dieldrin is very effective againtt termites, maggots,

and other soil insects when it' is.used according to directions. It is ,

important to follow the cautions given on the label. Dieldrin must

be used so that none of the_insectictde.gett on the foliage of the

trees --,- even small quantities will bben holes in the leaves;

MoSt. aboie-ground insect problems can be controlled
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Theiiianager and other projepersonnel rnust watch constantly for signs
Of insect attack and be prepared to respond immediately when insects
are/first noticed. Insect attacks can be quite rapid, and delay in
treating the trees has been known to. result in loss of much of the

planting.

Transporting
The general rule of thumb far judging whether a tree is the right size
for transOlanting is that the above-ground portion of plastic pot
stock should not be less than .2m and no more than 1.0m tall. Open-
rooted stock should have between 1.5m and 2m of growth above ground.

However, great variations exist among species in the-ratio
of-above-ground growth to root systems. For example,
Acacias have very long root systems compared with their
port on above ground; Azadirachta indica develop rather
tall, single shoots over a liMited root gt-owth,. The only
way to check whether a_ tree_is_growing as expected and to
find out the relationshi0 of abOve-ground growth_to_root_
System_ is to_expose the root systems of a few sample trees
of each species.

When lifting-out open-rooted stoCk;.it is usually the case
that no -more than about 20cm of the.root depth can be ex-
cavated without damage; Obviously a_tree that has a major
portion of its roots below this level cannot be transplanted
safely; therefdre; the trees must be checked so that they
can be transplanted on time;

HARDENING OFF. -Hardening off iS thO_gradual reduction in watering rates

during-the last few weeks in the_nursery. This lessening of water hel prepare

trees -for the less steady_water supplies, they are likely to receive t the

planting- site. About 4 to 6 weeks before moving time, water is reduced to once

a day. After about a week at that rate; -the young trees should be watered only

every_other day; If the trees do not -begin to wilt,-the amount of water can be

reduced even further. If, however, the trees do wilt; additional water must

be applied immediately to prevent permanent damage.

PREMATIONFORAOVING.: Normali_relativ;ely heav3 _ring should; be_ re=

sumed at least three days before lifting_out and/or _L.ransport. The ob =-

jective of_this last period of watering-is to have the soil evenly moist;
thit -cannot be accomplished by heavy watering at the'last minute.

The soil in open-rooted beds, iand n certain pots should be cheeked to
_

make sure the soil is moist enough -- be ore transplanting; It_i_s phYt-

ically impossible to_transplant potted stock when the !Jett& half Of
the soil in the pot is dry.:



If open-rooted stock is lifted out of soil which is dry, the roots tear.

Also, tiny hair roots are immediately exposed to air because the dry soil

around them falls off.

During movie L. and transplanting; the tree roots must be kept moist; the

trees must be kept in the shade as much as possible.



Preparation

The Planting Site

Site rs

The lg site should be complet,' eady well before the first rains

are ,J6. .)-catise the trees must be t rated in time to catch the very

first rains.

1
Ptantikg aneo 4tahed out.

Well before the trees arrive, the_fence or- other- protection should have

been Harmed; The control of land use at the site-and the lines of

authority involved shoUld be clear to everyone in the area.
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Access routes to large sites
should have been established,
aid road work completed,if neces-
sary. In large sites, a 6m strip
should have been left just in-
side the fence so that a truck
can pass through, and the fence

can be repaired easily. If the
site is large enough to have
firebreaks in addition to space
left for the roadway, the fire-
break areas also should be planned
and completely cleared.

S4
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ACtett_tOUtes to large sites should have been esteblithed_,_and road work

Completed, if necessary._ In large sitesi_a 6M ttrip_Should have been

left just Inside the fence so that a truck can_pass through,_and_the

fence can be repaired easily. If -the site is large enough to_havefire-

breaks in addition to space left for the roadway, the firebreak areas

also should be planned and completely cleared.

Plan to provide water for the trees as soon as they are placed in_the

planting site The soil at the site must be moist: the tree roots can;-;

not be placed into dry ground if they are to survive.

As noted before, the only -time to plant trees is at_the_beginning of the

rains: Wet. planting is delayed, survival rates decrease oreatly. Trans-

016Acad trees heed the entite_rainy_season tO get_a good start; Therefore,

nothing can be gained by planting in the second half of the rainy season,
even if there is more cloudy; wet weather than usual.

The limited time span during which successful planting takes place requires

proper plc.nning and adequate preparation. Preparation should include
alternative plans for action and substitute resources in case difficult4es

occur.

Personnel Management
Dependable work crews should be developed. Start training relatively

early with a small group so that activities can be well explained and

shown n detail. Leaders will start showing up in people who have more
experience, and who are willing and able to accept responsibility. As

these people are found, they can be given extra training and prepared to

become supervisors or crew chiefs.

Having good crew chiefs means that during times of maximum effort, the

routine work will be carried out competently -and well end automatically.

_Project managers will have more time for dealing with urgent, special

problems as they arise.

Project managers should teach by demonstration, as well as through dis-
cussion. During this teaching process, there will be an opportunity to=
watch different people and see how they master techniques. The manager
will get a good idea of those who are most capable. Activities and
jobs may have to be explained again and again, but explanations must
be done positively in order to provide encouragement and to build en-
thusiasm 'nd support for the project.
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High quality work and proper tool use and mainter,nce are far more im

portant to the effor% than is speed. The most effective means of teaching

this is to provide the crew with a good model. If the project manager

makes a point of maintaining his_own equipment by cleaning it and putting

it away properly, the lesson will have been effectively taught. Every-

thing a project manager does, whether the crew members_are watching or

not should be cmsistent with the techniques and values he wants to

encourage in the other personnel.

Project managers who are on time, plan well and do what they say they

are going to do will have more support and better projects. People

enz4c-, working with someone who is in control of a situation arid_ knows

A-4,1 he is doing. The ability to self-analyze and willingness to accept
-,Aggestions from crew members are indicators, of a good project manager.

Ail of these personr.1 development activities should be started well

before planting. The goal -I:, to establish a team of people used toy

working together, so that when the actual work arrives, each knows

what to do without boing told. The crew bossEs will work without

being 'Jqpervised all the time. Staff sessions held to brief them and

ercourage crew boss can help to prevent problems and misunde-standings

from occurring.

Other Factors
It is difficult to give spe'z4cic guidelines for organizing planting

work because each project ._ distinctly different. However, foresters

often find the following pointers helpful:

make contingency plans, especially for transportation
and labor. It is very important that no delays
occur. Planting is the time when careful planning
and good relationships with the workers and the com-
munity pay off.

Plan realistically and attempt only what can be accomplished.
A small, solid job, well done, is worth more than a
marginal performance on a bigger scale. Goals should
not be set so high that they cannot be achieved.

Each planting effort is worthwhile and is worth of
the same degree of personal commitment.

Weather factors can, perhaps, be planned for, but not
controlled. There is a limit to the project manager's
ability to guide the project, and it is important
that he realize he cannot do the impossibl-
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Lifting Out, Teansporting4 and Planting

Throughout the operations of uprootingi.transporting$and planting, the

workers_must have Plenty__of room; It is a good idea_td_set up,a number
of small_deposit_points for unloading trees so that hand_carrying can

be kept_to_aminimum. Each team should know in advance_the exact -area

in which it will be working. As soon as_the work plan_is_ready,__it
should be discussed at staff meetings. Eath crew chief,_therefore,

will know what he and hiS assistants must do. If everyone is sure of

his job, the work should go much more smoothly.
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Moving Nursery Stock

PLAST:C POTS. Transporting plants in plastic pots is relatively easy

on the plants, but is more difficult in other ways (the pots are heavy,4*.

for example). However, since Well=watered pots tan be loaded and trans-

ported to the site at any time, it is possible to start moving potted

stock !aforehand in smaller batches.

OPEN=ROOTED- STOCK; The young stock must_be dOg up- slowly and carefu'y
using shovels and strong; local tools to dig carefully around the roots;

Even during carefuldiggingi the
majority of roots_break_. These
breaks sometimes leave long, tear=
ing woundt through which_the tree
looses liquid, and disease can
ent..-Therefore, as soon as
4oted trecs are liftld out
ci the ground, the roots; especial-
ly the big ones, must be cut off
neatly;

Lifting-out and root pruning must
be done as quickly as possible.
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After the roots are pruned; the trees are bunched in groups of 20-50;
Wet mud gets packed around the bunched roots; A layer of wet grass_ _

or leaves is then placed over the mud; Then the entire bundle_it_tied

together well; Water should be paired over the bundle before it is
loaded and taken to the site;

SPECIAL PREPARATIONS._ Some special preparations are used to reduce
transpiration (loss of moisture through the leaves) when lifting out
open-rooted stock. These preparations help maintain the balance be-
tween root and leaf systems until the roots have a chance to re-estab-
lish their supply functions. Otherwise the fluids in the plant are
used up faster than the newly transplanted roots can take in a new
supply.

Some trees such as Azadirachta indica and
terminal

lenagalensis, thould
be stripped of all leaves, except for the terminal bud and the
last two or three near it The plant must not be ripped and torn,
so stripping has to be done carefully. Also, the terminal bud must
not be damaged. The leaves are stripped as soon as the tree is lifted
out and before the bundles are made. The stripped leaves can be dted
-L.- packing and wrapping material to protect the roots during transport.

1:12 `10.)V.461 qN1WIN4
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Some trees, Cassia and Gmeli'na, for example, can stand even more exten-
sive cutting. In fact, they seem to recover best if the entire top,
portion of the tree is cut back 5-15cm above the ground line. The

result is a rather odd-looking short stem
attached to the first 15cm of its roots.
In both these methods; roots must be
kept moist. Many stumps can be trans-
ported in ver little space.

%

Remove ent&te top litom Cazzia
and Gmeana.

194 W.41 Q6-1 10 /.6" CAA
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Plant ing .

Planting include§ clearing the ground; digging the Kok for the tree;

planting the tree, and

Clearing
The area arounJ each tree's location should be cleared of all vegetation,

including all the roots of Oe vegetation. Each tree should have a

cleared area of at least lm4 in which to grovv This spacing eliminates

all_competition for food and water and gives the tree a better chance for

a good start in the new location.

Digging
In_areat with-less than 1;200mm mean annual precipitation; hole,

not be dug before they are -to be use6._ 'The purpose of pre,dip,

is to allow rain to fall directly in the hole, thus supplying

moisture. However; this technique does not work in dry areas

reasons:

Rains are usually driven by the wind so that the drops

hit the sides of the hole; rather than reaching the

bottom and;

. as soon as the shavers stop, the Sun and wind dry out

the holes and piles' f excavated dirt. This drying

process leaves the soil drier than before it was before

digging.

Each hole should be approximately 40cm X 40cm. Thit Size. shfiuld hold the

tree_or plastic pot easily. When digging, the soil is placed in two

equal piles, one on each side of the hole. This technique_greatly speeds

backfilling.' The soil from the bottom of the hole should be put on top

of the piles; the soil will then be placed against the bottom roots

when backfillirv: starts. This is done because the soil from the bottom

of the hole is the best soil and holds more roisture.

Planting
Plant the tree so that its collar is even With the ground. The collar

is the point where the tree's stem came through the surface of_the soil

in the pot or the nursery bed. This is an important step. If the collar

is misplaced, by as little as lcm, the tree's chances of surviving can

be much poorer. The first small roots often start right under the collar,

and these roots must be carefully covered if the tree is to grow well.
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Finding the collar of open-rooted stock is more dif',c. t because the
collar of the potted stock is right at the top of toe soil in the pot,
and the soil remains around the plant. It is worth caking time to be
sure that everyone handling the plants knows where to look for the
collar.

Backfiliing

Si

Backfilling_is ddne carefully by hand. The soil from the top of the
piles is put around the bottom root structure of the open-rooted stock
or the bottom soil of the potted stock. The person doing the planting
should tamp the soil with his heel to get rid of air pockets; Tamping
is done diagonally against the bottom of the roots;

After the hole -is ftlled, a layer of_loose soil is left around the tree.
This loose_soil is_shiOed into a shallow depression that acts as a basin
to catch additional water.

Decayed organic matter 6aulch) can oe put around the newly planted trees
if such material can be found. Again; it is necessary'to watch for
termites when mulch is used. Pages 81 and 82 illustrate the steps
involved in planting open-rooted and potted stock.

Delays
Therees must be watered abundantly the moment they arrive at the site
Delays in planting, whether overnight or longer, (at either the nursery
or the planting site) call for special techniques to be uses

Plastic pots, placed close together, are sunk into the soil.

1191 t 600-4TLzPr-dO1.3V-)
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Open-rooted stock must be "heeled-inlii as shown on the following page;

_2v
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Special Procedure ,

There'is a special planting technique Which, only used at present for

planting shade-trees around villages, might be considered. /1"he clay

jar reservoir method has a number of advantages and disadvantages;
The advantages are:

. The soil does not become hard and crusty around the
base of the tree.

. The roots are kept evenly moist, not being subjected
to alternate wetting and Orying.

The roots will grow down around the base of the c13,
slftl- in search of moisture.

The amount of water nee,-1,ed is reduced (by 1/3 to 21-)
becat. evaporation from the soil does not take place.

The cr-wth rate of the tree can be doubled in th r. first
ye:)r or two and its heartiness is greatly-increased.

v.1--:,=val rate i; increased.

L IC?
-

The disadvantages of the clay jar
Method are:

. In 1. planting is more expensive
and ,ime consuming.

The clay jars must be protected_
from brewing and from being filled
with sand or trash.

tbb.C.20i r
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Io most West African_markets, claY,Jars, 40-50cm deep and 25-30cM in_

diaMeter are available. Make a hole in the_jar about 4cm up -from the

bOttOM. The size -and number of holes deOend_on the soil at the_plAnt-

ing Site:: in _sandy locations a small hele_thalf the_dfameter of
,pencil) should_be_sufficient;_in a tit_With very heavy soils; two

or more (pencil sized) holes letated side by side may be needed.

To 'plant the jar:

Dig a large,hole about-one meter v7,Iare ant! one meter

deep.

Partly refill the hole with a mixturtt of organic ferth-

lizer (if available) and wet soil.

Place the clay jar to:one side of the dug-out_space

with the holes in -its botteM facing the_center of the area

where the tree will be planted. The mouth of the jar

should shpw above ground level only a,few centimeters.

Plant_trietree in the center of the hole about 20cm froM

the clay jar.
,

Continue refilling the hole_in the ground with the mix-

ture of wet soil and fertiliter.

Fill the jar with Water and cover the top to keep the

water clean and prevent evaporation

For the first_3 or 4 weeks after planting, the tree roots grow toward

the moist, toil atithe bottom of the jar. Dandily this time keep the

jar full but water the' tree.,:v pouring water around; its base.

f

After this time, t he tree is wateiid only by filling,the jar with water.

If the hole in the jar has_been correctly mataied to the soil c-onsis-

tency, a jar of %later should take. about 1 week to flow through the h,16

into the ground. Keep the level of -the water in the jar

water every 2 or 3 days. The holes in th, jar t.an be made

necessary:

Dig out prItire jar, enlarge hole-si etd r4place. ThT:s must be

done verylcarefullyi or the tre t6s, be injured.

If the moth of_the jar -is large, reach in with.a sharp'nail

or drill bit and carefully enlarge the existing holes or add

another; /

Remember: Keep the level of water high by adding water every 2 or 3,4a,vt.

HoWever, just a tric e of wateris necessary to keep the tree watered.

Do not make the hole too large.
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Spacing
Based on experience relating spacing to groundwater tables, most trees

in West Africa are now planted with an average of 3-4m between trees.

This, of course, differs depending upon 'the kind of tree and its needs.

The following figures can be used as _a guide in determining the number

of trees which can be planted in a site depending upon area necfed by

the tree.

AREA PER TREE

2 X 2 meters

"3 X 3.me4ers

4 X 4 meters

10 X 10 meters

TREES PER HECTARE

2500 trees per hectare

1100 trees per hectare

600 trees pet hectare

100 trees per hectare

SOM2, if not most, of tle large trees of West Africa seem to be loners,

for example, 'Acacia albida and Tamarindus indica. Plant these and

similar speciisTiEsT.TrEiroups15 ensure TER6ne plent will survive.

Sometimes a lot of 41me is spent spacing -trees very exactly. This is

often done in areas where cultivation will be practiced using tractors

and other vehicles. However, this use of vehicles is not as likely in
a village situation or where- the ground is very rough. In these cases,

exact spacing is not called for, and it is better not to waste time

trying to'space the trees exactly. Spacing can be done very simply

and easily by deterMining how many ":ovel lengths or steps must be left

between each of the trees which is :,ling planted. Then work crews space

the distance using shovels7or footsteps as measures. The first line of

trees is planted along a boundary line such as a firebreak or road.

The second line it then placed in line with the firs.L

Survival
_

If the trees haVe been properly cared for, if no animals get into the
planting area, and if there are no attacks by insects and rodents,
survival of the trees depends directly upon the weather immediately

after planting. Cloudy weather with frequent showers for the firtt _

.3 or 4 days after plariting :call mean thatAlp to 90% of(the_trees survive.

A dry spell lasting severs days_after_plantings on the other hand, can
reduce the percentageof's rit-ival to 30%.---Abundant -rains during the

rainy season help plants -to build up_retervesiand roots which are long
enough to reach down to liwer water tables during the dry season;

!

Generally, only those_ tr et that are weak; diseased.dr.slow starting

are affecteJ by insects, rodents;and disease; Also, trees that look
'lead above the surface may xesprout from,-the ground up the following

year if comlitions -are good; 'While they may'always:be stunted, they

can add to the ground cover;
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Special Subjects

Finn: Uses and Prevention
Mention hes already_been made of the need for firebreaks around both the

nursery and the permanent site; These_serve_as prOtectiOh from fire.

Fire does, however, have some important positive uses.

In arid zones, fires are used to burn off old grass. Once that growth_

is, -gone, fresh tender -grass is more likely to sprout. This happens quite

quickly_and can help bring relief to starving herd animals. It also

breaks the tendency of scrub trees and bushes to take over the grass range.

Where. vegetation is plentiful, methodical burning is a traditional
method of clearing land before planting, keeping snakes and insects in
check, and driving wildlife into traps or within range zo that they
can be killed for food;

Fire requires oxygen and fuel; if_either is eliminated, the fire will_not
burn. Fire prevention and control consist of removing or of these ele-
ments. Normally, the easiest to remove is fuel.

Firebreaks
In sub-Saharan_West Africai prevailing winds tend to be high and constant.
Thus the spread of _a_fire can be reasonably the_
necessary width and direction of firebreaks fairlaccurately calculated.
Firebreaks should be constructed at right angles to the direction of pre-
vailing winds with secondary lanes dividing the resulting strips of
land or trees
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The high winds dictate wide firelanes in order to keep the danger of

the fire jumping the lane to a minimum; Intl& planting areasi_main-

tenante and access roads can be combined With strips Of cultivated land

adding additional width to the firelanet. As previously mentioned,
good protection has been achieved by clearing_ strips of land 15m wide

of all vegetative matter and alloWing the land to be used for_pultivat-

ing beans or as roadways -- either use guaranteeing elimination of dry

grass and weeds.

Plowing -the natural vegetation under provides only temporary relief;

in the long tun; the area becomes a larger fire hazard. Disking and

plOwing eliminate perrenial plants; but make _more -room for annuals,
which_ tend to become dense and dry creating a high burning index. When

this happens, the fire spreads more rapidly in the firebreak than on

the adjacent land;

Firefighting,
Most firefighting efforts are limited to what materials can be found

on the spot. Provided the fire is not yet large or too hoti the front

of the fire can be attacked directly with branches, brooms, and mats.

This is an effort to beat out the flames and kill the fire by shutting

off its supply of oxyget.

Vkitt-10 IDIPK:CrIC*1
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BaCkfiret can be quite effective, particularlyinareas_where the normal

vegetative taleP_iS sparse; the prevailing winds are constant, and_
necessary control lines can be constructed quickly and easily._ A_back-

fire is_simply a small; controlled fire started in_the path of a larger

fire. The backfire destroys fuet and that haltt the larger fire which

has no new fuel to bum



Windbreaks
Wihdbreaks.==strips of trees:and other.vegetation which block the fltw of

the wind -re_yery impottint in the battle against_wind_and sand; The

most succe sful windbreaks are -those found on enclosed fantlands or demon=

strationan_ 'ilot projects under government or- private control: The_big-

gest probl s n other at-eat have_been the difficulty and high cost of

protecting. n Oak tee-et against animal grazing; It is_worthWhilei

however-; to o inUe the effort to plant and maintain windbreakt.

The effettiveness. of the windbreak depends on how impenetrable the wall

Of vegetation is _A dense_row of trees -not Ohly_blOCks_the_wind;_but
also confines the effects of the wind close to the windbreak. A'row of

ie1C)Es EF RATE L1( DENSE
trees which provides less complete wind reduction also means that_the__
effects of the wind are felt fUrther away. A vegetation density of 60%
to 80% seems to work best in arid zones.
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Gant or openings in windbreaks should be avoided as much as possible. -

Wind rushes through gaps; concentrating its strength, so that its final

effect can be very damaging;

Shelterbelts

A shelterbelt is generally wider and
more -dense than a windbreak; It can
provide protection for downwind areas
up to 20 times its height prodded it
consists of several rows of plantt 0f_
different heights; Large treeS_should_
be chosen for-the center row (A). Fast
growing species_can be mixed with Slower
growing trees, the choices depending on-
local- preference. The next two rows (B)-
are of smaller species; If possible,
these trees should be chosen for their
by-products; Rows C and D are auxiliary
rows; These rows are planted with lower;
bushier trees; shrubs and grasses. P.

well- chosen "mix" of vegetation in tne
shelterbelt will not only provide protec=
tion from the wind; but will alSo Yield_
fruit, nuts; firewood; harki.resinsi.and
possibly -grass for grazing.

CRO.55--SC-riet`i CD

51-1E-TERE3F1.._7"
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Windbreaks and shelterbelts can include carefully planned pathways and
driveways for stock. In this way, people and animals can benefit from
a shaded passageway that otherwise would be very hot. Any opening
through the windbreak should be at an oblique angle. This will allow
the ordefly movement of people or livestock without opening a gap for
the wind to roar through.

Thies windbreak ptotecting the utoptand
boom high winds tchick wowed catty away top-
Aoit and make the tand usetesz ion &timing.

x4 440u uo
-TIV-10Wi

vq1Nt:12E twis
ihr 6,061 t..S

6471cm7Lisk0 ID CPI
ni.d-ST UPS LAP

Some other points to consider about windbreaks:

1) The selection of species for the windbreak should follow the general
guidelines for the different rainfall zones. Good selections can be made

from species protected by law. Whenever possible; use species which local

residents themselves have chosen and value.

2) Although double lines of Azadirachta indica have been used with satis-
factory results, a strip 4 or 5 lines wideiiSetter. Low growing bushes
like Bauhinia, Combretacae, and Salvadora should also be considered. The
most efficient windbreaks are those with 1 or _2 roWs of low growing shrubs
or trees on the' outside and 2. or 3 rows of taller trees on the inside.

3) Frequently a combination of planting methods is highly practical when
establishing windbreaks. In other words, a combination of nursery trans-
plants, live fencing, cuttings and stumps can be planted (according to
the time of year best for planting in the area);

4) An additional merit in a slightly wider belt is thaf it can be designed
for multiple usage by selective choice of species for the middle portion,
such as Tamartndus, Acacia smss, or native fruit and medicinal species.

1 t,0
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51 Preparation and protection-of the site involved are possibly more

important for windbreaks than for_regular plantations. Keeping animals

away from a long narroW strip of land is very difficult and mlch more costly
than fencing a field of similar area but more rectangular in shape.

6) In complex situations, fir where more extensiv: protection is desirable- -

for exaMOle:varound towns or larger villages--it is most effective to stag=
ger windbreaks in a pattern cf overlapping blocks as shown below.

7) Another planting pattern is to;line farm fields with wide_windbreaks

and_plant trees such as Acac-la Iltdda in grids, at 10m intervals inside the

field.

Sand Stabilization
Shifting and blowing sand causes great damage to farmland, buildings,

installations, roads. Entire settlements can be threatened by sand and

shifting dunes. Sand stabilization it an important phase of revegetation

and conservation efforts in many arid places.
101
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The best protection against any drifting or blowing sand is to prevent the
sand from being picked up by the wind in the 'first place. But once air-
borne, drifting sand can be made to settle and be kept from further shift-
ing. The best ultimate results are obtained when the open area where the
sand is picked up can be permanently covered by vegetation. Nothing can

grow, however, until the movement of sand is stopped. This can be done by
erecting some type of windbreak in the form of fence, barrier or hedge.

Windbreaking fencee can take many forms and be made of many different
types of materials. Basically, the flow of the wind must be reduced or
blocked so that sand particles will be dropped. Some possibilities for
windbreaks in barren sand:

1) Hedge rows of a species such as balasamifera can be planted
successfully even in areas where annua ra ntall does not exceed 300400m.
Branches of Euphorbias partially buried in rows of shallow trenches will
sprout and form new plants. Sand will become entrapped in such rows, and

ridges will slowly form. Plant growth then becomes possible in the pro-
tected areas behind these ridges.

2) Arm-sized branches of tamarisk can be used to construct a diamond,
pattern of criss-cross rows across areas of open sand. Many of these
branches will also sprout, forming live hedges that reduce the movement
of wind. Less wind will pick -up less sand. What sand is carried by the
wind will quickly be deposited in or behind these rows of branches. Again,

less sand movement creates a more favorable environment for plants.

-....."..\;....,c..z., .dpi re 1.1-1 4 i i I I it'LLI-L&Luidi

__ teitlit,CIItiiiIIIIIIIiiii:
ifij i i Li iut 1111 Ile , 0vi,,
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WINDBREAK FENCES USED FOR SAND STABILIZATION

3) Fenced=in squares and_sand traps Can also be_constructad of materials

as basic as bundles of Millet_ttalkS (UNDP_research project northeatt of

Dakar; Senegal); Other possibilities are palm fronds; sticksi bratithest

cardboard_boxesanything reasonably sturdyi easily_availablei and free.

Some problems may be encountered. Termites eating introduced wooden

material and goats and sheep nibbling on bark and twigs of some of the

vegetation are the greatest hazards;

Once these squares or hedges have beeniettablished and_ the movement of

sand_has been effectively redutedi Vegetation can be introduced in the

now=protected areas; Several Vine=like plants are very well adapted to

grow in almost pure sand, covering the_ground with runners and shoots.

With the sand thus tied down, site conditions are-improved enough topermit

introduction of grasses and other_small plants; Finally, nursery grown

trees can be planted. This graduil_revegetation_sequence7builds the soil

and improyes growing conditionsi helping nature. to re-establish the area;



Appendix A

SPECIES IDENTIFICATIONS
pv

This appendix identifies 165 of the specieS finUnd in Wett African
lands by pictures, Latin names, and common names. Synonyms (other
Latin names) for_a_species, common names in up to 12 languages,
and some very_btief notations on uses of a species are given where
this_ information is available; it is not intended to be definitive.
All the species which appear in Appendix B, where further informa-
tion is given, are included here; with the notation "Also see
APPENDIX B."

Pictures inclilde leaves, branch configurations, fruits, flowers,____
and inflorescas (arrangement_ of flOweting branches and the flowers

on them). -f are not labelled_individually, but the different
items_should ne 'recognizable. There is no : consistent scale
relative to life=-size. -Illustrations are drawn from Flore_Fores-
tiere Soudana-Gui-neenne by A. Aubreville, Flare ziliAteee dot
SiFF-ardual by Jean BerhaUt, West AftiCan_Trees
by Dr. D. Gledhill, and Trees for Vana mahottava_by S, K. Seth,

M. B. Raizadai_and M. A. Weed Khans The artists are J. Adams,
M. Ji Vesque, Jean BerhaUt, Douglas E. Woodall, and P. Sharma;

A NOTE ON LATIN NAMES

The genus and species of each tree appear in boldface type
(genus first, species second).

An abbreviation of the name of the author of the tree name
follows the boldface type in lighter faced type.

"var." means variety._ The name_of the variety appears in
boldface immediately following the abbreviation "var."

AnA abbreviation of the name of the author of the variety
name fellOWS the name of the variety in lighter faced type.

"L." is an abbreviation for "Linnaeus," .a Swedish_botanitt
who initiated the development of this present, widely used
system of nomenclature.

. .

1

-
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Drawings in this appendix are reprinted; with permission, from the
following sources:

Aubreville# A. Feoae FoteAtiexe Soudano-GuinEeni*, Paris,

Societg d'Editions Geographiques, Maritimes et Colnniales,

1950.

Artists: J. Adams, M. J. Vesque

Berhaut, J., Ftwte ItteustkEe da SEnEgat, Direction des Eaux

et Forets, Government du Senegal, 1975.

Artist: J. Berhaut

Gledhill, D., Wesi 4/Limn Times, London, Longman Group
Ltd., 1972:

Artist: Douglas E. Woodall
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1. Acacia Whic!' Del,

Also see APPENDIX B

SYNONYMS:

FaZdhtabia abida (Del.) Chev.
Acacia goocaApa Hochst.
Acacia zacchaAata Benth.

ENGLISH gao FULANI tialkl

FRENCH gao HAUSA_ gao

ARABIC harraz KANOURI haragu

CMAD_ARAB1C araza MORE zanga

BAMBARA balanzan SONGHAI gao_

DJERMA gao WOLOF- cadde

2. Acacia atlacammntha

BAMBARA bentonl DiERMA 10:75Ugou

tbfakbuen1 HAUSA goumbl

lwrr

Use for.Ilve fences; posts; firewood,
foaer (valuable), branch fencing

3. Acacia caffra Wind. var. campylacantha Aubr.

Also see APPENDIX B

SYNONYMS:

Acacia ailipytacaiitrita Hochst:; ex A; Rich.

Acacia catedia W.
Acacia pageantha wiiid. subsp. campytato.elta

(Hochst.) Prenah

CHAD ARABIC 61 guetter HAUSA karo _

BAMBARA kuroko tserkakla

FULANI ftarlahi KANOURI
MORE

golawal
guard

106



4; Acacia iiiidgeoni Craib. ex Hon.

Acacia henegat var. Aammyana Rob.
AL samdm

5. Acacia favnesiana Willd.

6. Acacia fiava (Forsk.) Schwfth.

SYNONYMS:

Acacia itava vcr. atacoAcmie
Acacia ataconenAii

4jek- tamatUJERMA tamat
menna

I.
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7. Acacia gourmaensis A. Chev.
not Illustrated

MORE gonponlell
gonsablega

Like Acacia matit5enia In East Africa ,

8. Acacia hebecladoides Harms.

101

9. Acacia Iaeta R. Pr.

SYNONYM: Acacia tice.abibmi A. Chev.

WERRA danngha HAUSA akovla

10. Acacia macrostachya Reichenb.

EMBARK ouenldle FULANI chid1!___

kordon14plo patarhami

mbourour MORE Wm-adage

OJERMA goumbl guambaogo

Ueof60 edible seeds; leaves to_grazoi_11vo_fencas;
posts; firewood, fodder (valuable); branch fencing

108
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11. Acacia macrothrysa Harms.
SYNONYMS:
Acacia datzletti Cralb.
Acacia pkon.aspanata Stapf.
Acacia buchananii Harms

KANOUR1 gardaye

.12. Acacia pennata Willd.

13. Acacia racidiana Savi.

SYNONYMS:
Acacia to/stall Hayne
Addad iccuacutato GuIII. & Parr.

CHAD ARABIC Wale FUtANI chIllukl
BAMBARA sayele HAUSA- kand111
DJERMA Mesas KANOUR1 kendli

109



14. Acacia scorpioides (L.) var. nilotica (L.) A. Chev.
Also see APPENDIX B

SYNONYMS: Acacia hitaiCa (L.) Wind.
Mbisa hitotica L.
Acacia anabica (Lam.) var. nitotica (L.) Benth.

FRENCH gonakler DJERMA ban(_

CHAD ARABIC sunta, charat, FULANI gaud)
seneti cunt HAUSA bagarua

BAMBARA barana MORE peguenega
dlabe
bolna

Found In lowlands; near water or In moist soils

15. Acacia scorpioides (L.) var. adstringens Bak.

SYNONYM: Acac2a adamonii Guill. d Perr.

FRENCH gonakier_ _ DJERMA bant_

CHAD ARABIC sunta, chtrat, FULANI gaud)
senet, stint HAUSA bagarua

BAMBARA barana KANOUR1 kangar
dlabe kissitt

bolna MORE perananga

0c 4

Found In highlands; In drier environments

110
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15.

Acadia
accapia'4dea
var.
ad:444419cm

1EL Adddid tark4181 (L.)

Also see APPENDIX B

SYNONYM: Atdotzt uckek GuIll. & Perr.

ENGLISH gum arablc FULANI dlbehl

FRENCH gommler Wilk!
CHAD ARABIC asharat HAUSA dakworo

kltr al ablod KANOURI kolol

BAMBARA
DJERMA

dohkeirl

danya
MORE gonlmlnIga

Source of gum arable

17. Acacia sayal Del.

SYNONYMS: Acacia atenoca4pa Hoithst.
Acacia boboenbie Aubr.

CHAD_ARAB1C talhaye HAUSA farin kayo

BAMBARA sagnle KANOURI karamga

BJERMA
FULANI :

sayklre
bUlkl

MORE gompelaga

Use for firewood. fodder

111
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18. Acacia sieberiana D.C.

Also see APPENDIX B

SYNONYMS:

Acacia ye/cage= S6hwainf.
Acacia aingtanea Duni. & Perr.
Acacia 4chmann2ana
'Acacia vitttaa__
Acacia fackaii
Acacia monga
Acacia verehmoemiA
Atdcia ncia4ta SchweInf.

CHAD ARABIC kuk

BAMBARA bald

FUtANI gle donejl

HAUSA boudjl
&the

KANOUR1. katalogu
MORE golponsgo

19. Acacia stenocarpa Hochst.
var. chariensis A. Chev.
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20. Adansonia digitata L.

Also see APPENDIX. B

ENGLISH baobab FULANI bokkl

FRENCH baobab HAUSA kuka

CHAD ARABIC hahar KANOURI kuka

BAMBARA
DJERMA

slto
konlan

MORE toega

Use for edible leaves and fruit; bark
for flber products

21. Adenium of:tannin (Forsk.)
Roem. et Schutt.

SYNONYMSt Adenium anabieum Palf;_4;
Acithilari cottakeum Stapf.
Adinium hongket A. x.

CHAD_ARABIC
BAMBARA

E MORE

FULANI
HAUSA

kuka meru

foukilla sltandl
kongoslta
lekl peourl
karya

113
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22; dina microcephata (Del.) Hiern.

HAUSA kandanyarraf I

23. Afrormosia laxiflora Harms.

FULAN I pa I ah
HAUSA ma karf o

MORE tankon I I I ga
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24. Afzalia africana Smith

FRENCH linguo HAUSA__ kawo

WERMA Kati KANOURI gayo
FULANI gayoh! MORE kenkalga

25. Albizzia chevalieri Harms.

-Also see APPENDIX B

CHAD ARABIC a red HAUSA katsari
BAMBARA gold Iri KANOURI tsagie
FULANI jarichl

nyebal
MORE ronsedonga

Use for fodder, construction, roots to repair gourds

26. Ampalociuus grantii (Bak.) Planch.

HAUSA
FULANI

rogon
gufugafaF

i1&
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27; Anacardium occidentals L.

Also see APPENDIX

Use foe edible nut (valuable),
flrewoodi_ constructlon, soli

regeneration

28. Anc lomanes difformis not I I I ustrated

HAUSA 'cakara KANOURI gazamangal

29. Andira inermis H.P. &

FULANI dafuhl

HAUSA madobla
gwaska

MORE ouenlebende'
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31. Anogeissus leiocarpus
Guill. & Perr.

Also see APPENDIX B

SYNONYM:

Anole24A64 Achimptta Hothst. ex
Hutch & Dalz.

CHAD ARABIC sehah_

-BAMBARA -krekete

=RNA gongs
FULANI kojoll

HAUSA__ merlke
KANOURI annum
MORE tight

ploga

30; Annona senegaknsis Pers.

CHAD ARABIC um boro
BAMBARA: sunsun

DJERMA moupa_

FULANI dukutil

HAUSA gouanda
KANOURI tlssa

ngonowo _

MORE bakIkudIga



32. Azadirachta indica A. Juss.

Also see APPENDIX B

ENGLISH NooM FRENCH Neem,

Use for firewoodi_poles,
constructIon4 brush your
teeth With the bark

111

33. Balanites aegyptiaca (L..) Del.

Also see APPENDIX B

CHAD ARABIC hejlij KANOUR1 Ching°
BAMBARA seguene bite

DJERMA garboy. MORE tlegaliga
FULANI tannl

HAUSA adoua

Use for edible frultS,
firewooditool handlesi
soap; poison

34. Bauhinia reticulate

Also see APPENDIX B

SYNONYMS: Saufania 0.442 A. Chev.
Bhuhbaa gaurac A. Chew.
Paix4aama /Laic:Le/am (D.C.) Hochst.

CHAD ARABIC harum -HAUSA calgo
BAMBARA niamaba KANOURI kaldul

DJERMA
FULANI

kosteye
barkevi

MORE baranl

Use for smoking wood

ce, .L. 118
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35. Bauhinia rufescens Lam.

SYNONYMS:

&Ain& aiamoniamm Gull!. & Porr.
gamhinia pa. uilotirCHOchst.

CHAD_ARABIC kuie kale
__EMMEIARA posembt_

DJERMA nemaFT
FULANI namal

HAUSA_ dirge
KANOURI sisi
MORE flpoege

Use for firewoodi
medicine

36; Borlinia grandiflore (Vahl)
Hutch. & Da lz.

SYNONYM:

Beklinia amicutata

HAUSA ref!

s

go./

41.1-

It
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37. Eharnbutoctapunwpozertme

ENGLISH kapok tree
FRENCH kapokler

Use for kapok
fiber - not as
fine as Ceiba
petcnilka (see
154; thls ap-
pendix, and
appendix B)

113
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38. Bombax costatum Pellegr. & Vuillet.

SYNONYM: &mix= Omani, Ulbr.

ENGLISH kepi* tree OJERMA

FRENCH kapokler FULANI

CHAS- ARABIC Jobe _ HAUSA

[WSW zouinbou KANOURI
MORE

forogo
kUruhl
kurla
yelta
ouaka

Use for kapok;
edible leaves

120
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40. Boscia ang

BAK

FLU
HAU:
KMC
MORE
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40. &Ada arigustifolia A. -Rich.

SAMARA (Hebei

guinediou
toutigul

FUtANI anzegi_
HAUSA_- agajini
KANOURI marga
MORE kisinkinde

39. Borassus aethlopum Mart.

Also see APPENDIX B

SYNONYM:

Bovacims itabetti6ek L. var.
aetitiopum (Mart.) Warb.

FRENCH ronier
CHAD ARABIC delob
WERMA sabouze

FULANI dubbi

HAUSA_ gigunia

KANOURI ganga _
komelutu

Use for termite-proof posts fOr
construction; fences etc.i leaves
and "stems" for fencing reinforcement.
Slow growing.
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41. Boscia salicifolia Oliv.

CHAD_ARABIC mahkel

HAUSA zoure

Use for edible leaves
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42; Boscia senegalansis Lam.

CHAD.ARABIC hemmet-moheb.
BARBARA beet,

DJERMA orba
dtlo

FULANI gulgulle
HAUSA enza

dIelow
KANOURI bultus
MORE nabedega

lembolga

Vse-for construction, edible fruits
and seeds 6

12
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43. Boswellia dalzielli Futch.

FULANI andakehl KANOURI loft dukan

HAUSA hano

44. Bridelia ferruginea Benth.

BAMBARA baboni HAUSA kIrril

sagua_ KANOURI z(ndl

FULANI maren1 MORE tansaloga

daft

Use for firewood; fodder

45. Burkea africana Hoo

diAD__ARABIC azrakana
FULANI kokobi

HAUSA bakin-makarfo
MORE slenra

123
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46. Butyrospermum parkii Kotschy

Also see APPENDIX 8

SYNONYM: Batyno4pamum panadomm (Gaertn; f;) Hopper

ENGLISH shea nut tree FULANI kareht

FRENCH karite HAUSA kandanya
CHAD ARABIC urn kurum KANOURI toso

DJERMA bOulanga MORE tangs

Use for shea butter; hard wood for mortar
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47; Cada ba farinosa Forsk.

CHAD ARABIC sIrreh
BAMBARA berekunan

tamba

HAUSA baggy
KANOURI marga

48. CalOtropis prowra (Ait.) Dryand

CHAD ARABIC rhalga

BAMBARA fugolrl
ngounyo

FULANI bambaml

HAUSA tumfafya
KANOURI kayo

USO for construction

49. Capparis corymbosa Lam.

CHAD_ARABIC mardo
HAUSA heujarl-mutane
KANOURI pIdo

damsa
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50. Capparis tomentosa Lam.

51. Cesste sunrise' Lam.

Also see APPENDIX B

FRENCH cassia

Use for construction,
firewood, windbreaks

SYNONYM:

Capon/Lids paymooha A. Rich.

CHAD ARABIC gulum
HAUSA haujarl
KANOURI zajl

Use for fodder

119
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52. Cassia sieberiana D.C.

CHAD ARABIC sireth
BAMBARA sinia

sinedian
DlERMA ramturi
FULANI mllagahl
HAUSA maiga
KANOURI badin zlkki

marga
MORE kombissaka

Use for hard firewood

53; Cassia singueana Del.

SYNONYM:
Ca4A2a go/uitemA44 Fres.

CHAD ARABIC shadarat-
aI beshima

FULANI rumfuhl_

HAUSA rumfu

KANOURI tugulele_

MORE gueleponago

Use for fodder; firewood
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55. Celtis integrifolia Lam.

CHAD ARABIC abuh gatu

BAMBARA gaua
kamaguan

FULANI gamic!

HAUSA dlkki
zuwo
kouka

KANOURI nguso

MORE tintigeliga

Use for fodder; firenood
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EA. Ceiba penarldra (L.) Gaertn.

Also see APPENDIX B

SYNONYMt-
Ekledendhon onitntate

ENGLISH silk cotton tree
FRENCH fromager
CHAD ARABIC rum
FULANI bantahl
HAUSA_ rim,

KANOURI tom
MORE gunga

Best source of kapok fiber
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56. Ceratotheca sesamoidas Endl.

57. Cochlospermum tinctorium Perr.

CHAD ARABIC maghr
FULANI jarunda I

HAUSA rawaya
KANOUR I masauwe

FULANI wank°
HAUSA karkash I

KANOURI kembu I ubu I

52. Combreturn aculeatum Vent

BARBARA ouo I o FULAN I bu I ara I

lcont I oua lo

DJ ERMA b-outiou re HAUSA bUbukifa

MORE kod I tamb I ga



59. Combretum binderianum Kotschy

HAUSA fare geia

123

60. Combretum ghasslenso Engl. & Diets

foNa'abk4Yli &az:ULU

HAUSA bakIn
taramnya

KANOURI zlndl

61. Combretum glutinosum Perr.

CHAD ARABIC hebil HAUSA taromnya

BAMBARA deMba_ KANOURI katagar

DJERMA
FULANI

kokerbe
buskl

MORE kwenga

_

Use for gum, firewood; charcoal
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62. Combretum giutinosum var. passargei Aubr.

HAUSA taramnya

Use for firewood

63. CoMbeetum hypopilinum Diels

HAUSA Jan
taramnya

64; Combretum lamprocarpum Diels

SYNONYM: Comb/cam veict2tatum

HAUSA taramnya.
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65. Combretum micranthurn G. Don.

BAMBARA kOlobe HAUSA gleza

DJERMA koubou MORE landaga

FULANI tallI
gugumi

Use for hut stIckt, medicine,
:gum, fIrewood

125

66. Combretum molle R. Br.
ax G. Don

SYNONYMS:
Combleetumiretutbuai D.C.
Cobbketurit4okodemse
Combhetilm teonenze

FULANI damorubl

HAUSA wuyan daho

67. Combretum nigricans Leprieur var. elliotii Abby:

SYNONYM:
Condaketum tecananthum Engl. b Diets.

BAMBARA diangara
DJERMA delIgnla
FULANI doklgorl
HAUSA dagera
MORE kuarehtuaga

132
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68. Comrniphora africana (Rich.) Engl.

SYNONYMS: Patzamodendun ainicanum Arn.
Heudetotia. aVacana Rich.

CHAD ARABIC hbarkat HAUSA dash!
gafal KANOURI kabl

FULANI badedi MORE kodemteboga

Use for live fences

69. Cordia absissinica R. Br.

SYNONYMS: Coulia ciAtcana Lam.
CoAdia ubanghena6 Chew.

CHAD ARABIC birJJuk
ngirli

FULANI 1111bani

Use for edible fruit

HAUSA__ elilibe
KANOURI elube

70. Corchorus olitorius L.

CHAD ARABIC mulckhiye

41/AUSA malafya
KANOURI ganzalno
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71. Courbonia virgata Brongn.

SYNONYMS:
Cow:boa-4 paeudepetataba_GlIg..A Ben.
Maenua powitopeZaoaa (0119;) de Wolf

HAUSA__ falo
KANOURI kumkum

72. Craueva religiosi F:orsk.

SYNONYM: Cnataeva adamson:a D.C.

CHAD ARABIC dabkar

FULANI landam banl

HAUSA ungududu
gouda

KANOURI ngullde_

MORE kaelegaln-tohIga
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73. Crossopteryx febrifuge Benth.

SYNONYMS:
Cuutoptayx aticana BOIL
Cnoaaoptetyx kotachyana renzl.

BAMBARA 1:411Mb6 HAUSA: kasflya
klenke MORE kumronanga

FULANI brekoll

134
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c't

74; Croton macrostathys Flochst. ex A. Rich.

SYNONYM: Citotbn amab.i./26 HOW.

CHAO_ARABIC deeps
HAUSA__ korlbe
KANOURI moromoro

'111%4011k

al/

75. Cussonia barteri Seem.

SYNONYMS:
CuAbonia nigetica Hutch.
Cuasonia kjatonenaiA

CHAO_ARABIC
UJERMA
FULANI
HAUSA

bulukuntu
karebanga
bumarlahl
takandar-glwa

76; Dalbergia sissoo Roxb.

135



77. Danielle oliverii (Rolfe) Hutch. & Da lz.

SYNONYM) Patadaniettim °Mai Rolfe.

FRENCH santan

CHAD ARABIC samelm
DJERMA farmey

FULANI kaharlahl

HAUSA moje

KANOURI majo_

MORE honga
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78. INterioni rnicrocarpum
Guill. & Perr.

79. Detarium senegaleose GMel.

FRENCH_ moroda
CHAD ARABIC ebulelle
DJERMA feintou_

FULANI --- --konkehl

HAUSA_ taura

KANOURI gatapo

MORE kagtega

Use for drum-wvol

36
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80. Dichrostachysglomerats (Forsk.) Hutch. & C)612.

SYNONYMS: VoichAzAtachp aAbehea N.E. Br.
UichAeAtachy& eineAesx (L.) Might & Arn.
VithileAtacity& =tam Benth
flizivmstadiya irtzty-aucpaWelw;_ _

W.1120.A. etthittiateLtAya Guill. & Perr.

CHAD ARABIC dhlgingap HAUSA dundu
BAMBArA glIkl-goro' KANOURI garbInna

FULANI
ntIllgui
burl!
patrulaki

MORE sunsutiga

Use for tharmJencIng; medicine; root fibers

81. Diospyros mespi liforth is Hochst.

CHAD ARABIC jukhan HAU$A kanyan
FULANI nellbl KANOURI burgum

Use for edible frult,:flrewocid'

(
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83.

82. Entada africana Guill. & Perr.

83. Entada sudanica Schweinf.

Also see APPENDIX B

CHAD_ARABIC dorot

EtAMBARA dIemba
samanere _ _

FULANI fado-wanduhl

Use for firewood, medicine.

HAUSA__ tawatsa
KANOURI folofala
MORE slanlogo

I 38
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84. Erythrina senegaMnsis D.C.

BAMBARA tImeba
..lerung

HAUSA madJlrya

85. Eucalyptus camaldulensis Dehnh

Also seeAPPENDIX B

SYNONYM:
Fhtfaypluz ApAtxmta Schlecht

86. Euphorbia balsamifora Ait.

SYNONYMS: EapfwAlizt Avgeki N.E. Br;
Mpiwnatzt zepium N;E; Br;

DJERMA berre
FULANI yero__

magara
HAUSA agoua
KANOURI yaro

magara

Use for live hedges



87. Ficus gnaphalocarpa A. Rich.

SYNONYMS: -

F. 4#-commuh_L;
F2CIA4 titacityphyLta Fenzl.
Gitod6e. cAemata Warb.

CHAD ARABIC

DAMARA

FULANI

Jamey
el ebiad
nituro
toro n'toro
ylbe
obbI

133

HAUSA beoure
KANOUR1 tarmu

obbib

JIVI
MORE kankanga

Use for edible fruit, Wedlethd) bark

88. Ficus ingens

SYNONYMS:
Ucia &multi Hutch.
Fttu4 Wet' Vah.

BAMBARA turn
HAUSA kawuri

KANOURI busugu

MORE keepsera -manga

89. Ficus iteophylla.

SYNONYMS:
Fiera bongoeus14 Warb.

Fiend ApAdgMum

FULANI sekehl

HAUSA_ shirya_

KANOURI

Use for firewood

1A
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90. Ficus platyphylla Del.

1
91. Ficus polita Vah!

SYNONYMS:

Hem' banacteata Warb.
FaTIA umbmeact Warb.

CHAD ARABIC jamelz
el ahmahar

BAMBARA .n'kobo
FULANI dundehl
HAUSA gamil_
KANOURI nobaro
MORE kempseogo

Use for shade, medicine

SYNONYMS: Fixta nantrawnena.0 Warb.
Fizuh AtemoAiphon Warb.
F.Lcu.s.syningiioLiaWarb.
Fica4 404Agoideo Warb.

CHAD ARABIC djlmelmb HAUSA
azrak KANOURI

FULANI IItehI MORE

durum!
rlta
pampanga

92. Ficus thonningii 'Blume

CHAD ARABIC

BAMBARA
FULANI

jemelz
el abled
dubale
blskehl

HAUSA
KANOURI
MORE

tchedle
Jeja
kusga

Use for Medicine

141
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93. Ficus vallis choudae Del.

SYNONYM: F2eu4 AchWeiniuAtAii Mlq.

HAUSA dutu

94. Fluggea virosa (Roxb. ex Willd.) Bail!.

SYNONYMS:

Ftaggea mitmeatpa Blume
Ruggea vb148a Buch.-Ham. ex Wall.
Sew/Limp. micAccalma (Blume)

Pax 8. Hoffln
Phyttzustims vinDato Rex!).

HAUSA daghlrto
tsa

KANOURI shim shim
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95. Gardenia erubescens
Stapf. & Hutch.

.CHAD ARABIC am mlflfene
BAMBARA mlbure

mussama
DJERMA
FULANI
HAUSA
KANOURI

MORE

slnesan
dingeil
gaoude
gurslme
gogut
tankorah-gongs

96. Gmelina arborea Roxb. not illustrated

Also see APPENDIX B

ENGLISH mellna

Use for soft wood (for matches, boxes, etc.)

97. Grewia bicolor Juss.

CHAD ARABIC
FUtANI_
KANOURI
MORE

abash_
leloko
djImdjIme
tonlaga

Use for edible fruit

98. Grewia flavescens Juss.

CHAD ARABIC
HAUSA
KANOURI
MORE

gueddeb
kamanmoa
karnal
somkondo
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99. Grewia mollis Joss:

CHAD ARABIC ghebbesh HAUSA dargaza

BAMBARA nogo_nogo KANOURI karno

FULANI kern MORE munlmuka

Use for salt from ashes

100. Grewia villosa Willd.

SYNONYM:
akertra

Perr.

101. Guiera senegelensis Lam.

Also see APPENDIX B

CHAD_ARABIC
BAMBARA
BJERMA
FVLANI
HAUSA__
KANOURI
MORE

kabeah _
kudlengbe
sabara
gelloki
sabara_
kasasal
unulga

Use for flrewoodl seeds for
dysentery medicine

144.
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102. Gymnosporia senegalensis Loes.

SYNONYM:
Mayttnuz 4eneanten4i6 (Lam.) Excel!

BAMBARA ht§ulgue
tole

FULANI tultulde

HAUSA naMIJIn-tstda
MORE tokuvugurl:

103. Minima undulate Planch.

BAMBARA dlafulate
FULANI bummere

bath
HAUSA takandar

glwal

lac Heeria insignia (Del.) 0. Ktze.

SYNONYMS:
kmpirwaran_aby-a4baraanHochst.
RUA ba.1.41146 Del.

'BAMBARA kalakarl HAUSA kasheshe
FULANI bad! MORE nlInore

145



105. Hibiscus asper Hook.

not Illustrated

FULANI toilers

HAUSA yakuwar
dell

sKANOUR1 karasu
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106. Hibiscus cannabinus L.

CHAD ARABIC til
Ube

FULANI` gabal

HAUSA__ rams

KANOUR1 ngabal

107. Hibiscus esculentus L.
not Illustrated

CHAD ARABIC bamlya

FULANI takeyl

HAUSA kubewa_

XANOURI nubalto

108. Hymenocardia acida T

BAMBARA tanloro
FULANI yawa_sotoje

boleti!

HAUSA Jan -yaro
djan-Itche

Use -for red-colored
wood

146
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109. Hyphaene thabaica (L.) Mart.

FRENCH doom FULANI gellohl

CHAD ARABIC doM HAUSA_ gorlba

DjERMA kangau KANOURI kerzun

Use for construction; edible fruit

110; !sober linia dalzielii Craib & Stapf. not Illustrated

SYNONYM: Idobeittinia tamentada (Harms.) Cralb. eG Stapf.

BAMBARA sau HAUSA fare doka

sio MORE kaisaka
FULANI kubahl

111. IsobTalinia doka
Craib & Stapf

HAUSA doka
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112. Khaya eenegalensis 31 ass:

MUSH "AfrIcan_!mahogany"
FRENCH_____ calIcedrat
CHAD ARABIC muray
BAMBARA dlala
DJERMA fared_

FULANI Wahl
cell

HAUSA madadj1

KANOURI kagam
MORE kOga

Me for fodder

113. Kigelia africana Benth.

SYNONYMS:
Mote t& aetklopica Decne.
lagetla ai4Itana var.
acalopica Aubr.

CHADARABIC kouk
FUtANI girlahi
HAUSA rahimia

boounIa
KANOURI bulungu
MORE dlndon

IlmbI
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114 Lannea acida A. Rich.
Also'see APPENDIX B

FULANI feruhi

HAUSA farou

KANOURI adarazagal

MORE pekuni
sabga .

Use for odlble fruit

115. Lannea afzelii Engl.

SYNONYMS;
Loma gabbekima Engl. & Krause
Wind stimularcia_A. Chest,
btkittd itig4ttana (Sc ; Ell.) Keay

HAUSA daoyar

Use for 'medicine

116. Lannea hiamilis (Oliv.) Engl.

SYNONYMS: Unned begiAmen444 Engl.
&Una humats 011v.

,117. Ummeaoleosa not Illustrated

SYNONYM: &Una acida

KANOUR1 kurubu I u I



118. Leptsidenia lencifolia Decne.

SYNONYMS:
WtadelpfAittustata fPers;) Decne.
Cynandum blatatUM Pers.

CHAD__ARABIC sha!alob
FULANI yehi,
HAUSA yeti-lye

KANOURI lidera
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119. Leptadenia spartium Wright

SYNONYM: ,
leptaenia. porteeknica (Forsk:1 Dec.

CHAD ARABIC merakh
FULANI sibele
HAUSA kalumbo
KANOURI karlmeb6

120. Lophira elate Banks

SYNONYM:
Lophita lanceotaa

Van Tiegh. ex Keay

BAMBARA mane
NUN! karehl gorl
HAUSA nanIjIn

kadaI
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121. Maerua angolensis D.C.

CHAD ARABIC shegara_
el zoraf

SANBARA bre-bre
kokall

FULANI leggal
ball

HAUSA
KANOURI
MORE kessIge

Use for fodder

122. Maerua crassifolia Forsk.

CHAD ARABIC zorhale
Sarah-
be redlo0

FL1tANI sogul

HAMA_ JIB*
KANOURI jlga_

MORE kesslga

Use for tool handles,
firewood; fodder

123. Menotes keratingii

FULANI jangl

HAUSA farin rue

I
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124. Mitragyna inermis 0. Kuntze

SYNONYM:
giticagyml agaitana Korth.

CHAD ARABIC ngato
BAMBARA dloun
FULANI kat!
HAUSA_ guIjeja
XANOURI kawul
MORE. Iloga

Use_for fIrewooCmedl-Cinei
fish baskets

125. Momordiaa balsamina L.

HAUSA garafOn!
KANOURI dugdoge
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e.

126. Moringa pterygosperma Gaertn.

SYNCNYM: Mokaga ottikAa Lem.

CHAO ARABIC al lm

FULANI, gUIlgandant_

HAUSA zogolangandl

KANCUR1 allum
MORE argentiga

Use fer edible leaves

127. Nauclea esculanta
not Illustrated

FULANI bakurehl
HAUSA tafashiVe

128; Nauc lea fatifolia Smith
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129; Nymphs lotus L.
CHAD ARABIC sIttelb
FULANI tabbera
HAUSA bado
KANOURI dambl

130. Ormocarpum bibracteatum Bak.

HAUSA fashkara
glwa

KANOURF sabram

131. Oryza barthii
not Illustrated

HAUSA shlmkafa

154
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132. Ostryoderris chevalieri Dunn

SYNONYM: 03-V.yodevi.i.4 stukt4naiutu*
(Taub.) Dunn exHarms.

BAMBARA mussa sane
fugu

HAUSA burdl

MORE boombanko

133. Parinari curatellaefolia Plah-ek.

'FREWCH pommler du cayor HAUSA tura

DJERMA gumsa gawassa

FULANI nawarrebadl KANOURI mande

134. Parinari macrophylla Sabirie

FULANI niwarre

HAUSA gawasa
MORE ouamtanga

Use for edible fruit



136. Parlkia biglobosa Benth.

Also see APPENDIX B

SYNOWNS:
Peutieta etappeatDnia Keay
gimout bigtoboza Jacq.

FRENCH nere
CHAD - ARABIC malto
BAMBARA nere
DJERMA dosso
FULANI narghl
HAUSA__ dorowa
KANOURI rung_
MORE rouaga

Use for edible fruit
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136. Parkinsonia acculeata L.

Also see APPENDIX

UJ ERMA

HAUSA
KANOURI

sassa banl
sharan abl
sharan labl

Use for firewood; live
fenclno, windbreaks,
soil cover

N
137 Phoenix dactylifera L.
not Illustrated

ENGLISH date palm
FRENCH palmier dattler
CHAD ARABIC tamrel
FULANI bukki _

dlbinobi
HAUSA dabino

5n14
OURI difono
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138. Poupartia birrea (Elochst.) AUbr.

Also see APPENDIX B

SYNONYM: SeethocAXga hifiAta Hochst.

FRENCH dine HAUSA danya

CHAD ARABIC homeld KANOURI kumagU

BAMBARA
FULANI

kuntan
her!

MORE nobege

Use -for odIble_frulti
light woodworking

139. Prosopis africana Taub.

Altd Set APPENDIX B

SYNONYM:
No4opiA obtonsa Benth.

BAMBARA guele
FULANI kOhi

HAUSA Aciriya

KANOURI simalm
MORE niuri-segue

Use for construction,
woodworking, charcoal,
tanning



140. Prosopis juliflora (Sw.) D.C.

Also see APPENDIX B

SYNONYMS:
PAo4opa. chile/14.a (Mol.) Stuntz
CertatowU chttensis MoI;

ENGLISH (USA) mesquite

Use for fence posts; firewood;
live fencing, windbreaks,
fodder
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141. Pseudocedrala kotschyi Harms.

SYNONYM:
Ced/orta-hotAchyi Schweinf;

FULANI beide)

HAUSA tuna
KANOURI kagarakagum
FORE seguedere

158

3
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142. Ptaleopsis subttosa
Engl. & Diels.

SYNONYM:
Ptetiopais keicatIngi.t GlIg.

HAUSA wyan demo

Use for fodder

'143. Pterocarpus erinaceus Poir:

FRENCH vane_
BAMBARA diabe
OJERMA tole__
FULANI banal

gaodl

HAUSA madobta
KANOURI buwa _

"ORE pampelaga

Usk for fIrewood, flowers
saucei 8. construction



144. Raphionacme

FULANI
HAUSA
KANOURI

brownii Sc. ElliOt

fugore
rupsfe
gadagar

153

145; Salvadora persica L

CHAD ARABIC arak FULANI hIrohI
sIwak HAUSA talakIa

BAMBARA hIrIcuesse KANOURI babul
DJERMA him MORE Irak

Use leaves fnr stocksalt

14f: It.rlooduneulata Fres.

Use f

dlota
alai(
maguoguna
lazaboro
pelage
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147. Sterculia setigera Del.

SYNONYM:
SteAciaia tomertcoa GuIIi. b Perr.

CHAD ARABIC Shsdarot
al damn

BAMBARA koko
konguranl

FULANI bo!boll

HAUSA kUkUkl

KANOURI sugubb
MORE pupunga

Use for gum

148. StereospormiEm kunthianum Chem.

CHAD ARABIC ess'
am('

BAMBAPA mogo kolo
FULANI goIcmbl
HAUSA sansaml
KANOURI6 goIombl
MORE

n1hIlengs

Use for flrewoOd

161
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149. Strychnos spinosa Lam.

SYNONYMS:
Staychnoa couxteti Chev.
Staychno4 dutc24 Chev.
Staychnos onavinata Bak.

BAIBARA kankoro HAUSA__

FULANI kumbija KANOURI

Use for edible fruit

Sttychnos
&aye Imo.
Stnychno4

koklya
toria

gaacitana dilg.
Loki.= A. Rich.
vothen4ii

150.: Stylochiton warneckii Engl.
not Illustrated HAUSA gwandai

KANOURI ngura'

151. Swartzia madagascaraensii Desv.

HAUSA gwaskle
game fado 4t

1 62
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152 Syzygium guineense

IMMBARA kISS6
FULANI asuraht
HFtAAIljjSA malmo
KANOURI kunar

153. Tamarindui indica L.

Also soe APPENDIX B

ENGLISH 'tamarind tree
FRENCH_ temerinler
CHAD ARABIC tamr hind!
BAMBARA tomb!
=RNA bosaaye
FULANI jtaieml
HAUSA tsamlya
KANOUR1 temsugu
MORE pousIga

Use forjulco from fruit;
Obodworking, charcoaIl



.
154. Terminalia avicennioides Gull!. & Perr.

SYNONYMS:
Mimi/14E1,1a. diavoneuna Die's.
TovaLmatta tecandii Engl. d Dials.

BAMBARA
DJERMA
FULANI

oudlotieni
farkahanga
bodeyi

HAUSA
KANOURI

MORE

boucht
kumanda
barber
kutruagale

Use for fodder, firewood, roots
for dye
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155. Tetrapleyra andongensis Weiw.
var. schweinforthii Aubr,

SYNONYMS:
Texulatum obasargata weiw.
Tet.A4.02euxa nit6tita Taub.
TtVApttuta deitteeLqunthi.4 Taub,.
AmblygonocaApo andongen4i4 Weiw. ex 011v.
Ambtlygonocalpms AchourquAthii

FULANI ilgarehI HAUSA kIrya to meta
tsage

64
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156. Trichilia emetics Valh

FULANI basz I
bakurch

HAUSA kusa.
Jarisaye

FriRE klkIramtanga

157. Uapaca somon Aubr. & Leandri

SYNONYM: Uapaea togoensia Pax

BAMBARA somon
FULANI bakurgh I
HAUSA kisf af ago
KANOUR I go ramf I

165



/ma. Vitex cuneata Schurm & Thbhri.
Also,see-APPENOIX B

SYNONYMS: _ _ _

Vitei chan2Z en444-Chey-..
V.teX eankomuskii Kotschy & Pert;

tatei deniana tweet.
Vit4 patado4a Vatke

CHAD ARABIC umrugelguh FULANI galblhI

BAMBARA sokoro HAUSA__ dumnjaa

korobi KANOURI ngerlbl

INERMA bO-I MDRE: atidega

Use_foredIble fruIti_fIght
wbod*orkIng; leaves for
dysentery meditihe

159; Vitax diversifolia Bak.

SYNONYM:
Vttex 42mptickgoLLa Olty.

BAMBARA kotonl

FULANI bummehl

HAUSA dInyar

159
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160. Xeromphis nilotica (Stapt) Ke

SYNONYMS:
itandia_nitotiCa Stapf.
tatknoalphonium nt-ticum (Stapf.) Dandy

161. Ximenia americana

SYNONYM:
Ximtnia nitotica

CHAD_ARABIC kalto_
BAMBARA tonkain

guani
FULANI chabull

sene
HAUSA__ tsada
KANOURI dadln
MORE leanga

Use for edible fruit

not Illustrated

FULANI ciolgotl
HAUSA kanaria
MOW, !--7tatial

Pt

162. Ziziphus abyssinicus Hochst. ex A. Rich.
not illustwted

SYNONYMS:
Ziziphu4 ataco/Len4t4 Chev.
Ziziphud baguiAmine Chev.

CHAD ARABIC nabaqa
DJERMA dare
FULANI dulum jabl
HAUSA magarla-kera
KANOURI kululu bina

1 6 7



163. Ziziphus mauritiaca Lam.

SYNONYMS:
tatphu mutt-Warm lam,
Viz-t!pkws amthatutha D.C.
ZZi4h4A jujubd (L.) Lam.

CHAD_ARABIC nabagaie
BAMBARA tomboron

nlama ba

MANI Jall
barkevl
magarLa

KANOURI kusulu

HOME muquatiga
bagandre

Use for sweet edible fruit,
loaves

164. Ziziphus sieberiana
not illustrated

HAUSA magatla-kura

161

165. Ziziphus spina christi (L.) Willd.

Also see APPENDIX B

CHAD ARABIC karno _

FULANI kurnahl

HAUSA kurna

YANOURI korna

Use for edible ftult (bitter)

168



Appendix B

A FIELD GUIDE TO

30 TREE SPECIES COMMONLY FOUND

IN WEST AFRICA

This appendix attempts to combine tree
data relevant to reforestation activities
in a form which will be particularly use-
ful to field personnel as they make de-
cisions and undertake projects. A stan-
dard format has been used; where there
are empty spaces on a tree data sheet,
the pertinent information was not avail-
able for inclusion.

169
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Acacia albida Del.

Synonyms: FaidhetEia abida (Del.) Chev.
Aecteia gyAccanpa Hochst.
Acacia zacchartata Benth.

Common Names: ENGLISH gao FULANI tiaiki

FRENCH gao HAUSA gao

ARABIC harraz XANOURI haragu

CHAD ARABIC araza MORE zanga

BAMBARA balanzan SONGHAI gao

DJERMA gao WOLOF cadde

Legal Restrictions: Cutting and Removal

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Large tree, growing as tall as 10m with a large spread-out

crown.__ The bark is dull grey, fissured and scaly._ Branchlets

are white; spines' are thick, white, straight and point down7

ward; Leaves are_grey,green; 3-10 pairs_pinnules and 6-23

pairs leaflets._ A. albida flowers with creamy white blosSoms.

Seeds.are dirkbriiiin7115114_yellow_pods which are 8-15cm_lOng.

A. albida it highly_valued in- conservation_efforts. It is

theTWiTiMpettes which loses its leaves during the_rainy
season; therefore, farming under these trees is not only possi-

ble but profitable;

SEEDS-

Source: Strong, healthy parent trees.

Collection: Collect pods from ground; seeds ripen January -

February (Upper Volta).
Watch for small-size worm holes -- worms destroy

the seeds.

Extraction: $lortariwind separation.

Storage: Stores well.

Pre-Treatment: Necessary; soak in hot water or scarify hull.

NURSERY

POtS/Open=rooted: Only grow in pots because o_ tap root.-.

10-14 weeks for good size plants. _Earlier
seeding may be_required so plants get some-

_ what_larger.before hot weather;

Other Notes: Attempts to collect young plants in the wild

not successful because of ory tap root._

Frequent root pruning required because of tap-

root Watch for caterpillar and 1000St attacks

Whith destroy yo leaves. Spray with

ordinary insecti
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RLANTIAG/SITE REQUIREMENTS

Soil: Sandy soil; grows well in same type of ground where
millet grows (ask farmers). Also can be grown in
heavier soils and will stand occasional flooding.

Water: 350-500mm mean annual precipitation;,may be necessary
to water newly planted trees in areas where preci-
pitation is at the low end of the scale.

Direct Seeding: Can be tried under good conditions. Seeds can be
fed to livestock. Livestock then graze over the
desired area and eliminate seeds with their manure.
Leads to natural regeneration.

USES.

Other Notes: Do not disturb potted mix more than necessary when
tram lanting. Wide spacing of plants (10m X lOm)
is required.

Good soil conservation tree (can lead to higher yields of
crops planted underneath).

. Pods good food for cattle.

. Branches usefUl for fences.
Leaves used for animal feed.
Wood -- for carving.

. Bark contains tannin.

SPECIAL NOTES

- - Introduction of Acacia albida is considered impOrtant and, worth-
whileby many farmers, a fact which helps gain acceptance of a
project using this tree.

- - A. al-blda trees have reached heights of 2 to 4m after only three
andr6UFyears jf growth (Niger and Upper Volta).

- - It is not clear yet just how much. Acacia albida does enrich
the ground around the tree.

- - Young trees are hard to protect. The young branches and leaves
are enjoyed by animals; young trees are small and hard to see and
may be lost during hoeing if not marked. It is usually necessary
to protect these trees for 5 -'8 years depending upon area and
site conditions.

The benefits of planting Acacia albidaiin terms of initial_invest-
mentiare_not clear._ ThusTrEllay be hard to justify -a project
when seeking funds from certain agencies. However; to eliminate

171
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.
grazing td_that_the tree can regenerate naturally is harder to do

than to raise the young plants)in protected areas.
o

== A. albida until recently was able to regenerate_naturally because
were eaten by and passed from the bodies of animals.

Now land and grazing pressures have_increased so much that the

young trees are being destroyed by browsing animals and cleaning

operations;



Acacia caffra Mild. var. campylacantha Aubr.

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Legal Restrictions:

169

kaaa campgacanthd HOthSt., ex A. Rith.
Acacia. Catechu W.
Acadia potycantha_Will4. subsp. ccunpytataittka

(Hochst.) Prenah

CHAD ARABIC al guetter HAUSA karo
BAMBARA kuroko tserkakia
FULANI fatarlahi KANOURI golawai

MORE guara

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Tall, slender tree. Short, curved spines. Seed pods are flat
and thin and -hang in clusters. Brown seeds are small; flat;
and thin.

SEEDS

Source: Strong, healthy trees.
Collection: Pods mature January and February.
Extraction:
Storage:
Pre-Treatment: Put i- hot water and soak overnight.

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted: One project planted 50 pots with 3 seeds each.
41% of seeds germinated.

Time:
Other Notes: Good germination; grows rapidly.

PLANTING/SITr-ALQUI-REMENTS-

Soil:

Water:

Direct Seeding:

Other Notes:

Heavy soil, has adapted to variety of conditions.

Along water courses.

173
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USES

Localized use for_construction purposes.
and resistant to_insects.
Leaves_used for fodder.

. Bark yields tannin.

SPECIAL NOTES

174

eartwood very hard



c a scorpioides (L) var. nilotica (L.) A. Chev.

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Legal Restrictions:

171

Acacia nitotica (L.) Willd.
gimosa nitotica L.
Acacia almbica (Lam.) var. nitotica (L.) Benth.

FRENCH gonakier_ DJERMA bant_

CHAD ARABIC suntai charat,
seneti sunt

FULANI
HAUSA

gaudi
bagarua

BARBARA barana
diabe
boina

MORE pegueffega

Classified as "Specially Use a1 "; Cutting and
Removal.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Small or medium tree 3-8m with long white or grey spines and
very dark, almost black, fissured bark. It grows rapidly.
Balls of yellow flowers, narrow whittish grey flattened pods.

-`SEEDS-

Source:
Collection:

Strong; healthy trees.
Seeds ripen in November-December, Upper Volta and

December-January, Niger.
Extraction:
Storage:
Pre-Treatment: Soak overnight:

NURSERY_

Pot/Open-rooted: Pots
Time: 14-18 weeks
Other Notes:

PLANTINGZSITE REOUIREMENTS

Soil: Heavy soil

Water:

Direct Seeding:

Likes a lot of water. Plant where water table is
close to surface; Will do well even in areas
where periodic flooding occurs;
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USES-

`SPECIAL NOTES

Live fencet and Windbreaks. Pods and bark provide natural tanning
material.



Acacia senegal ( L.)

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Acacia vekek Guill. & Perrt

ENGLISH
FRENCH
CHAD ARABIC

BAMBARA
DJERMA

gum arable
gompier
asharat
kitr al abiod
dOnkori.
danya

Source of gum arabic

173

FULANI dibehi
patuki

HAUSA dakWoro

KANOURI kolol
MORE goniminiga

Legal Restrictions: Cutting and removal; The naturei sitei_and pro=
pagation requirements of th s species place its
developmenti proeCtioni and production under
control of forest services.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION'

Bush or -small tree usually less tha 5m high; but sometimes is as

tall as 9m. =Bushes are 1, 'ranch4 with flat_ crowns and form

thickets. Pale brown or barlq Branthet_have s _rt)curved

thorns or spines in groups zof-3_; Grey -green leaves, 4 _pairs of
pinnules-and 8 -lb paifti-of_leaflett,, A. senega-1- hes c amy white

flowers; brown seed -pods Whith are flat and_pappry. EaC4.pod Con-

tains 1-5 greeniSh brown seeds. A.senegal produces gum arabic

between ages Of_ 4 and 18.

SEEDS ;

Source:
Collection:

Strong, healthy--parent trees.
Seeds ripen in NoVeMber;DeCember, South-central Niger,

and January, Upper Volta.

Extraction:
Storage:
Pre-Treatment: Put seeds in hot water and soak overnight.

NURSERY

Pot/Open-rooted:

Time
n+hor Notes:

Pots or open-root. One proJect_planted 50 pots
with -3 seeds per pot. 27% germination.
lillEl_weeks in pots.
Only fair germination.

1 77



PLAN IIAA/SITEREgUIREMENT7,

Soil: Sandy soils, dry savanna, abandoned fields or dunes
stabilized by grasses.

Water: Driest sites; 350mm mean annual rainfall.

Direct Seeding: Can be directly seeded easily. Watch for insect and
rodent damage.

USES

Other Notes:

. Produces gum arable, a money crop on world market:-

. Live fehcing.

. Source of tannin;

. Browse for animals;
Firewood and charcoal.

SPECIAL NOTES

== It is not known how this tree will grow in regions of heavier
rainfall.

- - Because this tree produces a special product (gum arabic),it is
being studied in many ways. Extension_activities are underway to
advise people on hoW to get higher yields from tapping procedures
and how to market the product. Countries are seeking ways to in
crease output of gum arabic for world markets.

== It may be more feasible to protect and encourage natural regenera-
tion than to start extensve planting efforts.



Acacia sieberiana D.C.

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Legal Restrictions:

Acacia
Acacia
Acacia
Acacia
Acacia
Acacia
Acacia
Acacia

vetugcta Schweinf.
4inguinea Guill. & Pert%
uhmannian,z
vittoza

monga
vethmom4i.6
neicaasia Schweinf.

CHAD ARABIC
BAMBARA
FULANI
HPSA

KANOURI
MORE

kuk
baki

gie daneji
boudji
dushe
katalogu
golponsgo
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Acacia sieberiana is a large acacia, up to 15m tall. It has long
WneTstraight spines and fairly smooth, light olive or yellowish-
colored bark. Crown is flat=topped, umbrella-shapped or irregular.
10-25 pinnules; 20=40 folioles. Seed pods are brown and thick-
skinned. The wood is semi-hard and termite -.'esists.;t.

SEEDS

Source:
C011ettiOn:
Extraction:
Storage:_
Pre=Treatment: Put in hot water and soak_seeds overnight;

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted:

Time:
Other Notes:

Pots; one project_planted 50 pots, 3 seeds per
pot. 8.7% germination.

Varying germination results.

PLANTING/;ATE REQUIREMENTS

Prefers low-lying .heavy soil. but grows in a Variety
of soils.
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USES

Water:

Direct Seeding:

Other Notes

Grow- well in areas with higher rainfall.

Wood is easy to work with and is used to make tool handles and

other light objects.

. Good firewood and charcoal;

. Bark is a source of tannin;

Scme value in live fencing and windbreaks.

Produces a type of gum arabic.

t-77IAL NOTES



Adansonia digitata L.

Synonyms:

Common Names: ENGLISH ba6bab FULANI bokki

FRENCH_ baobab HAUSA kuka

CHAD- ARABIC hahar KANnURI kuka

BAMBARA _situ MORE toega

DJERMA konian

Legal Restrictions: "Specially Useful": Cutting and Removal;

GENERAL_DESCREMON

Large tree up to 18m tall with an enormous trunk. Roots which

extend far from base of tree. Seeds do not germinate well;
therefore, young trees in wild Are hard to find. Adult tree
flowers with white blossoms; 7ruit hangs from long stem rld is
good to eat. Seed-, are acid and may be cooked or eaten fresh.
Leaves are nalmately divided into 5-7 .4ments.

qrrnc

Source:
Collection: Seeds ripen December-February, Upper Volta.
Extraction:
Storage:
Pre-Treatment:

NURSERY_

Pots/Open-rooted: Good results with open-rooted stock.
Time:
Other Notes: In pot culture,some seeds can take up to a

year to germinate.

PLANCING/SITE REQUIREMEM

Soil:

Water:

Direct Seeding:

181
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Other Notes:

USES

. A major food tree of Haus -- leaves dried and used for flavorinj
sauces.

. Bark used to make :iatsi paper

SPECIAL NOTES

182
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Albizzia chevalieri Harms

Synonyms:

Common Names: CHAD ARABIC ared HAUSA katsari.
BAMBARA golo iri KANOURI tsagie
FULANI jarichi

nyebal
MORE ronsedonga

Legal Restrictions:

AFNFR41 nrcrRIPTIDL

Small to medium tree with a branching crown. Leaves contain
8-12 pinnules and 20-40 folioles. Pods are thin and oblong
and contain flet 1"-!LI seeds. It is found throughout the
region.

SEEDS

Source:
Collection:
Extraction:
Storage:
Pre-Treatment: Put in hot water and soak overnight.

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rocted: Pots planted in one test -- 40 pots with 3 seeds
each -- showed 61% germination.

Time:
Other Notes:

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS

Soil: Sahel and Sudan zones.

Water:

Direct Seeding:

Oth,!:r Notes:

USES

. Primarily firewood.

. Som.: uses for root fiber.

183
SPECIAL NOTES
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Anaeardium occideptale L

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Legal Restrictions: The nature of the tree places its development
and production under protection of forestry
service programs.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Small spreading evergreen tree which grows to about 9m. Bat is
rough; flowers are small. Fruit is affid-ey-shaped nut with a
hard covering which contains bitter black juice. Stalk of the
flower swells into a juicy pear-shaped body. A hardy tree for
planting in poor soil and dry areas.

SEEDS

Source: Ripe fruit._
Collection: Pici fruit from trees in late February, Southwes'

Niger.
Extraction: Separate hull from fruit.
Storage: Leave in hull and dry; stores well

\- Pre-Treatment: None necessary.

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted: Plant only in pots; open-rooted stock almost
impossible to transplant without root damage.

Time: 14-18 weeks-in pots.
Other Notes: Plant seed with convex side up. Cover with .

3cm of dirt. Watch for termite problems
during germination and again when transplant-
ing. Spray with Dieldrin or Chlordane.

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS

Soil: Will grow in many types of soil; grows well in
-rtdy soil, low country up to 150m; grows well

eroded and other poor sites.

Water: At least 50D-700mm annual precipitation;

Direct Seeding: Possible; some projects have had good results;
many_seeds-are-needed.

Other Notes: 184
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USES

Tree produces the cashew nut -- a valuable product in foreign

markets.

.
Construction - packing cases; boatbuilding;,,firewou6.

SPECIAL _NOTES

-- Ideal tree for soil cover and conservation purposes.

Seems to grow in'all ils; except--for rock, down to about

500mm mean annual precipitation. _HoWever, in areas of lower

rainfall; th tree produCet less fruit.

-- Bark contains up to 10% tannin.

185
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Anogisl:.;s leiocarpus Guill. & Perr.

Synonyms:

Common Names:,

AnogaltAca Aciamperti Hochst. ex
Hutch & Dalz.

CHAD- ARABIC sahab
BAMBARA krekete
DJERMA gonga_
FULANI kojoli
HAUSA marike
KAV1URI annum

sigha
piega

Legal Restrictions: Classified as "Specially Useful."

GENERAL. DESCRIPTION

Paiogessus- le-to-carpus- is a medium to large tree rhoh often gets
very fiTT7 Leaves are small and lanced; fruits yel-
lowish-brown colored cones containing many seeds; wood is
heavy and hard;

SEEDS

Source':

Collection.
Extraction
Storage:
Pre-Treatment: None necessary;

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted: Experiments with growth in pots proved non-
successful.

Time:
Other Notes: Slow growth disccirages artificial' propagation:

There has been 1Itzle success in germinating.

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS

Soil:

Water:

Direct Seedina:

Other Notes:

Mditti low-lying soil along water courses.

900-1,200mm mean annual precipitation.

186
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USES

Hard Wood useful for fence posts. Construction and woodworking.

Ashes of the wood used for potash in soap-making and dyeing.

SPECIAL-NOTES_

-- This is an impressive tree'because of its large size. But
growth is very slow, and discouraging nursery results make

,
its potential doqbtful at the moment. More research is needed.
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Azadirachta indica A

Synonyms:

Common Names:.

Legal Restrictions:

ENGLISH Neem FRENCH Neem

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Moderate-sized to.large evergreen tree (11m tall) with dense,
rounded crown. Grows fairly rapidly. Bark is thick and dark
grey. Flowers with bunches of small white blossoms, from
March to May; fruit ripens from mid-May.

SEEDS

Source: Local trees; use fresh seeds only.
Collection: For best harvest, clean area under tree and

collect freihly fallen seeds only,
Extraction: ,Suak seeds_and pulp in water. Separat( ,y

hand while under water; spread seeds 7.dt
to dry.

Storage: Seeds do not store well; viability drops
near zero within a few weeks unless special

- storage is possible.
e-Treatment: None required, but pre-germinating in moist sand

helps reduce empty space in nursery. Bury
seeds insand and keep wet for_one week.
Plant only seeds which are swollen.

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted: Can be planted in pots -- good-sized trees in
3 months. Usually plantea as open-rooted
stock.

Time. Leave open-rooted stock 8-11 months (trees
_ average lm high).

Other Notes: Plant seeds in horizontal position.in beds or
pots.

When transporting open-rooted stock, strip to
terminal bud and wrap ro-ts. Keep roots moist.

PLANTINSITE REQUIREMENTS

Soil: Grows on most kinds of soil, even clay; will grow
on rocky ground with good drainage; not suitable
for laterite outcrops.
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Water: Plant l ,tieac 'ving 500-700mm mean annual preci-

pitation. Grows well where groundwater is avail-

able within 9-12m of the surface.

' Direct Seet4.4,ng: Works well in good locations; best to plant as

individual trees or in lines

USES_

Other Notes: Needs ratn within 4=6 days after planting or
survival is doubtful.

Firewczd
. Construction wood

0-

. Fence posts, when treated with pesticide

. Reforesiition purposes

. Seeds yield oil for soap and burning

SPECIAL NOTES



Baianites aegyptiaca (L.) De

Synonyms:

Common Nimes: CHAD_APABIC
BAMBARA
DJERMA
FULANI
HAUSA ,

hajlij KANOURI chingo
seguene bito
garbey MORE tiegaliga
tanni
adoua
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Legal Rer.-trictions: Classified as "Specially Useful"; cutting and
removal.

GENERAL_DEPTION

Small _r mediumhtree, up to 10m high, w4th small, oval, grey
green leaves and long, straight, green spines. Bark is -greyish
greor: to brown and is fissured. Fruits resemble dates and are
yelaw when ripe. The wood is hard and heavy and has a fine
textura. This tree is fairly resistant to termites.

SEEDS ,

Source:
Collection:

Extraction:

Storage:
Pre-Treatment:

Seeds_rtpen in September-Octuber0 Upper Volta;
October-Decembers Niger;

Soak -fruit in water and separate seeds from
-pulp.

Soak in lukeWarm water overnight;

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted: Seeds planted in pots -- SO pots, 2 seeds per
pot == showed 61% germination.

Time: 18-24 weeks in pots.
Other Notes:

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS

Soil: Dry sites, prefers sandy soil which occasionally
floods.

Water: 350-500mm mean annual precipitation.

TDirect Seeding: Possible and worth doing.

Other. Mc4.e

190
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USES

; Construction from light woodworking to heavy carpen'ay
Fruit is sweet and is a favorite food _
Animals; particularly camels, use for_browse .

Strong emulsions of fruiti may be used to poison fish

SPEC-I.AL

Ah excollent, all-aroUnd specics well worth propagating;
either in plaStic pots or by direct seeding;

-- The wood is fine - grained; easy to work; dUrableie4id

resIstant_to insects;



Bauhinia f-etidUlata D,C.

Synonyms:

Common Names :

I

Legal Restrktions:

Bauhinia gtahta A. Chev.
Bauhinia gauca A. Chev.
Pitiort4: A "cutatum (D.C.) Hochst.

CHAD ARABIC harum HAUSA calgo
BAMBARA niamiba KANOURI kaldul

DJ7.RMA kosseye MORE barani
FULANT barkevi

189

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

BUth or small_ tree up to bm with tphericalcrowm_ Leaves. are large

grey=-Veen/color and consfstof_two_distinct symmetrical lobe
Bark it dark brown to grey or nearly black; Sef?1 pods hang ard

are large; thidk and reddish-brown in color.,

SEEDS

Source: Local trees.
Collection: Seeds ripen December-January; as early as

October, November in some areas (pares of
OPPer Volta, for example).

Extraction:
Storage:
PreTreatment: Hot water overnight.

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted:
Time:
Other Notes: ,f

Pots; 3 seeds per pot.

Poor germination results in nurEery.

PANT -ING/SITE-REQUIREMENTS

4
Soil: Wide variety of soil, including sand, laterite

and heavy clay.

Water:

Direct Seeding:

/Other Notes:

Possible.

192
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USES

. Firewood.
Local medical purposes;
Shade tree because of large crown.

; Bark contains tannin..

SPECIAL NOTES

== This is an abundant_ tree,_ and this fact makes it of ques-
tionable value for a nursery project; Nevertheless; it
should be encouraged in fallow areas by direct seeding or
cuttings.
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Berassusaethiopum Mart.

Synonyms:.

Common Names:

8ouh4u4 gab/W.4ot L. var.
aethiopum (Mart.) Warb.

FRENCH ronier FULANI dubbi

CHAD ARABIC deleb HAUSA gigunia
DJERMA sabouze KANOURI gangs; kemeiqu

Legal Restrictions: Cutting and Removal; the nature, site, and
propagation requirements of this species
place its development, protection, and pro-
duction under control of forest services.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Tall palm up to 25m, stem is straight and smooth in old trees;
Bat* is dark grey; fan=shaped leaves up to 4m long Orange fruit
about 15cm long and 12cm wide; Each fruit contains 3 hard-coated
edible seeds surrounded by edible flesh. Hard, heavy wood very
resistant to termites.

SEEDS

Source:
Collection:
Extraction:
Storage:
Pre-Treatment:

Local trees.
Pick from ground.
Not applicable.

None required.

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted:
Time:
Other Notes: Not raised in nursery.

PLANTING/SITE_REQUIREMENTS

Soil: Moist, low spots.

Water: Over 800mm annual precipitation; lowland areas
with high watertable; swamp grass sites.

Direct Seeding: Any method possible. Good results in likely sites.

Other Notes:
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USES_

Construction -- housing; fencing; etc; _It_is especially

useful as rafters in mudwall housing; It is_rarelyrattacked
by- termites and'natural oils make it one of the most durable

natural post materials known;

SPECINLADTES

Tree_grows slowly. May take 10 years for good crown to

develop.

Borassus brings prices on the construction market almost

equa to imported structural steel;

=- Regeneration attempts have shown good results.
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Butyrospermum parkii Kotsehy

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Legal Restrictions:

MilERAL_DESCRIPTION_

SEEDS

CHAD_ARABIC. sirreh HAUSA__ bagay
BAMBARA berekunan KANOURI marga

tamba

Cutting and Removal.

Small tree with thick,dark-grey, deeply fissured bark and
Tong strap-like leaves. Flowers with white blossoms between
May and August. Mature fruit is green and about 5cm long.
Each fruit contains one seed (shea nut); collected in July.

Source:
Collection:
Extraction:
Storage:
Pre-Treatment:

Strong, healthy trees.
Find- newly-fallen seeds.
Shells easily.

None recluired.
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NURSERT

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots.
Time: 14-24 weeks in pots.
Other Notes: Plant with the point of the white part of the

seed down.

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS

Soil: Moist, medium-to-heavy soil;

Water: Above 700mm mean annual precipitation or along
mares and low spots.

Direct Seeding: Possibilities unknown.

Other Notes:
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USES

Hard wood used for mortar: _

Hard to work but accepts a_0611th.

Nut produces butter -- useful_ for cooking, lamp burning

and cosmetic purposes .== both for local and export use.

SPECIAL NOTES

-- Tree is te.erant of annual burning

197



Cassia siamea Lam.

ft.

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Legal Restrictions:

FRENCH cassia

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Moderate -sized eVeegeeen_with dense crown and smooth grey bark;

Yellow flowerS:in large bunches. Pods 10-25cm long hanging in

clusters.. Fdliage is especially attractive to pigs. HoweVeri

the leaves_are poisonous and animals must not be allowed to

browse on these trees. Tree grows fairly rapidly.

-SEEDS

Source:
Collection:
Extraction:

Storage:
Pre-Treatment:

NURSERY

Strong; healthy trees.
DedeMber and January collect unopened pods;
Dey_in sun and beat with stick; Mortar and

wind separation;

Cut; soak in warm water;

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots only in special situations. Most seeds

- are open-rooted
4=5 months_ in pots; 30 weeks to one year

- .
open-rooted.

Other Notes: Potted plants require pruning; plant as a

. "stump."

Time:

PLANTING/SITE-REQUIREMENTS

Soil:

Water:

Direct Seeding:

Other Notes:

Moist soil with good drainage.

500=700mm minimum annual precipitation; trees
do better with more rainfall.

Posiiblei but not done extensively.

Plant a stump 10em AbtiVe ground; cut roots to
20cm.
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USES

. Firewood, but is smokey.

. Construction.
Goo4dense windbreaks with no undergrowth.
Reforestation purposes.

SPECIAL NOTES



Ceiba petandra (L.) Gaertn.

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Eici.odeiwkor.

ENGLISH
.FRENCH

CHAD_ARABIC
FULANI
HAUSA
KANOURI
MORE

o/C4..e.ntate

Silk cotton tree
fromager
rum
bantahi
rimi
tom
gunga

Legal Restrictions: Classified as "Specially Useful."

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

14, ceiba pentandra is an impressive tree up to 60m with a wide

TF5TEand large base roots; The trunk gradually
tapers to a narrow tip; Bark is smooth and_greyi it is
valued for beauty, shade and_cotton-like material yielded

from seed pods; This is an important plantation crop tre.

SEEDS

Source:
Collection:
Extraction:
Storage:
Pre-Treatment:

Healthy trees.

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted:
Time:
Other Notes:

Open-rooted;

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS

Soil:

Water:

Direct Seeding:

Other Notes:

Forest conditions, low elevations.

Prefers sites where water is near or_on the
surface or areas having heave rainfall.
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USES
-4

Shade tree.
Cotton-like fiber (kapok) used for stuffing;
Canoes from wood.
Cuttings used as living feince_posts._
Seeds edible fresh, germinated or after extracting oil
for cattle_feed. _ _

Leaves yield hair lotion and medicine.

SPECIAL NOTES

(



Entada sudanica Schweinf.

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Legal Restrictions:

CHAD ARABIC
BAMBARA

FULANI

dorot
diamba
samanere
fado-wanduhi

HAUSA _

KANOURI
MORE

tawatsa
falofala
sianlogo

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Small tree with leaves containing 5-7 pairs of pinnules and

14-24 pairs of folioles. Pods are shaped like large, flat

plates.

SEEDS

Source:
Collection:
Extraction:
Storage:
Pre-Treatment: Hot water overnight.

NURSERY.

Pots/Open-rooted:
Time:
Other Notes:

Pots.

10 pots planted with 3 seeds per pot showed
67% germination.

PLATTa,__,_G S T REQUIREMENTS

USES

Soil:
Water:
Direct Seeding:
Other Notes:

Sudan savanna.

Firewood {fair).
Bark used for rope.
Medical purposes.

SPECIAL NOTES 202
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Eucalyptue'camaldulensis`Dehnh

Synonyms: Ermatypt44 nortAdtd. Schlecht.

Common Names:

Legal Restrictions:

4

GENERAL DESCRIPTION'

A fast-growing, tall (18-4Em) tree. Bark of- older -tree rose-

pink; flowers profusely; seed germinates well. Moderately

heavy; hard wood.

SEEDS_

Source:

Collection:
Extraction:
Storage:
Pre-Treatment:'

Nearest seeds available in Northern Nigeria
(Eucalyptus camaldOensis, Australian. origin).
There are, howeveri reports of the first fruit=
bearing by some of the oldest trees planted -in

Niger. Seeds can -be ordered direct from Aus-
tralia. Iirael also has seeds available and
so does the French Tropical Forestry Research

Agency (C.T.F.T.). Considerable lead time is

needed. Varieties selected must be drought
resistant and termite proof in both green and
dead stage.

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots.

Time 18-24 weeks in plastic pots.

Other Notes: Seeds are very, very small and can be germi-
nated by Nobila Method (see SPECIAL NOTES)
or plante&directly into plastic pots.

PLANTING SITE RE UII4EMENTS

Soil:

Water:

Heavy or rocky soils at a tudes under 610m.

At least 800mm of rain or access to plentiful
groundwater. Where mean annual rainfall is
1,00mm or less, plant only along water courses.
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Direct Seeding:

Other'Notes: May require tdditional care and watering during
first year.

USES

. Reforestation 4- root system useful = in protecting banks of
water courses from erosion.

. Bark yields tannin.

SPECIAL NOTES 4

Nobila Method: (see Section 6, "Nursery Management", page 63)

Prepare germination beds
Screen materials (sand and manure) tor _top 4 inches.
Treat with Dieldrin solution, 0.5% to 1% concentration.
Mix seeds with fine sand and spread over bed.
Cover lightly with screened sand.
Keep top layer moist at all times.
Apply water as fine spray.
Transplant into plastic pots after trees have developed

3 or 4 primary leaves.
Water frequently with fine spray.
Keep in complete shade for first Week.

Direct seeding into pots.:

== Prepare soil mixture for the pots by adding NCR, or

1 kilogram/2500 pots;
Fill-pott as usual

- - Put seeds into soil.
- 4 Put 3-5mm of-water-into a cup.
-- Moisten needle with the -water to a_height not exceeding 3mm.

PlUnge the needle _into the eucalyptus seeds (you will find
__several Seta clinging to the point of the needle)._______

== Pierce the surface ,of the soil in the pots with the needle at
an angle of 45° and to a depth of'not over 10mm

APIA., sort of'watering method may ,now be used:
When transplanting seedlings into empty pats, -one- should only-

use seedlings which are between 25mm and 5OMM high.
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Gmelina arborea Roxb.

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Legal Restrictions:

GENERAL_DESCRIPTION

ENGLISH melina

203

4pidly growing species, up to 1543.0m., Many wonderfully scented
N

yellow and brown flowers and yellow fruits; Wood lasts well

under water Introduced as a firewood tree-from tropical Asia
suffers from infection in certain areas;

SEEDS

Source:
seeds

trees (scarce); import from other countries.

Collection: eeds ripen in March-April, Upper Volta.

Extraction: ,t

Storage: _

Pre-Treatment: Soak overnight.

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted: Not planted in pots. Open- rooted.

Time:
Other Notes:

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS

Soil: Good, well-drained soils.

Water: Where mean annual rainfall is 1,000mm or less,
plant only along water-courses or in irrigated
areas.

USES

Direct Seeding: Possible in tropical forests.

Other Notes: Plant as a stump.

Wood for match sticks.
Boxes.

SPECIAL NOTES
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Guiera_senegalensis Lam.

Synonyms:

Common Names: CHAD ARABIC kabeah
BAMBARA kudiengbe
DJERMA sabara_
FULANI gelloki
HAUSA sabara_
KANOUR! kasasai
MORE . unuiga

Legal Restrictions: Classified as "Specially Useful."

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Bush or small tree. Small grey-green leaves opposite one another

on the branches. Fruits are long; narrow capsules covered with

large hairs.

SEEDS

Source:
tollection:
Extraction:
Storage:
Pre=Treatment: None necessary.

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots.
Time:
Other Notes: Project which planted 10 pots, 3 seeds per: pot,

showed 10% germination. Poor germinator.

PLANTING/SITEREQUIREMENTS

Soil: Sandy areas, particularly fields in fallow.

Water:

Direct Seeding: Probably best method; reproduces rapidly.

Other Notes: Worthwhile to plant cuttings.
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USES

. -Firewood -- a principal firewood species.
Browse for camels:
Local medicine against dysentery.

SPECIAL NOTES



Lannea wide A. Rich.

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Legal Restrictions:

FULANI faruhi
HAUSA farou
KANOURI adarazagai
MORE pekuni

sabga

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Small-to=medium tree with scaly, fissured, dark-colored bark
on a red trunk. Leaves consist of 3-6 pairs elliptical folioles.

Fruits look like cherries.

SEEDS

Source
Collection:
Extraction:. Soak fruit to separate seed and pulp. Dry seeds.

Storage:
Pre-Treatment: Soak in lukewarm water overnight.

NURSERY

Pott/Open=rooted: Good germination in pots.
Time:
Other Notes: 10 pots planted with 2 seeds per pot showed

80% germination.

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS

Soil:

Water:

Direct Seeding:

Other Notes:

Sudan zone.
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USES

Firewood =, high quality.
Rope from bark;
Food -- fruits widely eaten.

SPECIAL NOTES

-- A valuable tree for firewood and food whose propagation should
be encouraged.



Parkia biglobosa Bench:

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Pattiz& etappettonZana Keay
Mimo4a bigobout Jacq.

FRENCH nere FULANI.

CHAD ARABIC maito HAUSA
BAMBARA nere KANOURI
DJERMA dosso MORE

Legal Restrictions: Cutting and Removal.

narghi
dorowa
rung
rouaga

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Medium-Ao-iarge tree, up to 15m, with dense, spreading crown.
Leaves consist of 14-30 pairs of pinnules and 50-70 pairs_of

small leaflets. Tree has hanging red flowers; seeds develop
in long, narrow pods. Bark is thick and deeply fissured.
The wood is hard and heavy but-is easily attacked by termites.

FrFnf

Source:
Collection:
Extraction:
Storage:
Pre-Treatment:

NURSERY

Strong, healthy trees; local market;
Pick the largest, freshly fallen seeds
Remove from pod;
Viability better when used right away.
Soak overnight in_hot water.

Pots/Open-rooted:
Time:
Other Notes:

Pots only.
10-14 weeks
Special care; germination results variable

depending upon age of seeds.

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS

Soil:

Water:

Direct Seeding:

Other Notes:

Deep, heavy sand (type where sorghum grows well) ;
known to survive on poor, rocky sites as well

500-400mm mean annual precipitation.

Worth trying

210
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USES

. Light woodworking.

. Pulp of seed dried and used as flour.
Seeds produce flavoring for sauces.
Bark yields tannin for tanning and dyeing.

SPECIAL NOTES

Pa -rkia is often left standing in millet fieldt for its shade

art rusts. It is one of the few species farmers will actually

plant themselves;

There is great demand for this tree. Given the demand and the
ease of raising the tree, it may be good to consider as a cash

crop. In Some areas, there is enough market for the seedt to

warrant establishing special plantations.



Parkinsonia acculeata L.

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Legal Restrictions:

DJERMA sassa bani
HAUSA sharan abi
KANOURI sharan labi

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Tree grows to about 10m; Long branches which are covered
with 3cm=long spines and which droop; Many bright-yellow
flowers;

SEEDS-

Source: Local trees.
Collection: Seeds ripen in December=January, Upper Volta.

Pods containing viable seeds often remain
on tree for several months. Pick dry pods
only.

Extraction: Shell by hand; shells come off easily.
Storage:
Pre-Treatment: Soak overnight in hot water, or clip end for

faster germination (few days only).

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots.
Time: 6-10 weeks in Pelts.

Other Notes: Easy to raise, but roots, need pruning.

PLANMIGAITE-REOUIREMENTS

Soil: Dry sites.

Water: 350=400mm mean annual preripitation.

Direct Seeding: Worth trying.

Other Notes:

i

212.
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USES

Firewood;
Live fences;
Windbreaks and soil cover for conservation;

SPECIAL NOTES



Poupartia birrea (Hochst.) Aubr.

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Legal Restrictions:

Setmetaya lea Hochst.

GENEML_DESCRIPTION_

Small_tree with well-developed crown." Leaves_contain,7-8 pairs
Of fblioles. Fruits are large, round, and yellow when ripe.

SEEDS

Source:
Collection: Seeds ripen in April-May, Niger.
Extraction:
Storage:
Pre-Treatment: Lukewarm water overnight.

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots.
Time:
Other Notes: 10 pots, 2 seeds per pot; had germination rate

of 90%.

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS

Soil:

Water:

Direct Seeding:

Other Notes:

USES

:nroughout Sahel and Sudan zones.

Light woodworkingi particularly in manufacture bf mortars.
Pulp of fruit is a popular food and is used to produce a
kind -of beer
Local value for medical purposes

SPECIAL NOTES

The tree's high germination rate and the value of its wood
and fruit seem to justify propagation in the nursery.
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Prosopis africana Taub.

215

Synonyms: PAtbsopiz obtonsa Benth.

Common Names: BAMBARA guele
FULANI kohl
HAUSA kiriya
KANOURI simain
MORE niuri-segue

Legal Restrictions: Classified as "Specially Useful."

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Medium tree with light-colored foliage. It grows rapidly.
Leaves have 2=4 pinnules and_6-12 foibles. There is a
gland between each pair of pinnules and foibles. Pods
are darkbrown cylinders which. are thick and hard. Wood
is hard and semi-heavy and has f ne texture.

SEEDS

Source:
Collection:
Extraction:
Storage:
Pre-Treatment:

Seeds ripen in Febru ry-March, Niger.

Warm stratification. It water overnight.

HURSERr

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots.
Time: 14-18 weeks.
Other Notes:

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS

Soil: Usually grows in abandoned fields or where forest
has beqn replaced by savanna.

Water:

Direct Seeding:

Other Notes: Grows singly, not in clusters.
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USES

Heavy carpentry and light woodworking uses;

; Charcoal fdt blacksmithing.
Etk Of the roots used for tanning hides;

SPECIAL NOTES

==. Should be encouraged in the nUrsery because of rapid growth

and high,quality of wood;



Prosopis juliflora (Sw.) D.C.

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Leqal Restrictions:

GENERAL. DESCRIPTION

SEEDS

Source:.
Collection:
Extraction:

P%:44046 chitems,i4 (Mol.) Stuntz
Cetatonia chiZenzta Mol.

ENGLISH (USA) mesquite

Order trees.
Pick when:yellowish and partly_dry:
Messy. Mortar and windior hand separation; powder

is sticky.
Storage:
Pre-Treatment: Hot water; clipping is possible but difficult;

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted: PotsOpen-root possiblei but needs special
lifting -out care.

Time: 12=14 weeks.
Other Notes:

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS

Soil: Rich, heavy soil; prefers some clay.

Water: Areas under 600MM mean precipitation.

Direct Seeding: Should be encouraged On a trial basis.

Other Notes:

USES_

Wood useful for fence posts,
Firewood._

. Live fencing and windbreaks,

. foockfor animals,

SPECIAL NOTES
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Tarnarindus indica L.

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Legal Restrictions:

GFAERALDESCRIPTION

ENGLISH
FRENCH
CHAD ARABIC
BAMBARA
DJERMA
FULANI
HAUSA__
KANOURI
MORE

tamarind tree
tamarinier
tamr hindi
tombi
bossaye
jtatami
tsamiya
tamsugu
pousiga

Cutting and Removal.

.
Tree of medium-to-large size up to 15m recognized by its dense,
well-rounded crown. Bark is reddish-grey and is fissured.
Leaves consist of.10=15 pairs of folioles. Seed pods are red-
dish=.brown and cylindrical. Pale yellow wood bends well and is
strong.

SEEDS_

Source:,
Collection:

. Extraction:.
Storage:
Pre-Treatment:

January=Marchidepending_upon location;
Soak §.uit tqremove pulp; dry the seeds;

None required;

NURSERY_

Pots/Open-rooted:
Time:
Other Notes:

! I u

Pots.
18=24 We-6kt.
PrOJect planted 50_pots,_3_seeds per pot;
63% germination. Germinates well and grows
rapidly in pots.

Soil: Grows best in sandy soil along coasts;

More than 800mm annual precipitation or algpg.
mares and low spots.

. Watel-r:

Direct Seeding:

J
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USES

Other Notes:

. Wood for furniture and boatbuilding.

. Excellent charcoal,
Produces tamarind fruit,which is used to make thinks

and soups.
Shade. _ _

An herb/spice to add flavor to main dishes.

SPECIAL NOTES_

- - In some areas, there is sufficient demand for the fruit to

justify special plantations.
- - Some countries export the fruit.
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Vitex cuneata Schum. & Thonn.

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Vitex
Vitex
Vitex
Vitex

ditetkiertai.4 CheV.
cienkoatok-ii Kotsc
dowieuta Sweet
patudoza Vatke

CHAD ARABIC
BAMBARA

DJERMA

y Perr.

unrugulguh FULANI
sokoro HAUSA__
koroba KANOURI
bo=i MORE

galbihi
dumnjaa
ngaribi
andega

221

Legal Restrictions: Classified as "Specially Useful."

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Small or medium savanna tree, 10-12m high. Dark green, rounded
crown. Bark is pale brown to greyish white with fissures. Leaves

are large with oblong folioles. Fruits are large, black, and

good to eat. Wood is semi=hard and susceptible to insect attack.

SEEDS

Source:
Collection:
Extraction:
Storage:
Pre-Treatment:

October in Niger.
Soak fruit to remove pulp; dry seeds.

Soak seeds in lukewarm water

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots.
Time:
Other Notes: Project planted 50 pots,

germination of'2%.

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS

Soil:

Water:

Direct Seeding:

Other Notes:

overnight.

seeds per pot;

Dense forest, wooded savanna, river borders,
and cultivated fields.

Needs access to water for good growth.

Widely distributed throughout Africa.
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USES

Wood used for light woodworking and building small boatt.

Fruits are popular food. _

Leavet used in sauces and as medicine against dysentery.

SPECIAL NOTES

== This is a popular tree mainly because of its fruits. Un-

fortunately, it is a slow and poor germinator and propa-

gation is difficult.
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Ziziphus spina christi (L.) Willd.

Synonyms:

Common Names:

Legal Restrictions:

CHAD ARABIC .karno
FULANI kurnahi
HAUSA__ kurna
KANOURI korna

GENERAL DESCRIRIM

MediuM-sized tree which lives a long time Small, elliptical
leaves on slender branches with short, curved spines.

SEEDS

Source:
Collection:
Extraction:

Storage:
Pre-Treatment:

NURSERY

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots.

Time:

Strong, healthy trees.
October=January, depending on location. _ _

Soak fruit to remove pulp; crack shell with
hammer to extract seeds.

Soak in lukewarm water overnight.

Other Nbtes:. Project planted 50_pots,_2_seeds per_pot;
35% germination. Grows fairly rapidly in
pots.

PLANTING/SIT REQUIREMENTS

Soil: Extends into dry, desert areas but prefers
alluvial plains with deep soils.

Water: Likes sites where some ground water is avail=
able; has long tap root.

Direct Seeding:

Other No Strong regenerative powers and is resistant
to heat and drought.
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USES

ConservatiOn uses for erosion control: windbreaks;

shelterbeltt and dune fixation.
Wood Used for fueh tools and charcoal.

Branthes and leaves weed for animal browse.

SPECIAL NOTES-



Append i x C

CLIMATE; VEGETATION; AND SOILS

OF SUB-SAHARAN WEST AFRICA
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

MILLIMETERS MEAN
ANNUAL RAINFALL WEST4IFIRICAN ZONATION

Desert
Sub- Desert
Dry-Tropical
Semi-Humid Tropical
Humid Tropical

_0 to 200MM
200 to 400MM
400 to 1,200mm

1,200 to 1,750Mm
1,750mm and up

Saharien (SA)
Northern Sahel (SSa)
SoUthern Sahel_(So)

Sudano4uinfien_(SG)
Forest Zone (GF)
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/4\i\AP
MEkkt.4 )6F,AUtw4U ielveCAPM-11014

NOTE: Lines on_this map do not exactly coincide with thou. drawn on

Map 1:tlimate." These lines are based on more rece%t and ex-

tensive information.
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COMPARISON OF TFRMINOLOGY

Mean Annual

Precipitation 2500 2000 1500 1000 500 . 100 0
,

in millimeters + + + + + + A + + + + + + + + + + + +.++. +_ + + + + +
+

$

I

Aubreville Sudano- 1 Sahelo- I No;

Climatic- Guigen Soudaneen Soudanais Sahel Saharien

francophone
1

Anglophone

terms

Nigeria

....---
1

,-

Derived Guinea _Sudan

Savanna Savanna Savanna

Sahel

Savanna

Vegetation

Map

Map 4

Mosaic Woodland Wooded

1 Savanna

I -I

Shrub

Savanna
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MEAN ANNUAL
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION MEAN ANNUAL SATURATION

SYMBOL FRENCH ENGLISH PRECIPITATION DEFICIT

SA Saharien Saharan less than 200 20mm

SSa Sahelo-saharien Northern Sahel 200 to 400 15mm

Sc Sahglo-Cate s4negalais Senegal Coastal Sahel 400 to 500 5.3-7nm

Se Sahglo-s4ndgalais Senegal Sahel 500 to 900 9-12mm

So Sahelousoudanais Southern Sahel 400 to 1200 11.5-22mm

SG Soudano-Guin4en Sudan-Guinean 950 to 1750 7-12nm

Gc Guin6en basse Casamance Casamance Wean 1200 to 1750 6.5-7am

Gm Guineen-maritime Costal Guinean 1950 to 4500 4.4-5.5mm

Gf Guinaen - foutanlen Fouta Guinean 1800 to 2050 6-7mm-

1

Source "Flore forestiere Soudano-Guineene"

This terminology used here is commonly used in sub-Saharan West Africa and is
based_on the_work of Aubreville; (As such it came into_use_prio
creation of the Yingambi classification of African vegetation typt

pi ge
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In 1950, the Commission for Technical Cooperation in Africa South of the

Sahara/Scientific Council sponsored an international meeting of specialists

in phytogeography at Yangambi. They created -a classification of African

vegetation types and recommended its adoption. In general, FAO and other

agencies related to the United Nations, now follow this Yangambi classifi-

cation.

The method of classification used here is based on the "Vegetation Map of

Africa," by Keay and Aubreville, and is consistent with the terms used in

the FAO publication, Time nanting Pkactice4 in Alixican Savannas.
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VEGETATION AND SOILS

MEAN MAL

RAINFALL

ZONE SUB-AREA . (in millimeters) GRASSES 4IISNES 1 TREES SOILS

SMEL

SMEL

A(.

1 1 i'°1 I

III I ' 01AMA
a 1 111/11, olm

61010?;

%MN

?32

0.20(1Tm

Salvadora

le tadenia

aIFTE1111

Acacia radian

Some

Aristida sti ides

Acicit

200.500mm SURF{1F-- ET66ra _

ets

50040Cipm

Acacia nilotica

reiminanraT

Apogeissus I_

ITienations)

Acacia albida

ulera

stitgalens i 5

Bauhinia

ilfidiffeeittitted-stilc less

igWirep;su esert

sands in hot dry climate --

often_ rich in carbonates

and soluble salts;

Brown_So is Nighty saturated

non-laolinittc clays; fairly

fertile bUt eq.

Begin

here o ten contain- impermeable

layers of iron oxides, Out -

crops form "wirace. Si02/__

AlA ratio around 2; Cation

exchange capacities rather ;

poor; Free-carbonates are.

lacking, Nit free 00 oxide

is roman,

Range: S00.1200mm rainfall

(See also-Wooded Savanna)

Fair F6tilitY
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MEANANNUAL 4a

RAINFALL

ZONE SUB-AREA (in millimeters) GRASSES 0USIIES & TREES SOILS

SAVANNA 900;120mm Thick, tall grasses

23

1200-1600mm

Terminal ia Ferruginous Soils: Ser

ErFrnum

orassus

_soberlinia doka Ferralitic Soils: Begin

over 1200mm rainfall. Cation

exchange capacity very poor.

Si02/A1205 ratio less than

gayanus 2. Often, these soils,are

very -deep; (Oxisols.USDA;

SiMilar to lateilied* red

earth_soils of East Africa.

Sometimes layers of iron

oxides but not.as common as

in ferruginous soils;

arrhenia

tow Fertility

* The term "laterite" is frequently used especially in connection with tropical soils. In spite of voluminous writings it

is not possible to define this term to everyone's satisfaction. In its purest sense the following description is given:

"zone(s) rich in sesquioxydes (A1203 and Fe2 03) that when cut into bricks, become hard as they dry."

Geologists, on the other hand, frequently use the term to describe ferruginous layers; already hard and cellular or clin-

Wilke, including concretionary coatings of iron oxides.

As a gi'Ven parent material is slowly transformed into laterite under the influence of its exposure to _a certain climate,

great chemical changes take place to considerable depths.
. Much of the original silica is removed. Aluminum,oxide

(A1203) leading -- in its purest form - to commercially exploitable accumulations of bauxite.



MEAN ANNUAL
__ RAINFALL

SUBAREA fin-nallitee-rA GRASSES BUSHES & TREES SOILS .

b6CSAIC.

1600=1750bn

over 17500M.

Patches of moist

forest surround

areas of dense,

coarse savanna

grass.

H nocardia acida Ferralitic Soils: 'Ferrisols,

Kaolinite and oxidas in clay

complex. See also "Woodland".

ro
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.Appendix D

A GUIDE TO WRITING FUNDING PROPOSALS

FOR REFORESTATION PROJECTS
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A GUIDE TO WRITING FUNDING PROPOSALS

FOR REFORESTATION PROJECTS

Forestry And conservation projects are so diverse and requirements of
funding agencies to different, it is not practical to give a step-by-

step formula for writing a proposal. Any proposal must; however:

1. describe the_problem briefly, but well;
2. give specific details of how the project will be

accomplished; and
3. in the long run, convince_the funding agency that

the project is worthy of receiving its money.

Usually, a good project proposal consists of four parts:

I. Statement of the Problem
II. Statement of Project Goal(s)
III. Ste Ps Which Will be Taken to Achieve Goal(s)
IV. Detailed Cost Estimate

I. Statement of the Problem

Desteibe the problem fully; but as briefly as possible.

What is unsatisfactory and/or getting worse? How does the problem_

keep people from a better life, make water inaccessible,_restrict_the_
growth of crops and herds? What specific circumstances keep the situa-

tion from improving?

Once the 'Oral& has been identified, give examples of what it means to

ihdiVidUalt and tO:localities trying to cope:with the.situation_on a

.iiky=t0Eday basis. How much money_has to be spent or is lost? How -many

wasted efforts occur? How much suffering is- caused? _Be as specific as

possible: outsiders may or may not be_familiar with the local situation
and must be given a complete picture of the character anclextent of the

problem as it affects indiVidUalt and the economic, cultural, and social

sectors.-_In particular, hOw_dOes this problem affect the ability of the

.area to change frOM a traditional to a more modern way of life;

II. Statement_of_Project__Goal(s)

Goal The goal of the project Should be to create a situation which is

a permanent improvement. Detcribe the goal in_a sentence or two (This

is not the place to describe the means of achieving the goal,)
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Objectives Outline the new situation and why it is better. Give examples

of the ways in which individuals will be affected, and discuss quite speci-

fically the social, cultural, and economic impacts. Explain why the goal

can be met. In other words, what situation exists or can exist which

suggests the project will work?

In general terms, outline what activities or operations will be

undertaken to achieve the goals of the project. Establish objectives

for various stages of the project and show how they will be met. Describe

any available resources in the existing situation, limited as they may be.

III. Steps Takem-to-Achieve_Objectives

This section is the place to be specific in terms of what needs to be

done; who is going to do it, and when it will be done:

For example, if the first step is to clear land, list that

as the first objective. Show where the labor to clear the

land will come from. Indicate where animals or machines

for traction will come from Show when and how local re-

sources will be used and when available government resources,

such as heavy equipment,will be available. Indicate when

materials will have to be purchased and labor hired. State

the, date at which this step ofthe project will be completed.

it -is wy useful to make an overall schedule or flow chart of activities.

This chart should show the dates when each -step of the project should be

begun and when each step of the project will be completed.

This is an important_part of the_proposal. And if the planning has been

good; this section will be easy to. prepare._ Moreoveri people reading the

proposal will get a sense of_ good management; -This feeling on their part

is a must if they are guing.to release funds for the'project

IV. Detailed-Cost_Estimate_

Based on the plan set forth in the previous sectiorG prepare a detailed

cost estimate. _Try -to make these estimates as exact as possible. To db

this; first decide hOW much of somethin- wiii needed:

what must be paid for and what ght be gotten free?

. How much is it realistic to expect one worker to do

in a day?

How many workers do you need?

. HOW much time will it take to do teaching and extension

work?

24



; How much transportation wil

How much nursery equipment i
include_a detailed list of a
shears to plastic pots.

be needed?

needed? This should
1 equipment -- from pruning

241

, How much material is needed for fence building?

gain, if the project is planned well, these questions will not be diffi-
cult to answer.

After realistic estimates of all possible cost areas are Wei attach a
price tag to each;_ For example,_once the_price of each plastic pot is_
known, it is easy to figure the total costs of plastic pots for a nursery
project.

Do not spend too much time on costing the small items; In other words,
small costs which can easily be dropped or for which substitution can_
be found do not require detailed attention; Insteadi,live full_details
on major costs and expensive items; For example, a $10_expenditure for
pruning shears does:not need_the 7ame amount of supporting detail as
expenditures for 2,000km of five=tZrand barbed wire fence or for 2,000
plastic pots;

It is WileSt to separate out large expenses such as plastic pots; small
expenditures for scissors, watering cans, pliers, etc; can be lumped
together under a category such as "Other Nursery Equipment;"

Some logical cost headings for proposals are:

Salaries and Wages

TranWortation (including vehicles, vehicle rent, operating
costs, and maintenance costs).'"-

Major equipment (pumps, portable cistern, animal-drawn
equipment).

Keep
rent

Major materials (including reinforcing
steel, structural steel, roofing).

. Minor Materials and Hand Tools k.including nursery tools,
fencing tools, and shovels).

. Special items: Any item that does not fit into the
above categories and whose cost exceeds 10% of the
total predicted cost of the project.

track of price information in an orderly way. Keep records of cur-
prices for pods, seeds; and other products of various tree species.
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This it the kind Of_information which can be used to- justify a project

in terms of_itt costs versus its benefits; All priding information

can be updated as necessary and used as a basit for preparing other

proposals for funding
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The following stations work in arid forestry and/or range development
and can be contacted for information on specific problems:

Centre Technique Forestier Tropical
45 Bis Avenue de La Belle,Gabrielle
94 Nogent Sur Marne
FRANCE
(Regional offices in Dakar; Staticins in Fort Lamy, Niamey and
Ouagadougou)

Conservator of Forests
Ministry of Animal.and Forest Resources
Private Mail Bag #3022
Kano, Nigeria_

Institute-for Agricultural Research
Ahmadu Bello University
Samuaru, Zaria
Northern Nigeria

Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Station
25th Street, Forest Service Building
Ogden; Utah 84401

Reforestation Service
Dr. Karschon, Director
Keren Kayemet
BP 45 Kiryat Haim
Haifa; Isr4e1

Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station
240 West Prospect
Fort Collins, Colorado 80521

Tropical Products Institute
Culham, Abingdon
Berkshire, ENGLAND

7
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U.S. AGENCLES_

USAID (Agency for International Development)

Department of State
Washington, P. C.

AID field offices can be contacted tht'Ougn the respective U.S. Embassies;

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

CBLT (Arid Basin Commission)
Forestry Division
B.P. 727
N'Djamena, Tchad

CIEH (Interafrican Committee for Hydraulic Studies)

B.P. 369
Ouagadougou, Upper Volta

CILSS, Projects & Programs Division
B.P. 7049
Ouagadougou, Upper Volta

FAO/Forest Resources Division
FAO, 00100
Rome, Italy

Forestry andinvironmental InforMation Ctr. ---- Sahel Zone

B.P. E:37 /

Niamey, Niger

ILCA (International Live Stock Center)
P.O.Box 5689
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

UNEPi Etosystems Natural ResoUrde Division
P.O.Box 30552
Nairobii Kenya
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Since 1961 when the Peace Corps was created, more than 80,000.U.S. -citi-

zens have served ss_Volunteers_in developing CountrieS, living and
itirking_among_the iseople_of the Third World as colleagues and co-workers.
Today 6000 PCVS are involved In- programs designed to help strengthen

Tocal capacity_ to_ address such fUndaMental concerns_as food production,

Water supply; energy development, nutrition and health education and
reforestation.

Peace Corps overseas offices:

-MIZE
f767gox_487
Belize City

BENIN
B 971
Cotonou

BOTSWANA
P.O. Box 93
Gaborone

BURUNDI
c%0 American
Embassy
Bujumbura

CAMEROON
BP 817
Yaounde

CENTRAL AFRICAN
REPUBLIC
tp 1080
BangUi

COSTA RICA
Apartado Postal
1266
San Jose

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Apartado Postal
1414
Santo Domingo

FIJI
7767 Box 1094
Suva

SARAN

Libreville

GAMBIA,T#e
P.O. Box "582
Banjul

GHANA__
7767Box 5796
Accra (North)

GUATEMALA
6a Avenida 1-46
Zona 2
Guatemala

MOM-DURAS
Apartado Pottal
C-51
Tegucigalpa

EASERN_CARRIBBEA
InClUditig: Antigua;
Barbado,s, Grenada,
Montserrat, St.
Kitts-Nevis;St;
Lucia, St. Vintent;
Dominica "Erin
Court'-- Bishops
COUrt-Hill__ _

P.O. Bbi 696=C
Bridgetown, Barbados

EtUAZOR
Casilla 635-A
Quito

MAURITANIA
BP 222
NOUakthott

MICRONESIA
V.O. Box 136
Saipan, Mariana
Islands

SOLOMON-ISLANDS
---"PT071TTIT-577

Honiara

SWAZL.AND__
P;0_. Box 362
Mbbbbh-e

MOROCCO TANZANIA
TTIWiTuat Benierte Sox 9123 _

Rabat Dar es Sel6am

NEPAL
P.O. Box 613
Kathmandu

NIGER
TO 10537.
Niamey

OMAN
15_767 Box 966
Muscat

PAPUA KEW CUINEA
P.O. Box 1790

JAMAICA BOrtikO

Musgrove Avenue Port Moresby
Kingsten 10

KENYA
15767-Box 30516
Nairobi

LESOTHO
157-67-nx 554
Miter*

LIBERIA
Box 767
Monrovia

MALAWI__
Box X08
Lilorgwe

MALAYSIA
177 Jolan
Raja Muda
Kuala Lumpur

MAtT
BP 85_

Box 564

THAILAND
42 SO
Somprasong 2
Petchburi Road
Bangkok 4

TOGO
SP 3194
LOMe

TONGA
BP )47_

Nuku'Alcife

TUNISIA
PARAGUAY_ BP 96
c/6 AMOritan Embassy 1002 Tunis-
Asuncion ., Belvedere

Tunis
PHILIPPINES
P.O. lox 7013
Manila

UPPER VOLTA.
/7737-Samandin
Ouagadougou

RWANDA
c/o erican
Kigali P.O. Box 880

WESTERN SAMOAEmOatty

Apia
SENEGAL
BP 254
Dakar

SEYCHELLES
BP 697
Victoria

SIERRA LEONE
Private Mai'. Bag
Freetown

YEMEN_
Y7-67-Bbi 1151
Sana'a

ZAIRE_
SP 697
Kinshasa


